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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION r

A large facility capable of simulating the combined thermal and

blast effects of tactical nuclear and other explosions is being evaluated-.-

by the Defense Nuclear Agency. The Large Blast/Thermal Simulator

Facility (LB/TS) is a shock tunnel facility consisting of large, high-

pressure drivers; fast-acting diaphragms or valves; a long, large,

noncircular cross-section driven tube; an active rarefaction wave elimi-

nator; and a number of thermal radiation simulators (TRS). High-

enthalpy, high-pressure impulsive flows, with significant transients of a

few microseconds rise time, important measurement phenomena occurring

over microseconds, and an overall operating period of only a few

seconds are generated. Operating parameters in the facility such as

driver pressure, driver length, driver/driven area ratio and driver

temperature are varied over a wide range to simulate important features

of tactical nuclear blast waves, thermal radiation, and target response.

Variable yield explosions and target response at various distances from

the point of explosion can be simulated. A qualitative wave diagram of

the flow field variations with time through the LB/TS is shown below in

Figure 1 .
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Figure 1. Qualitative wave diagram of facility flow f ield.
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The instrumentation systems supporting the operation of this

facility must be capable of providing measurements which:
S characterize all important parameters of the flow and TRS-

such as static pressure, dynamic pressure, velocity, static
and total temperature, radiant energy, total heat flux, and
enthalpy

" characterize important aspects of target response such as "-. ',
pressure distribution; temperature distribution; heat flux;
component loading, strain, and deflection; component and
whole body acceleration, vibration, and motion

" are resolved in time with response sufficient to characterize
all essential changes within the period of important flow
variations

* are operable under harsh thermal and blast conditions in a
non-laboratory environment with reliable, traceable calibration
and reference standards

It is vital that innovative approaches to data acquisition be evaluated in

developing a facility plan to incorporate all of the rapid advances which

are occurring in both optical and physical sensors and data acquisi-

tion/processing systems. The LB/TS, though unique, can adapt a

number of these current developments to produce a high-enthalpy

impulse facility instrumentation system which is superior to any pre-

sently available. The instrumentation and facility control concept plan

which is developed must also be sufficiently versatile for research,

development, and routine proof testing of a wide variety of military

targets.

The first task of the project involved the survey of possible

physical sensors, optical sensors, and data acquisition and control

systems and assessment of current availability of equipment and com-

ponents which meet the LB/TS measurement requirements. The candi-

date requirements are listed in Table 1 and involve:

* pressure, temperature, displacement, and other measurements ' "
needed for control and status monitoring of the facility and
its operating subsystems

0 pressure, temperature, heat flux, -nd other measurements of "1 -

the blast wave, flow field, and TRS

0 pressure, temperature, heat flux, strain, displacement, and
acceleration of the target itself

Actual measurement requirements for the system must be finalized after

ongoing facility configuration studies are completed.

2
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Table 1. Candidate LB/TS measurements required for target data acquisition
and facility controL 

1 Measurements for Facility Control and Status/Performance "' "
Monitoring ... ' -

1.1 Pressure I .

* Charge Pressure in each Driver Tube
* Pressure in Nitrogen Drivers associated with TRS
* TRS Liquid Oxygen Supply Pressures
* Atmospheric Reference Pressure
* Miscellaneous Pressures in other Subsystems

1.2 Temperature

* Gas Temperature in Driver Tubes
* TRS Liquid Oxygen Supply
* TRS Pilots
* Gas Temperature in the TRS Vent System
* Miscellaneous Temperature in other Subsystems

1.3 Displacement Measurements
. TRS Vent Positions (sliding door)
* Rarefaction Wave Eliminator (RWE) Vane Positions
* TRS Valve Positions; LOX, AL, N2 Solenoid and Control . -

Valve Positions

1.4 Air Compressor System Control

* Valve Positions
0 Pressure Control
* Compressor Status Monitors

2. Measurement of Blast Wave and Flow Parameters

2.1 Pressure Instrumentation

* Wall Pressures for Signature and Arrival Time
Determination

* Strain Gage and Piezioelectric Pressure Transducers for
Diffraction Period

* Strain Gage Pressure Transducers for Drag Phase
* Differential Pressure Probes
* Stagnation Pressure Probe

2.2 Flow Velocity Instrumentation

* Laser Doppler Velocimeter (During Drag Phase)

2.3 Density, Inferred Density, Enthalpy, Other

* Stagnation Heat Flux
Shadowgraph

3 :
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Table 1. Candidate LB/TS measurements required for target data acquisition
and facility controL (Concluded) w

2.4 Temperature (to be used during thermal pulse also)
* Aspirating Thermocouples for Stagnation and/or Static -'-

Temperature
0 Film Thermocouples ,-

3. Measurement of the Input Thermal Pulse (associated with the TRS)

0 Flux Meters (Calorimeter, Coaxial Gages, etc.)
0 Optical Pyrometer, Two Color, Reference Measurement for

each TRS

4. Measurement of Target Response -

4.1 Pressure Distribution on Target

4.2 Structural Strain and Displacement Measurements

4.2 1 Strain Gages

4.2 2 Displacement Gages
* Mechanical- Potentiometer
* Electrical - Eddy Current .

4.2.3 Optical Displacement

* Pulsed X-Ray
Floroscopic X-Ray

* Moire
* OPTRON Displacement Follower

4.2.4 Accelerometers

4.3 Skin Temperature, Surface Heat Flux .

* Thermocouples, Backside
• Surface Heat Flux; Surface Temperature or Others
* Optical Pyrometers; Multiple Points or Surface

Distribution

4.4 Rigid Body Motion (Primary Drag Phase)

* High-Speed Photography
* Inertial Acceleration Measurements

a X-Ray

4
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Each of the measurement requirements involving physical sensors

are addressed in Section 3. A specific list of the ten primary

optical/non-intrusive measurpments which are discussed in Section 4 is

given in Table 2. The parameters to be measured, anticipated level

of each parameter, and time response required are noted.

Additional systems which permit data acquisition, facility control,

facility monitoring, data reduction, data display, and data archival, and

which facilitate overall LB/TS operation are listed in Table 3. The data

acquisition subsystem (Item 1, Table 3) is discussed in Section 5 of this

report and the facility control subsystem is discussed in Section 6. In

completing this survey, the number of channels and minimum sample

rate for each channel for the four measurement categories were estab-

lished as shown in Table 4. The number of channels and sample rates

shown do not represent requirements for the LB/TS but rather define a

baseline system against which comparative evaluations are made. These

form the basis for evaluating digital, analog, and hybrid analog-digital

data acquisition and control systems.

In completing the sensor and data acquisition system survey, a

nominal time line for the operation of the LB/TS was developed as

shown in Figure 2. The measurements and control events required to

pressurize the drivers would be followed by a short sequence to ignite

the five (nominal) TRS. Burn time of the TRS will be variable over a

period from about one to five seconds to produce the radiant heat flux

and fluence of the blast being simulated. After termination of the TRS

burn, a variable delay period of one to three seconds (nominal) would

precede rupture of the diaphragms to initiate blast flow. The delay

period would simulate variable distance from ground zero. About

one-half second after rup'ure of the diaphragms, the blast wave will

impinge on the target with a short diffraction period (approximately

10 msec in duration, dependent on target size) in which the blast wave

passes over the target followed by a longer drag phase of up to 2

seconds in duration. Data acquisition periods are shown in the lower . .

portion of Figure 2.

5
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Table 3. LB/TS data, control, and monitor system.

1.Data Acquisition System

* High-Speed Analog Tape
" High-Speed Digital Recorders
* Signal Conditioning

2. Data Reduction Data Display, and Data Archival System

* Data Reduction Minicomputer
* Plotters
* Disc Storage
* Printers
* Graphics Terminals
* Digital Photo Image Analyzer

3. Facility Control Minicomputer System

* Status Monitoring
" Interlocks
* Sequencing
" Open-Loop Control
* Closed-Loop Control

4. Experimental and Safety Observation Equipment

* Video Cameras
* Acoustic Monitors/Recorders

7
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Table 4. Data acquisition system survey constraints. -Ali
(Values selected as basis for system evaluation only)

MINIMUM
NUMBER OF CHANNELS SAMPLE

RATE,
MEASUREMENT CATEGORY MAXIMUM MEDIUM MINIMUM KHz

1.0 FACILITY MEASUREMENTS -1.

DRIVER PRESSURES 10 10 10 "

TRS NITROGEN PRESSURES 5 5 2

TRS LOx SUPPLY PRESSURES 5 5 2
ATMOSPHERIC REFERENCE 1 1 1

DRIVER GAS TEMPERATURE TC) 21 14 10

GAS SUPPLY TEMPERATURE (TC) 5 5 -
PILOT TEMPERATURE (TC) 5 i
VENT GAS TEMPERATURE (TC) 5 5
VENT POSITION 5 5 S
RWE POSITION 3 3 3
VALVE POSITIONS 15 15 10
MISCELLANEOUS 20 12 12

SUBTOTAL 100 8s 70 ______.__

2.0 PLOW ENVIRONMENT MEASUREMENTS
WALL PRESSURES 20 15 10 50
DIFFRACTION PHASE PRESSURE (FAST RESP.) 5 5 3 250
DRAG PHASE PRESSURES (MODERATE RESP.) 5 3 3 20
DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE PROBES 5 5 3 250
STAGNATION PRESSURE PROBES 2 2 2 250
STAGNATION HEAT FLUX fTC) 3 3 3 20
FLOW TEMPERATURE (TC) 5 3 3 20 %

SUBTOTAL 46 37 27

3.0 THERMAL INPUT MEASUREMENTS
HEAT FLUX GAGES (TC) 5 5 5 1
THERMOCOUPLES 10 10 10 1
RADIANT HEAT FLUX GAGES 10 10 8 20
OTHER (OPTICAL PYROMETER) 5 S 5 1

SUBTOTAL 30 30 28

4.0 TARGET RESPONSE MEASUREMENTS
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 30 15 10 50
STRUCTURAL STRAIN 30 15 10 so
DISPLACEMENT GA""S 10 5 5 50 * "
THERMOCOUPLES. BACKSIDE 20 10 10 1
THERMOCOUPLES. SURFACE 20 15 8 20
ACCELEROMETERS 10 5 5 50
OTHER (OPTICAL PYROMETERS) 15 10 10 1

SUBTOTAL 135 75 so

SYSTEM TOTALS 310 227 183

SYSTEM TOTALS BY SAMPLE RATE: SYSiEM
SYSTM

SAMPLE RATE MAXIMUM MEDIUM MINIMUM

1000/sgc 155 125 110
20.000/sec 43 34 25

*50,000 100 56 40
250.000 12 12 8

TOTALS 310 227 183
1- 1.. 1771 "

*50.000 IS MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE. 250.000 IS DESIRABLE. IT IS ALSO DESIRABLE FOR ALL
HIGH SPEED CHANNELS (20-250 KHz) TO BE OF SAME SAMPLE RATE.

8
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The final task of the project involved the selection of a con-

figuration for the sensor, data acquisition, and control (SDAC) system

which best meets the unique requirements of the LB/TS. This compre-
hensive system, including functional block diagrams, is discussed in

Section 7.

10
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SECTION 2

CHARACTERIZATION OF LB/TS FLOW AND THERMAL ENVIRONMENT

2.1 DESCRIPTION AND PERFORMANCE RANGE
OF THE LB/TS FACILITY.

The LB/TS facility is a shock tube configuration consisting of a

series of from seven or more drivers whose gas is expanded into a

driven tube. The test region is near the end of the driven tube. At

the writing of this report the overall geometry of the LB/TS had not

been completely specified. For purposes of this study however, a

nominal configuration will be identified whose characteristics will

ultimately define nominal aerodynamic and thermal environmental

parameters.

The LB/TS consists of a driver section as described in the pre- ..-- i

ceding paragraph, a diaphragm or fast-acting valve section which
separates the driver gas from the driven tube gas. Upon initiation of

the valves or rupture of the diaphragm, the high-pressure driver gas

expands through an opening into conical diffusers and into the driven

tube. Half-angle of the diffusers is approximately 16 degrees,
Reference 2.1. The Drimary shock wave moves down the driven tube

followed by a high-pressure region of expanding and interacting driver

gases. For the purposes of this study it will be assumed that the

driven tube is nominally 300 meters or 1,000 feet in length with a

cross-sectional area of nominally 165m'. At the end of the driven tube

is an active rarefraction wave eliminator (RWE) to tailor the reflected

wave so that an accurate simulation of the blast wave structure may be

maintained in the test region.

In order to simulate the thermal environment of a high-yield blast,

a thermal radiation source (TRS) is located just upstream of the test
region. The thermal radiation source consists of five or more flames

normal to the driven tube axis. These flames use LOX and aluminum
powder to create a high-temperature, radiant, optically dense medium.

Nominal performance design conditions have been identified for the

LB/TS characterizing both the aerodynamic and the thermal radiation
environment. Driver pressures and driven/driver tube geometries must A

11 . . .
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be structured so that shock overpressures are maintained at a maximum

of nominally 240 kPa or 35 psi. To achieve this condition approximately

a 150-bar driver pressure is required with the driven tube operating at

atmospheric conditions. A typical pressure trace is shown in

Figure 3 which represents calculations made by U.S. Army Ballistic
Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, for a typi-

cal U.S. LB/TS. This pressure history includes a RWE to tailor reflec-

tions from the tube end and maintain the pressure decay behind the

shock as a function of time. The form of this calculated pressure

versus time curve ik representative of the conditions expected in the

LB/TS at the desired operating conditions. In addition, driver gas

temperature may be increased to provide better matching of desired

wave structures.

The TRS as described earlier is designed to produce a source flux

of nominally 100 calories per centimeter squared per second with a .W

fluence ranging from 100 to 500 calories per centimeter squared. The

color temperature of the LOX flame is estimated to be nominally

3000 degrees Kelvin. Data from a recent TRS test is shown in
Figure 4 which is a working model of the full TRS system. As can be

seen, the flux is nonstationary in time. Gas from the TRS during the

burn is drawn off at the top of the test section to eliminate the burnt

gas residues from the test region so that the aerodynamic blast wave is - ,

not contaminated. The TRS, in a normal sequence of events, will be
ignited before the aerodynamic blast front has reached the test region

within the driven tube as shown in the bar chart in Figure 2.

2.2 DEFINITION OF AERODYNAMIC AND THERMAL DATA RANGES.

In order to define the aerodynamic range of the LB/TS, some

sample calculations were made using a Sverdrup shock tube code. A

brief writeup of the shock tube code is given in the following para-
graphs. The area distribution utilized in the sample calculation is

shown in Figure 5 where it was assumed that no rarefraction wave

eliminator was present (driven tube very long). All lengths referred to
in the following figures are normalized by the driven tube length with

areas normalized by the test section area of 165 meters squared.

Sample calculations were based on an instantaneous diaphragm break

with equal driver and driven tube gas temperatures.

12
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L-rwe 4.00 v T4/11 -1.00 J-0 -202

PRESSURE-TIME HISTORY
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The numerical solution algorithm utilized in the present shock tube

code is based on flux splitting the governing one-dimensional equations

written in partial differential form. The application of this technique,

which will be described in the following paragraphs, is an outgrowth of

the MacCormack explicit/implicit approach described in References 2.2

and 2.3.

Over the past 15 years considerable progress has been made in the

development of implicit and explicit solution algorithms to accurately

define hyperbolic flow fields where large perturbations of the flow are

present. Early transient studies utilized the explicit algorithm to track

transient flows. The MacCormack explicit algorithm is a two-step

predictor/corrector technique. The flowfield solution is updated after

each predictor and corrector step utilizing grid sweeps in alternate

directions. The result of this approach is that second-order accuracy

is achieved while using only first-order spatial differencing and first-

order Taylor series expansions in time. This explicit method, as in all

explicit methods, contains a stability restriction which restricts the size

of the allowable time step as constrained by the Courant-Fredrichs-Lewy
(CFL) criteria. This allowable maximum step is governed by the grid

density, local flow velocity, and local speed of sound.

The MacCormack implicit technique is a two-step extension of the

1969 predictor/corrector explicit technique. Utilizing the implicit

technique, CFL's greater than one can be routinely exercised over part

or all of the grid. The implicit technique utilizes as its basis the

explicit solution of the governing equations based on the explicit

algorithm of MacCormack. The second stage of the implicit technique

removes the CFL stability criteria by numerically transforming the

governing equations into an equivalent implicit form which, in general,

requires a bidiagonal solution scheme. This new implicit technique has

found wide application in a variety of aerodynamic flows.

In spite of the algorithm speed and simplicity of the implicit

technique, errors exist when tracking shocks which occur in shock tube

transients. For moving shocks which are not centered in a grid cell,

]
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"solution noise" can result in the vicinity of the shock due to the flux

imbalances across the shock. When the grid is properly aligned, the

solution oscillations on either side of the shock can be essentially

eliminated.

In order to accurately track flows where moving shocks are pre-

sent, a shock fitting technique with an adaptive grid algorithm can be - -

implemented. The present solution algorithm does not, however, apply - ,

the adaptive grid approach. A split characteristics formulation is

utilized in order to accurately and realistically account for the passage

of flux information into and out of the shock, depending upon the sign

of the eigenvalues in the vicinity of the shock front. This new tech-

nique is an extension of the MacCormack implicit/explicit concepts as

presented and draws on the split characteristics concepts as given in

Reference 2.4. No explicit dissipation is required in the formulation.

The six steps given below briefly describe the application of the

numerical solution algorithm as utilized in the shock tube code.

1. The system of governing equations written in weak conserva-
tion law form, is converted to a characteristics form by
diagonalizing the flux vector.

2. The governing equations in characteristics form are separated
corresponding to the sign of the eigenvalues or characteristic
directions.

3. Both the flux vector and source terms are split utilizing the
eigenvectors.

4. The delta formulation of the solution variables is developed
from the split governing equations.

5. A two-step Runga Kutta calculation procedure is implemented
to calculate the new time level solutions where the predictor
and corrector steps are applied in a manner similar to the
1969 MacCormack algorithm.

6. Compatible split characteristic boundary conditions are applied
at inflow and outflow boundaries where the right-hand side of
the constraint equations corresponds to linear combinations of
the solution variables in delta form. The sign of the eigen-
values at the inflow or c'-.tflow boundary determines the
equations that are to be replaced in the constraint system.

The advantage of this new technique over other previous tech-

niques is that it can resolve transient shocks accurately without an

adaptive grid algorithm. In addition, it is computationally efficient

-*.
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compared to split flux schemes (for example) since, in its present form,

it does not require a tridiagonal solution algorithm.

The summary calculations as given in Figures 6 through 12

describe the flow variable behavior as a function of time after dia-

phragm rupture at one station within the driven tube--at a point

seventy percent of the driven tube length from the diaphragm. ..

Figure 6 gives the static pressure distribution history normalized by

the driven tube pressure PI. As can be seer the pressure rises

rapidly as the shock passes the plotted X location. Once the shock

passes the station of interest, the pressure field decays gradually and

then very rapidly due to the interaction of the expanded driver gas.

The driver to driven tube pressure ratio used for these calculations is

200.

Th-. stagnation pressure normalized by the driven tube pressure is

shown in Figure 7 and indicates a level of approximately 17 is reached

in the early time evolution of the flow for the driver tube/driven tube

pressure ratio of 200 as stated earlier. For a driver to driven tube

pressure ratio of 200, the stagnation pressure ratio approaches values

as high as 40 late in the wave evolution process.

Total and static temperature ratios normalized by the driven tube

temperature are shown in Figures 8 and 9. These two figures show

nominally the same rise times as shown in the pressure traces given in

Figures 6 and 7. Static and total temperatures peak at 1.5 and 1.8 for

this driver to driven tube pressure ratio of 200, respectively. The

decay of the total temperature and static temperature following the peak

rise is similar to the pressure decay as presented in Figures 6 and 7.

Flow velocity, as normalized by the driven tube speed of sound, given

in Figure 10 shows a level of approximately 1.2 immediately behind the

shock and rising to a level of 1.7 at a later time.

The thermal environment of the LB/TS consists, as described in

the preceding paragraphs, of two parts. The first part occurring in

the time sequence is the thermal radiation source environment which is

nominally on for 1 to 5 seconds early in the test. This is followed by a

nominal two-second duration of time in the test where neither the

18
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aerodynamic or thermal radiation source fields are on. Following this

delay time the blast wave and associated aerodynamic response takes

place.

Sample calculations were made using the aerodynamic calculations -:

as indicated in Figures 6 through 10 to define the heating levels in the

test region due to aerodynamic sources only. Heat transfer calcu!ations

were based on flat plate heating and on stagnation point heating on a

sphere where length scales for heating calculations were assumed to be

equal to 0.3 meter. In addition, the calculations assume that the wall

temperature of both the plate and the sphere were maintained at the

initial driven tube temperature TI.

Graphical results are presented in Figures 11 and 12 for the flat

plate and stagnation heating environment as a function of time for the

two selected stations within the driven tube. As can be seen, for a --

driver to driven tube pressure ratio of 200, flat plate heating levels

approach 8 cal per cm squared per second immediately behind the

shock. Heating levels approach 3 cal per cm squared per second

behind the shock for the stagnation point heat transfer. Rise times

associated with the aerodynamic heat flux are on the same order as the

passage of the shock front. For temperature rises or decreases caused

by aerodynamic heating as described in Figures 11 and 12, test article

thermal rise times will be dependent upon the configuration and can
result in transient surface and through thickness temperatures which

scale on the order of milliseconds to tenths of seconds.

The thermal radiation source environment as described earlier

provides a color temperature of nominally 3000 degrees Kelvin and is a

radiation source as it influences the test article. At this color tem-

perature, radiation heating due to the TRS can reach as high as

100 cal per cm squared per second for a duration of from 1 to 5 seconds

as indicated in Figure 4. This high heating level coupled with tempera-

ture variations in the thermal mass and geometry of the test article can _1_

result in surface and through thickness temperature variations of a few

degrees Kelvin to surface temperature increases on the order of 1000 " '

Kelvin with rise times in the millisecond range. .- .
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As a result of the high aerodynamic transient loading on the test

article due to the passage of the blast front, significant displacement,

velocity, and accelerations of the test article can take place. Measure-

ment requirements on the test article can be as variable as the defini-

tion of the vibration environment of a stiff member to the definition of

the displacement of the entire test article as a solid body. This pro- - .

vides for a wide spectrum of acceleration and displacement ranges for

the test article dependent upon the type of measurement desired. For

a high stiffness member where the vibration environment is desired,

displacements on the order of ten thousandths to tenths of an inch and

acceleration loads of thousands of g's are possible. For high mass/

large configurations, such as armored vehicles, displacements can range

from hundredths of an inch to feet with commensurate low accelerations

on the order of 1g.

Table 5 provides a summary of the LB/TS test data characteriza-

tion as described in preceding paragraphs. Data found in this table is

a merging of results obtained from the sample calculation and from BRL

design information for the LB/TS. It is to be emphasized that the . . -

magnitude and rise time ranges as given for each one of the data types

are by no means the minimum or maximum ranges anticipated btut are

intended to represent the nominal extent of the ranges to be expected

during typical LB/TS operation. In using this table it is also

emphasized that the aerodynamic environment occurs at a different time

during the test evolution than the thermal or TRS environment as

shown graphically in Figure 2. Thus, in a temperature measurement

system that must measure both the thermal and aerodynamic temperature

environment, one must consider the temperature range given for both

aerodynamic data and the thermal data both separately and collectively.

In addition it is to be noted that the heat flux estimates provided in

this table, for aerodynamic heating, are based on turbulent flow on a

flat plate and for stagnation heating s- a sphere nominally one foot in

diameter. The displacement, velocity, and acceleration values given in -7

the table are characteristic of the test article as influenced by

aerodynamic loads. Since strains and stresses are a function of the

precise geometry of the test article no attempt was made to estimate or

bracket the range of this data type.
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SECTION 3

SURVEY OF PHYSICAL/INTRUSIVE SENSORS

A survey of sensors which are normally categorized as intrusive

(physically having some point of contact on the measurement surface) is

presented in this section. Our survey includes selected specifications .- .

as provided by manufacturers' catalogs (Appendix A) and a bibli- MCI

ography (Appendix B) of recent instrumentation developments which are

either directly applicable or related to the LB/TS type environment.

3.1 PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS. 0

Numerous pressure sensors will be required to take facility meas-

urements, monitor the blast wave and flow environment, and measure

target response (Table 1). Facility measurements will include driver

pressure, TRS nitrogen pressure, TRS LOX supply pressure, atmos-

pheric reference pressure, and others. Blast wave and flow measure-

ment pressures will include driven tube wall pressure distribution,

diffraction, drag phase pressures using flow field probes, and target

response during the drag phase. Both piezoelectric and strain gage

transducers are frequently used in blast simulation experiments.

The piezoelectric effect is an effect whereby strains in certain

types of crystals of insulating materials lead to a separation of charge

(.e. , positive on one face, negative on another). The effect may be

inverted; in that application, a charge will cause a strain. Over a

range of strains due to forces, the charge is proportional to the strain

which is the basis for pressure transducers based on the piezoelectric

effect. Since charge tends to be neutralized by the surroundings,

transducers based on this effect are primarily useful in dynamic or

transient systems such as characterized by the LB/TS environment.

Where slightly slower response can be tolerated, strain gage or

capacitive and inductive transducers may be specified. The resistance I

(strain) of a wire is dependent on its length and cross-sectional area,

so that when a wire is stretched, its resistance changes due to increase

in length and decrease in area. However, there is an additional effect

29
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on the resistivity of the material itself. The resistivity, as opposed to

the resistance, is a function of strain also, so that the change of

resistance per unit elongation is often different from what one would

expect on the basis of elongation alone. .--

The wire may be attached firmly to a surface undergoing change in

length, such as a diaphragm being deflected by pressure, in which case

it is referred to as a bonded strain-gage. In other designs, the dia-

phragm displacement may be transmitted by a mechanical linkage so as

to stretch wires which are attached only at the ends, in which case the

device is referred to as an unbonded strain-gage. Rise time and

frequency response are slower for these designs. In any case, the

change in resistance must be measured and related to the pressure.

In capacitive and inductive transducers, the change of the dis-

tance between a fixed electrode and a movable electrode (such as a

diaphragm) may be used to produce a measurable change in capacitance.

In addition, by changing the distance between a coil and an iron dia- - -.

phragm, the inductance of the coil may be changed. Either of these

effects may be sensed electrically, and related to pressure.

3.1.1 Nature of Required Pressure Measurements.

Table 4 identifies a minimum requirement for 15 facility pressure

measurements, 21 blast wave and flow measurements, and 10 target

response pressure sensors. Table 6 details general specifications for

pressure requirements. The table identifies an extremely wide range of

pressure sensor requirements. Rise time and frequency response for

facility control sensors are less severe than other pressure measure-

ments but the maximum pressure level required is much higher. Strain

gage transducers will be suitable for facility control while piezoelectric

or fast-response silicon diaphragm gages must be employed for the

remainder. Several static and total pressure sensors suitable for use in
the LB/TS are given in Appendix A for mounting in the tunnel wall, .

reference bodies in the test section, or special probes.

30
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Table 6. Pressure sensor requirements and specifications.

Facility Monitor Blast Wave and Target
Requirements and Control Flow Measurements Response

Driver Pressure, Wall Static Pressure, . '-'

10,000-24,000 kPa 200-350 kPa
TRS N , 7000- Diffraction Static, 100-350 kPa

Range 14,000 kPa 200-350 kPa
LOX, 10 to 700 kPa Drag Static,
Atm. reference, 200-350 kPa

100 kPa Differential probes,
40-60 kPa

Stagnation probes,
200-1000 kPa

Wall Pressure, 50 kHz
Diffraction, 250 kHz 5

Frequency I kHz Drag, 20 kHz 50 kHz
Differential,
250 kHz

Stagnation, 250 kHz

Asi

Blast wave and/or shock tunnel flow calibration is dependent on

accurate measurement of static and total pressure and their difference.

Absolute measurement of both static and total pressure involves poten-

tial errors since the absolute level of each may be considerably

different. Numerous designs for differential probes have been pro- -"

duced by shock tube and blast simulator engineers. Figure 13 repro-

duces one such probe (Reference 3.1) used at the BRL. It is a modi-

fication of an original BRL design to utilize standard Kulite pressure

sensing elements (the XCW-190 series), which were suitable for adaption

to make a differential pressure gage. The outer configuration is that

of a long cylindrical rod oriented parallel to the expected direction of

air flow. A single pressure-sensing diaphragm is placed within the rod

about one rod diameter from the nose. Stagnation overpressure is

developed on one side of the diaphragm from the inpul port in the nose

of the rod. The static overpressure is developed on the rear of the

diaphragm by a connection of the internal volume at the rear of the
diaphragm to static pressure inlet ports that are two rod diameters to

31 V :i-i
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the rear of the nose. These ports are 12 cylindrical holes drilled "

perpendicular to the axis of the rod and spaced uniformly around its

circumference. A metal screen with holes is placed immediately in front .

of the diaphragm to protect it from direct impact by particles in the air

stream. The diaphragm is of silicon and contains an active Wheatstone "''""bridge. It is coated on both sides with an RTV compound to minimize. '.i

heat conduction effects during the test period.

-a -761.2 mm 25.4 mmA-o 152.4 -n 20.4m

5O.46 DIAMETER 12.7 m IANI

107

DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE TRANSDUCER -. -,

INLET FOR STAGNATION PRESSURE
INLET FOR STATIC OVERPRESSURE

CLOSEUP OF TRANSDUCER NOSE

SCREEN DIAPHRAGM

Figure 13. Configuration of the differential pressure gage

for blast wave measurements.
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Differential pressure gages with peak ranges of 6.9 kPa (1 psi),

13.8 kPa (2 psi), and 34.5 kPa (5 psi) have been tested to a limited

extent in a shock tube at BRL. The gages were exposed to step

shocks generated in the 0.56-meter diameter shock tube, and the sig- ::--

nals were recorded using an 80-kHz magnetic tape recording system and

a frequency response of about 20-kHz (flat) was measured.

Conventional stagnation probes consisting of single, open-ended

tubes with protective filters are used for total pressure measurements

when high-frequency response is not required. Surface-mounted

sensors such as Kulite gages can measure local total or static pressures

and discriminate flow oscillations at frequencies up to 200 kHz (flat

response) in the LB/TS pressure range.

Direct use of pressure sensors and development of pressure probes

and other devices using pressure sensors in environments such as

produced by the LB/TS facility are extremely difficult if productivity

and reliability are of prime importance. The use of screens and baffles

to prevent particle impact will always degrade sensor frequency perfor-

mance. The simple expedient of placing a plastic insulative coating """"

over a diaphragm will serve to increase sensor life and delay tempera-

ture effects at the cost of lower frequency response. Corrections to

the data for gage or probe acceleration during the blast, temperature

rise in the sensing element due to high heat transfer from the TRS and

flow, errors induced by inadequate mounting, and degraded response

time in a given test situation requires continuous close attention in the

application of seemingly attractive commercial sensors. Techniques for

minimizing these effects or making corrections to data have been devel-

oped at BRL and other impulse facilities to permit reliable use of the

commercial pressure sensors.

3.1.2 Sources of Pressure Sensors.

There are numerous manufacturers of high-quality pressure trans-

ducers in the U.S. The industry is quite competitive and innovative

and specialized development for measurement of transient pressures in

33



extreme environments has been accomplished by numerous firms to meet

requirements of the government and industry. The following companies

Celesco Transducer Products, Inc.
7800 Deering Avenue
Canoga Park, CA 91304

* Kistler Instrumentation Corp.
75 John Glen Drive
Amherst, NY 14120

* Entran Devices, Inc. .,

10 Washington Avenue
Fairfield, NJ 07006

* Endevco
Rancho Viejo Road
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675

* PCB Piezotronics, Inc.
3425 Walden Avenue
Depew, NY 14043

0 Sensotec
1200 Chesapeake Avenue
Columbus, OH 43212

* Kulite Semiconductor Products
1039 Hoyt Avenue
Ridgefield, NJ 07657

0 Setra Systems, Inc.
45 Nagog Park
Acton, MA 01720..

* BBN Instruments
50 Moulton Street
Cambridge, MA 02138

e Kaman Instrumentation Corporation
1500 Garden of the Gods Road
Colorado Springs, CO 80933

r Transamerica Delava (CEC)
360 Sierra Madre Villa
Pasadena, CA 91109

* MKS Instruments, Inc.
34 Third Avenue
Burlington, MA 01803
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Although the above list by no means identifies all pressure trans-

ducer manufacturers* it does represent the majority of those who com-

pete for development contracts when advanced test facilities are con-

structed by the government. Since specific performance criteria are

not established, it is beyond the scope of the present study to recom-

mend one particular manufacturer for each specific measurement in the

LB/TS facility. Any one of the above cited manufacturers could pro-

duce systems capable of measuring pressures during both the diffrac-

tion and drag phase of operation. However, a few specifications and

operating characteristic descriptions have been extracted from technical -- -

catalogues and are included in Appendix A to demonstrate available

sensors and unique designs related to the LB/TS environment. The

appendix is divided into separate sections for pressure, heat flux, etc.

A brief open-literature search was conducted to evaluate the

extent of development work being accomplished for pressure measure- .- .

ment systems which would have direct applicability to the LB/TS facil-

ity. The bibliography contains descriptive abstract listings of 14 such - -

papers by personnel at agencies and facilities such as Aberdeen Proving .- - -

Grounds, Sandia Laboratories, Air Force Weapons Laboratory, Defense = ...

Nuclear Agency, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories, NASA, and foreign

sources. Most of these reports deal with evaluation of specific pressure

sensors in field blast conditions. Their recommendations are normally -

unique to their specific testing situation but can serve as general .

guides for selection of future sensor procurements.

3.2 TEMPERATURE AND HEAT FLUX MEASUREMENTS.

3.2.1 Temperature.

Direct thermocouple measurements will be the most common tempera-

ture sensor utilized in the LB/TS. A comparison chart (Table 7) of

various temperature sensors (RTD, thermistor, thermocouples, semi-

conductors) prepared by Hy-Cal Engineering follows on the next page.

*The 1983-84 ISA Directory lists 98 companies under the heading - .-...-.
Pressure Transducers, Electronic
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Table 7. Comparison chart of various temperature sensors.
(Prepared by HY-CAL Engineering)

PUATINUM le PUINUM Ar NIC L X NAr 1ALCO Are SimI
EVALUATION IodU wits (DULTRA.7?m IOOOu wire 2000u wire THERMISTON THERMO- CONDUCTOR

CRITERIA wound and 100OU wried woned COUPLE DEVICES
this file thin film . "

HIGH LOW MEDIUM MEDIUM LOW LOW LOW
Cost -OEM Quantity * * *

WIDE WIDE MEDIUM SHORT SHORT to VERY WIDE SHORT
-400"F to -320'F to -350"F to -IOO'F to MEDIUM -450'F to -S7"F to

Temperature Range +1200"F + IO00"F +6O0"F +400"F -IO0"F to +4200"F +257F
* * +500F **

EXCELLENT EXCELLENT FAIR FAIR POOR to GOOD FAIR
Interchangeability *FAIR

GOOD .OOD FAIR FAIR POOR POOR to GOOD to
Long Term Stability * * FAIR FAIR

Accuacy HIGH HIGH MEDIUM LOW MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM

EXCELLENT EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR FAIR to POOR to GOODRepeatability GOOD FAIR ,

Sensitivity (output) MEDIUM HIGH HIGH VERY HIGH VERY HIGH LOW HIGH
•______ * ** * * * •_____

Response MEDIUM MEDIUM to MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM to MEDIUM to
FAST to FAST FAST FAST
•__ _ _ _ _ * * * •.-.

GCOD GOOD FAIR FAIR POOR FAIR GOOD .- -
Linearty **______ _____

VERY LOW MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM HIGH N/A VERY LOW
Self Heating to LOW to LOW

Point (end) Sensitive FAIR GOOD POOR POOR GOOD EXCELLENT GOOD
•__ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ *_ _ _ * ** *

Lead Effect MEDIUM LOW LOW LOW VERY LOW HIGH LOWLod ** Effect"*

MEDIUM SMALL LARGE LARGE SMALL to SMALL to SMALL to
Physical Size/Packaging to SMALL to LARGE MEDIUM LARGE MEDIUM

•__ _ _ _ _ _ _ * * *-" "---"

** Best Riling
* Good Rating
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Figure 14 represents output versus temperature in 'F for various

thermocouple materials. Choice of thermocouple material is based on y
considerations other than temperature level. Direct temperature

measurements wilt be required for measurement of driver gas, LOXI
supply, pilot, and vent gas temperatures. For blast wave and flow
monitoring, the temperature of the flow can be measured with shielded

and vented thermocouple probes. Both backface and frontface tempera-

tures on the target can be obtained with simple thermocouples, RTD's,

or thermistors. Table 4 identifies 24 facility temperature measurements,

6 blast wave and flow measurements, 10 thermal input temperatures,

and 18 target response thermocouples for a total of 58 temperature

sensors as a minimum requirement. Table 8 summarizes the various

temperature sensor requirements.

Platinum- rhodium/platinum thermocouples provide the best combina-

tion of resistance to corrosion and high -temperature capability.

Although temperature to 3000'F (1921'K) can be measured with such

thermocouples, the surfaces should be coated to minimize surface cataly-

tic effects. Tungsten -tungsten rhenium thermocouples provide a cap-

ability to measure temperatures up to 5000*F (3032'K), but this material

has a poorer oxidation resistance. The development of t'iermocouples

and probes, specifically RTD and thin-film devices, by commercial firms

is extensive. The selection of a specific thermocouple sensor from

literally hundreds on the market is beyond the scope of the present

study.

The following comments are related to one device (a total tempera-

ture probe, Figure 15) designed to overcome many of the problems

associated with flow temperature measurement with thermocouple devices

(Reference 3.3). Since at high velocities the free stream static tem-

perature cannot readily be measured, one resorts to measuring the total

gas temperature. This requires a probe with a stagnation chamber

wherein the gas can be brought adiaoatically to a low velocity. If the

process is perfectly adiabatic, the recovery temperature, Tr equals the

total temperature, T ,from which T can be calculated

t - •." " ." "."-

T ~T-v-o 2 c
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Table 8. Temperature sensor requirements and specifications.

Facility Monitor Blast Wave and Target
Requirements and Control Flow Measurements Response

Driver Gas, 600'K Shielded Probe, Backside, 400'K
Range LOX Supply, Cry- 6000 K Frontside, 8000K

genic
Vent Gas, 2000*K

Platinum RTD High-Temperature Platinum RTD
Types and TC'S and

High -Temperature High-Temperature
TC'S TC'S I

Response 0.001 on surface
0.1 sec .001 sec 0.01 on backside
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In practice, however, the gas cannot be brought to rest adiabati-
cally. Frictional heating and dissipation by conduction in the boundary

layer make it impossible to recover all the kinetic energy of the flowing

gas. Moreover, as already noted, if the gas flows too slowly over the

probe, conduction and radiation losses become excessive. Therefore, in

any viscous fluid some recovery error must be tolerated and a compro-

mise between this recovery error and the radiation-conduction error

must be made. The important consideration is that the error remains

essentially constant throughout all flow conditions. Many of the earlier

high-velocity temperature probes were merely bare thermocouples posi-

tioned in the flow.

Due to the difficulties of measuring the recovery factor, r, and

the unknown influence of parameters such as surface roughness, junc-

tion formation, etc., it is not likely that values of r for an uncalibrated

probe can be more reliable than ±10%. This uncertainty in the recovery

factor becomes of little consequence, however, if the velocity over the

thermocouple junction is reduced to a low value. The simplest device

for this purpose is a straight tube with vent holes. Specific probe .-.

designs are necessary for particular flow environments to minimize the

cumulative errors attributable to radiation, velocity, and conduction.

Varner performed an analysis of corrections necessary to such probes

and concluded that the error analysis must include the developing

thermal layer within the tube (Reference 3.4). Before such devices

are designed for the LB/TS environment, an in-depth error analysis

should be performed to evaluate probe effectiveness.

Target thermal response will be made, in part, by front and

backside bare thermocouple sensors. Measurements using wall thermo-

couples require that the junction size be small to increase response.

Also, any material near the junction must be similar to the wall in order

to minimize the effect of local differences in thermal properties

(Reference 3.5).

There are many manufacturers of thermocouple devices in the

United States.* Three of the best known firms are:

*The 1983-84 ISA Directory lists 146 manufacturers under the
heading - Temperature Sensors, Thermocouples, and Accessories
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Hy-Cal Engineering
9650 Telstar Avenue
El Monte, CA 91731

Nanmac Corporation
9-11 Mayhem Street
Framingham Centre, MA 01701u
Omega Engineering
Box 4047
Stamford, CT 06907

Any of these manufacturers could design specific thermocouple -

sensor packages to meet LB/TS criteria. The bibliography
(Appendix B) contains 15 abstracts for development of thermocouple

sensors in environments such as the LB/TS. Transient errors, oxida-

tion effects, calibration, and development of analytic codes to infer heat

transfer rate and correct for thermocouple errors are included.

3.2.2 Heat Flux.

Intrusive devices for surface heat flux (calorimeters) can be used

for a variety of purposes in the LB/TS facility. By innovative design,
gas temperatures, flow enthalpy, and velocity can be inferred from

calorimeter devices. These would be useful for both facility measure-

ments, blast wave and flow measurements, and target measurements. %

Thermal input from radiation source can be directly measured by calorim-

eters sensitive to radiant energy. Target radiant and convective

energy can also be directly measured with on-board devices. Direct

measurement heat flux sensors have been widely developed for unique

test facilities.

A coax thermocouple heat flux sensor (Figure 16) has advantages

over other devices including operational durability, time response,

calibration stability, miniature size, and the ability to contour the gage

exactly to the surface of the instrumented component. Co-axial surface

thermocouples can be employed for measurements over a heat-transfer-

rate range of 1 to 135 cal/cm2 sec. (3-500 Btu/ft' sec.). Preamplifi-

cation units can extend the heat-transfer-rate level to 0.3 cal/cm2 sec.

The cylindrical thermocouple assemblies are small, typically 0.16 to .-.. '>

0.32 cm O.D. and approximately 0.36 to 1.0 cm long.
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CHROMEL THERMOCOUPLE WIRE

#50-40 HEAT PROOF COATING V
(ELECTRICAL INSULATION)

CONSTANTAN JACKET

EPOXY RESIN, C-7

#32 AWG RUBBER-COATED--...
STRANDED COPPER WIRES d0
(#36 WIRE USED FOR

do 0.063-in. ONLY)

Figure 16. Chromel - Constantan coaxial surface thermocouple.
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Experimental calibration of co-axial surface thermocouples is per-

formed in the laboratory by a transient heat flux calibration technique.

A known and constant heat flux from an air-acetylene flame or radiant I.

light source is applied to the sensing surface of the co-axial thermo-

couple for a time period not exceeding the effective test time, and a

timewise output data record is obtained. This experimental procedure

permits the evaluation of a co-axial thermocouple calibration factor.

which has been found to agree with the theoretical heat flux sensitivity

within ±5 percent when the gage is properly constructed. This experi-

mental procedure is repeated at different heat flux levels. Since the

co-axial thermocouple assembly is comprised of thermoelectric grade

materials, the unit maintains the inherent excellent calibration stability

characteristics of bi-metal thermocouples.

Vent temperature and flow temperature can be inferred from meas-

urement of radiation and convective energ, . The device . "

(Reference 3.2) shown in Figure 17 was developed for rocket motor and

jet engine exhaust temperature measurement. By keeping the device on

a wall component, the intrusive characteristic can be minimized. Similar

techniques can measure the thermal output of the TRS by placing an

array of sensors at various distances from the radiation source.

Flow enthalpy and flow velocity can be inferred from calorimeter

gage measurements on blunt cylinders with the aid of Fay-Riddell

analytic solutions (Reference 3.10). Difficulties in obtaining precise

flow enthalpy and velocity result from three unknowns: gas composi-

tion, flow field pressure distribution, and empirical assumptions con-

tained in the analytic models. For the flow environment of the LB/TS,

these are not large unknowns.

Target response to radiation and convective heating during the

thermal simulator pulse and diffraction period can be measured by

fast-response Gardon gages, RT gages, co-ax gages, or Schmidt-Boelter

gages. Requirements for durability and calibration traceability suggest

use of co-ax or Schmidt-B, ilter gages in lieu of Gardon or R-T gages

for the LB/TS application based on experience in similar impulse test

facilities.
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Table 9. Heat flux sensor requirements.

Blast Wave and
Requirements TRS Output Flow Measurements Target Response

jRange 5-100 cal/cm2 sec 2-10 cal/cm2 sec 0-10 cal/cm2 sec

Type Co-ax Co-ax or Gardon Thin skin TO
Co-ax
Schmidt- Boelter

Pressure 0.1 sec 0.001 sec 0.01 sec

INCIDENT TOTAL-HIEAT FLUX
tCONVECTNZ1 AND AAOIATV1

TOTAL-* 1 M -O TOTAL

HETNR H EATFU HEAIMNGS
CALORIMROM TOA CEA CALORIMETERS

- REITIV MLUXLU

TWITW2 - WALL-SURFACE TEMPERATURES
To . GAS TEMPERATURE

THEN: To.a - 4wrIw2 - (42 - pTS

(I- O )- MQ2 - C1111

Figure 17. Concept developed by Rockwell International for
gas temperature measurement. (Reference 3.2)
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Table 9 summarizes heat flux sensor requirements for the LB/TS.

Sensor durability is the primary problem in field situations and, in the

case of the LB/TS environment, will almost certainly dictate sensor

selection even at the expense of response and range requirements. The

primary operational problems involve gage attachment in the blast

environment, electrical lead attachment and survival, and in-place

calibration. Gages which minimize in-place calibration requirements--

which have highly stable output or sensitivity easily traceable to

laboratory calibrations--are to be favored.

An excellent review of methods for obtaining point measurements of

heat transfer rate on test articles in high-performance facilities has

been written by Trimmer, et al. (Reference 3.11). Thin-skin thermo-

couple measurements, R-T gages, Gardon gages, and co-ax thermo-

couple gages are all reviewed with their individual advantages and

disadvantages discussed. In addition, non-discrete techniques such as

temperature-sensitive coatings are reviewed. Where slow response

below values cited in Table 9 can be tolerated (0.5-1.0 sec), a

Schmidt-Boelter gage (Reference 3.9) will have strong advantages over

co-ax, R-T, or Gardon sensors.

At present, two government-supported labs are developing gages

for combustion chamber, aerodynamic, and aircraft propulsion system

applications (References 3.4 through 3.8):

Calspan Advanced Technology
Buffalo, NY, and Arnold AFS, TN
14225 and 37389

United Technology Corporation
Power Sector
Commercial Products Division
East Hartford, CT

Commercial sensors are developed and sold by:

Thermogage, Inc.
330 Allegany Street
Frostburg, MD 21532

Medtherm Corporation
Post Office Box 412
Huntsville, AL 35804
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Hy-Cal Engineering
9650 Telstar Avenue
El Monte, CA 91731
These firms and laboratories are fully capable of developing spe-

cific sensor packages for the LB/TS environment.

The bibliography (Appendix B) contains abstracts of nine recent

development efforts in the heat flux measurement area.

3.3 STRUCTURAL STRAIN, DISPLACEMENT, AND ACCELERATION
SENSORS.

On-board intrusive devices to measure structural strain, displace-

ment, and acceleration will include strain gage balances, accelerometers,

and linear potentiometers. In addition, shear displacement and seis- .'
mometer devices have also been developed as noted in abstracts in-

cluded in the bibliography. Sophisticated acceleration-compensated

strain-gage balances have been developed for impulse facilities which,

when installed in the target, can measure up to six components of force

on specific test objects. Balances can be fabricated with semiconductor

strain-gage accelerometers to provide compensation for target mass-

induced inertial loads in order to separate impulsively applied forces

from inertial response of the target. A typical strain-gage balance

designed for fast-response and high aerodynamic loads is shown in

Figure 18. Numerous government facilities design and build their own ALT

aerodynamic balances. One commercial U.S. firm specializes in such

equipment and provides both off-the-shelf and individually designed

systems:

Able Corporation (Formerly TASK)
1061 N. Shepard Street
Anaheim, CA 92806

On-board single, dual, and tri-axial accelerometers can be obtained

from many U.S. manufacturing sources.- Levels of acceleration will be

from a few to thousands of g's loading depending on target component,

target mass, and LB/TS test condition. The best known manufacturers

in terms of development are:

*The 1983-84 ISA Directory lists 37 manufacturers under the heading,
Accelerometers.
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Kulite Semiconductor Products, Inc.
1039 Hoyt Avenue
Ridgefield, NJ 07657

Kistler Instrument Corporation
75 John Glen Drive
Amherst, NY 14120

Entran Devices, Inc.
10 Washington Avenue
Fairfield, NJ 07006

PCB Piezotronics, Inc. -"-

3425 Walden Avenue
Depew, NY 14043

Endevco
Rancho Viejo Road
San Juan Capistrano, CA 22675

Linear motion of the target and target components can be measured

with on-board potentiometers. These sensors are manufactured by a

very large number of U.S. firms and are relatively inexpensive and

easy to use. Use of such sensors in the LB/TS will be occasionally

complicated under blast loadings due to changing frequency response

resulting from attaching the sensor to low-mass target components and

maintaining the integrity of the attachment once high acceleration target

motion is initiated by the blast. These effects can be alleviated by

attachment of low-mass rotary potentiometers to the target component

us'ng stiff but lightweight wires.

Table 10 summarizes on-board displacement, strain, and accelera-

tion sensor specifications and requirements for monitoring target

mechanical response.

3.4 INERTIAL REFERENCE UNIT.

One technique for measuring angular and linear displacement is by

use of an Inertial Reference Unit. Tnis is a device developed originally 4V7_

for aircraft and rockets for purposes of navigation and guidance but

more recently applied to land vehicles. The Inertial Reference Unit is

the heart of modern Inertial Navigation Systems.

The unit consists of three angular rate sensors and three linear I' " '

accelerometers, with supporting electronic circuitry. In early units,

the angular rate sensors were mechanical gyros and measured angular
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Table 10. Strain, displacement, and acceleration sensor requirements.

Target Response Facility Measurements

5 - 1500 9's acceleration; 0-25 cm valve position
Range Strains and forces dependent movement

on target; 0.03 to 25 cm
displacement

Accelerometers
Force Balances Potentiometers

Types Strain Gages
Potentiometers (linear and
rotary)

Response as low as 0.0001 sec. 0.1 sec.
desired
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acceleration using a rotating mass and gimbals. Modern units are called

"strapdown" units, indicating that the mechanical gimbals have been

eliminated and replaced by an electronic technique, some units even

using a laser beam technique. All units are small, modular and easily

mounted in the target vehicle (see Appendix A for selected manufac-

turer brochure information).

Several companies can supply Inertial Reference Units, and units

built by Northrup Precision Products Division, Litton Guidance and

Control Division, Humphrey, Inc., and Honeywell Military Avionics

Division were investigated. No conclusions were reached as to which

company produces the most appropriate and cost-effective unit for this

application, requiring considerably more detailed study to do so. The

Litton unit is currently priced at about $35,000; prices of other units

are estimated to be comparable.

The Northrop Tactical Inertial Reference Unit, no model number

presently assigned, appears to have the most desirable specifications

for this application. Northrop Document Number PPD-E-80-10509 pro-

vides a detailed description of this unit and its specifications (see

Appendix A). This unit is in volume production and is believed to be j

the lowest cost unit on the market.

Principal specifications are as follows:

Acceleration range: t40g (3-direction)
Angular rate range: ±500 degrees/sec. (3-axis)
Position Accuracy: See Note 1.
Size: 16.13 cm dia. x 7.44 cm (6.35 in. dia. x 2.92 in.)
Weight: 1.6 Kg
Power Consumption: Approximately 50 Watts @ various DC

voltages

Note 1: Position accuracy is dependent upon the rate at which the
unit is moved, accuracy improving as rate of movement increases.
At the rates anticipated in this application, position accuracy is
estimated to be ±0.5% or better, equating to about one centimeter
for whole-body motions of one mete-

Company and model number information for commercial inertial

reference units are:
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Honeywell, Inc.
Military Avionics Division
13350 U.S. Highway 19
Clearw.ter, FL 33546
813-531-4611
Model H-478F

Humphrey, Inc.
9212 Balboa Avenue
San Diego, CA 92123 •...
619-565-6631 . .

Model CF32-0201-1

Litton Guidance & Control Systems
5500 Conoga Avenue "..-.'Woodland Hills, CA 91365

818-715-3530 " 1
Model LLN-83"

North rup Corporation
Precision Products Division
100 Morse Street
Norwood, MA 02062
617-762-5300
Tactical Inertial Reference Unit

3.5 MICROWAVE TRACKING SYSTEM.

Position of the target vehicle can also be tracked and determined

by use of two or three Microwave Tracking Systems. Datron Systems,

Inc., of Chatsworth, CA, builds a Model 8000 X-band Microwave

Tracker. A two-unit system would cost approximately $500,000, a

three-unit system approximately S650,000. The best accuracy would be

achieved with a three-unit tracking system and use of the outputs of

the two units at the largest azimuth angles. The three units could be

operated at different frequencies to prevent unit-to-unit interference in ----

the close environment of the LB/TS. An X-band beacon (transponder),

costing approximately $500, would have to be installed in the target "

vehicle.

Preliminary discussions with Datron did not indicate a-y means of

significantly reducing the system cost for the LB/TS environment.

Hence, accuracy, time response, and other details of the application of

the system were not pursued.
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3.6 SUMMARY OF PHYSICAL/INTRUSIVE SENSORS AND
BUDGET COST ESTIMATE.

An inventory of sensors for use in the LB/TS will range from 4"-V.",e .

relatively inexpensive thermocouples ($50 per sensor) to expensive

pressure transducers and heat flux devices costing as much as Si,000
per sensor. Although not a significant portion of the facility capital
cost, sensor inventory cost will not be small. Table 11 summarizes the

preceding intrusive sensor review and adds an approximate budget

estimate for the minimum number of channels identified in Table 4 along

with a reasonable number of spare sensors for each channel. Brief ".

descriptions of the application, minimum number of channels, total

number of each type that may be required, basic specifications, sensor

availability, and a budget cost estimate are included in the table.

A range of 64 high-performance pressure sensors based both on

the piezoelectric and strain gage concepts will provide a sufficient

inventory to accomplish facility control, blast wave, and target response

measurements as shown in the first column of the table. Pressure

range will vary widely and will include flush-mounted as well as remote ,

installation of sensors. Total budget cost for pressure sensors will be

on the order of S38,000 which includes manufacture of a few stagnation

and differential pressure probes.

A family of discrete temperature sensors will be required to make a

wide variety of measurements in the LB/TS facility. It is estimated

that an inventory of thermocouple and similar devices costing $14,000

will be required covering the temperature range up to 2000°K.

No specific type of heat flux sensor (coax, Gardon, etc.) is

identified in Table 11 since these sensors will be selected to meet

specific LB/TS measurements. However, an approximate number of

sensors by heat flux range is listed. A total of 31 sensors at a cost of

approximately $33,000, with allowance tor mounting several on reference

plates or probes, should be adequate to obtain the necessary

measurements.
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Accelerometers and strain gages are also included in the fourth

column of Table 11, with a total sensor cost of $19,000. On-board

potentiometers to measure small deflections are not expensive sensors; a

variety of devices covering very small to large deflections should be in

the facility inventory at an approximate total cost of $4,000.

An inertial reference measurement system, including three pre-

packaged units would cost about S100,000.

The total cost of the physical sensor inventory could range up to

$200,000 to $300,000, depending ,n the specific options taken.
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4.2 INFRARED SYSTEMS.

vV

Several infrared instruments were evaluated as a means of meas-

uring spatial and temporal temperature distribution of the test article as

well as radiant output of the TRS.

During facility checkout, the TRS can be characterized using a

Circular Variable Filter (CVF) radiometer, and a thermovision system

IR imaging camera). These instruments will yield the spectral signa-

ture and temperature profile, respectively.

During testing periods of the LB/TS facility, the TRS performance

will be monitored using optical pyrometers while the surface temperature

of the target will be measured using optical pyrometers and a thermovi-

sion system. The CVF radiometer is not required for routine testing in

the LB/TS because of its slow response and represents a reference

device used only on special occasions

4.2.1 Thermovision System.

For determining the temperature profile of the TRS during facility

checkout and for monitoring surface temperature variations of the target

during testing, an IR imaging camera system will be used. A Thermo-

vision® 680 manufactured by AGA of Sweden is the candidate system for

this task [see Figure 19 (a) and (b)]. The system has a temperature

measuring range from 240 to 1150 0 K which can be extended to 23000 K

by installing a grey or neutral density filter into the optics system.

The temperature range of this instrument can be further increased to

50000 K with additional filtering, but calibration tends to become . -

difficult. Figure 20 shows an AGA 680 camera with a remote display

unit. This remote display unit will be replaced by a 16-bit micro-

computer incorporating an 8-channel A/D converter which would yield

not only visual output but also any temperature profiles requested.

Again referring to Figure 19, the receiving optics view the target--

scanning is accomplished by a vertical and horizontal prism--passed

through a chopper, detector optics, selectable filters and apertures,

and focused upon the photovoltaic detector cell. This unit and method

of data collection is typical of those used in medical and research -

facilities.
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Figure 19. Thermw-wision camera and scanning optics configuration.--
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Figure 20. Thermovision system.

A. Thermovision Camera
B. Remote Display Unit
C. Interconnecting Cable
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Thermovision® 680 specifications

Field of View 80 to 450

Range of Focus 0.3m to -

Scan Rate 30 frames/sec

Picture .'-

Resolution 210 raster lines/frame

Aperture seven selectable

IR Filters eight selectable %

Measurement
Range 240 to 2300'K depending on aperture/filter

combination. Ranges will have approximately 20o .-..

overlap.
Minimum
detectable
temperature A 0.50 at 3000 K

Detector Indium antimonide (!nSb) photovoltaic cells. Liquid
nitrogen cooled to 67'K.

System Cost

Thermovision® 680 $ 35,000

Required Filters and Apetures 15,000 lw

Data Acquisition and Reduction System 30,000

Software Development 10,000

System Installation and checkout 15,000

Total $105,000

This system has a maximum scan rate of 30 scans/sec. which is too slow

to sense changes occurring during the diffraction period but is sufficient

for the drag period. Also, some mating of imaging system to the data

acquisition system with corresponding software development is needed if

more than a visual display is required. The AGA 680 as shown in

Figure 19 will only scan at 16 frames/sec. since the remote display unit

cannot be updated at a faster rate. Therefore, an A/D converter in

conjunction with a data acquisition system must be utilized to achieve - -

a scan rate of 30 frames/sec.
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All IR imagining camera systems are one-color systems, i.e., they

view one selected narrow bandpass filter at a time; therefore, they will

be affected if the emissivity of the target surface or the TRS flame

changes during the measurement period. Development of a two-color IR

imaging camera system is presently in progress. Prototype systems are

expected to be operational in 1985.

4.2.2 Optical Pyrometers.-

Optical pryometers were evaluated to monitor the surface tempera-

ture of the target in several selected points (areas) and to monitor TRS

performance. Both single- and two-color pyrometers were evaluated

and the possibility of using fiber optic cables to view inaccessible

surfaces in conjunction with these pyrometers was also investigated.

Figure 21 shows a line drawing of both a single- and two-color

py r-omete r.

Target Surface Measurements

The purpose of these measurements is to record the temperature of
the target surface during the diffraction and drag phases. Sur-
vey of available systems reveals that there is no instrumentation "
available with a response time rapid enough to record data during
the diffraction period.

Single-color pyrometers have a sufficiently low measurement range
but will be severely affected by emissivity changes at the target
surface.

Dual-color radiometers are relatively insensitive to emissivity
changes but have a lower temperature limit which is above the
normal temperature range of the target surface.

Therefore, the system proposed to make target surface measure- *
ments is a modified Series 8100 instrument manufactured by
Williamson of Concord, MA. This series will be designated the
4200 series and is a two-color optical pyrometer with a temperature
range significantly lower than other two-color pyrometers. This
unit will be available in mid-198A The unit will also be interfaced
to the high-speed data acquisition system in order to obtain data "
at a rate significantly above that of the commercial unit which uses
a slow real-time display.

Fiber optic transmission cables can be used for viewing surfaces at
elevated temperatures, but at the anticipated surface temperature
ranges, transmission losses will probably attenuate the signal
sufficiently to render the system unusable, i.e., the system will J
not function below 450'K.
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System Specifications

Temperature ranges 3200 to 7000 K, 500 to 1100K0K
Spectral lines 0.71 and 1.0 ±0.02
Accuracy 1% of full scale - .--.

Repeatability 0.5%0 of full scale
Detector silicon pyroelectric . -. -

Response time 0,5 sec (this can be modified to 10 msec)
Field of view must be modified to suit application

System Cost (on a per-unit basis)

Series 4200 $3,500
Response time modification 250
FOV modification 250
Installation and checkout 1,000

Total $5,000

Note that as the temperature range of interest is from ambient to
1000'K, two of these units will have to simultaneously monitor the
same area. Therefore, to monitor five discrete areas of the
target, the instrumentation costs would be S50,000.

TRS Performance Monitoring Measurements

A two-color optical radiometer will be used to monitor the temper-
ature of each TRS during operation so that output for a particular
test will be known as well as provide a test to test comparison of
the TRS temperature. The two-color radiometer is filtered to view
two specific wavelengths 0.71 -0.02 and 1.05 ±0.02 micrometers and
then computes the ratio of radiant energies at those two wave-
lengths. This ratio is a function of temperature only, so that the ..-

temperature is easily calculated once this ratio has been
measured. A Modline Series R Model R-35C10-4 two-color
pyrometer manufactured by Incon, Inc., of Skokie, Illinois, could
be used to perform this task. Figure 22 shows a block diagram
and line drawing of a typical unit. This Modline series of
instruments is the most extensively used in the manufacturing
industry for making non-contact temperature measurements.

Instrument Specifications

Spectral Response Two adjacent bands with narrow
band centered at 1.05 micrometers

Single Reduction Range Above 800'C will tolerate a 95%
signal loss before activating an
invalid data alarm

Ambient Temperature Range: 30 to 130'F

Calibration Accuracy: 1% of Full Scale

Repeatability: 0.3% of Full Scale
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Response Time: 0.01 seconds

Standard View at 10 Meters 4""

Analog Output 0 to 100 MV D.C.

Temperature Range 1800 to 3700°K

System Cost (Per Unit Basis)

Series R S 3,900
High-Response Option 100
FOV Modification* 500
Installation and checkout 1,000

, ),500
System Cost for 5 Units S27,500

It should be noted that for a two-color system to work with
respect to viewing a plume, the plume must be optically thick.

4.2.3 Circular Variable Filter Radiometer

A CVF radiometer will be used during facility checkout to deter-

mine the spectral signature of the TRS by spectrally scanning of one of - - ""

the plumes for several seconds. A CVF is a radiometer which uses a

4"-diameter rotating filter wheel which allows the unit to scan the IR . -

spectrum from 0.7 to 7.8 micrometers. The unit has a narrow field of

view of 1 .00 but can be modified to operate with a 200 FOV. The
device can also function as a total radiometer/spectrometer.

A complete scan can be accomplished in one second. A Barnes

Engineering Company Model 12-550 Mark II Research Radiometer will be
used to accomplish this task. Figure 23 is a line drawing of the

components of a CVF radiometer. On the following page are listed the
Mark II specifications.

*The teld of view could be modified to give a rectangular FOY covering
a greater portion of the plume in order to account for gradients within
the TRS plume. A i-by-2-meter area is selected.
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Field of View 10, with 200 FOV optional

Scan Time 1 second (this requires a single-stage buffer)

Spectral
Response 0.7 to 8.0 micrometers can be expanded to .-

0.4 to 14.5 micrometers

Detector Indium antimonide (InSb) liquid nitrogen -
cooled to 67'K

Chopper High-speed - 11,000 Hz with 250 Hz
bandwidth

Output Dual Direction IEEE 488

Automatic gain controls will be incorporated for remote operation.

System Costs:

Model 12-550 - Mark II $28,500
Single-stage buffer 3,000
200 FOV option 8,500
Detector/preamp/cooling kit 8,400
CVF module includes filters 10,800
Calibration of filter module 2,800
CVF housing and encoder 5,200
Motor Drive Unit 5,400
Dual Direction IEEE 488 output bus 9,600'
Automatic gain controls 2,400
Installation and checkout 15,000

Total S99,600

The output of this system can be fed to the facility data system or

can be handled on an Apple 2E microcomputer with minimum software

required.

This instrument should be used to characterize the TRS initially

but is not expected to be needed during ,, cual running periods. The

one-second scan time is sufficient if the TRS is run for a period of

approximately five seconds.

4.3 X-RAY SYSTEMS.

X-raying as a method of determining the deformation and motion of "

rigid structures within the outer skin of tke target vehicle was eval-

uated. Two types of x-ray systems were studied. One is a pulsed or
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REFERSNCE SIGNAL SENSOR. 10 K
GENERATOR CNU~V

POTENTIOEER CIRCULAR VARIABLE FILTER .

AND HOUSING ASSEMBLY

CHOPPER DRIVE MOORmCPSA OO
I SEC/REVOLUTION

OPTICALRI SHUTTER SOLENOID LENS DATA:

(1) OBJECTIVE: 2-IN. DIAM.
ISO-mm F1, COP 2CYP DATA:

(2) RELAY LEN111SES: I-IN. DIAM.
(1) LOW.WAVI.ENGTH RANGE OF LI TO 3 .9j& 25-aim #1., CaP 2

(2) MIGH-WAVULENG11111TH RANGE OF 3.6 TO 7 .3 g

Figure 23. Circular variable filter radiometer components.

flash x-ray system in which individual radiographs are exposed

sequentially by means of a rapid film changer. The other system is a

videographic system wher 'the response of a fluorescent screen to a

continuous x-ray sourc is photographed using a high-speed video

camera and video tape system.

4.3.1 Pulsed X-Ray System.

A flash x-ray system can be utilized to determine the motion of

rigid structures within the outer skin of the target vehicle. Dis-

placement of internal parts can be measured with a resolution of 0.05

inches.

The flash x-ray system consists ot x-ray tube head with associated

pulsar (capacitor bank), power supply, and controllers ;-long with a

compatible film changer. Radiographs can be acquired at the rate of 6

to 8 per second depending on the type of film changer employed. .-
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A flash x-ray installation is shown in Figure 4.6 with the x-ray

source at the top of the test chamber and the film changer installed in

a chamber below the target. This arrangement is necessary to minimize

object-to-film distance (OTFD) since resolution is inversely proportional

to OTFD. A Hewlet Packard 1.0 or 2.3 MeV flash x-ray system will be ' '

employed depending on the amount of penetration needed. If the test

article can be configured so that penetration of major structural

members is not required then a less powerful system such as a 450 KeV

system could be utilized. Listed below is a summary of penetration

capabilities of these systems for steel.

Film-to-Source Distance .45 MeV 1 MeV 2.3 MeV
(FTSD)

5 feet 1.0" 2.0" 3.7"

10 feet -5" 1.25" 2.7"

These are the industry standards for x-ray units and hay.- com-

mercial controls and operating systems. The difference between the two

systems lies in the size of the power supply and pulsar (the capacitor

bank). Figure 24(a) shows the required installation and it should be

noted that freon (gaseous) and high-purity air supplies are needed

to act as dielectrics in the pulsar assembly.

There are three film changers available which can handle 12"xlO"

to 14"x17" sheets of film. The one needed in this application is the

Franklin film changer which accommodates 12"-wide roll film. The

proper film/screen combination can also be accommodated by the

Franklin without modification. The Franklin film changer is a standard

piece of equipment in the medical field and can change film at the rate

of six frames per second, a rate which is marginal for LB/TS use.

Costs

HP 0.45 MeV System $130,000

HP 1 MeV System 200,000

Franklin Film Changer 75,000

Installation 30,000

Checkout 10,000

Total System Cost (1.0 MeV) s315,000

(1.0 MeV) S245,000 %
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It should be noted that x-ray systems of the energy level required for

the LB/TS pose a severe hazard to personnel without proper safe- " .

guards. The radiation output per pulse is 2 rads where the allowable "

limit per personnel is 2 millirads/hr. Any photographic film used in the

LB/TS facility will also have to be shielded or fogging will occur.

The addition of small lead targets inside the target vehicle will not

decrease the penetration powe:- required, but will greatly enhance the

contrast of the radiographs obtained when the device is used to pre-

cisely track motion of internal elements of the target structure over

limited distances.

4.3.2 Fluorescopic Real-Time X-Ray.

A real-time continuous output radiography system can also be

utilized to detect structural movement within the target vehicle. This

system would emit a continuous source of x-rays which would penetrate

the area of interest and illuminate a fluorescent screen which has a

rapid decay time. This screen is imaged on a mirror and photographed

using a high-speed video system. This system would consist of a

Varian Linatron Model 3000 continuous x-ray source and an Industrial

Research Technology (IRT) IRIS-100 Real-Time Digital Radiography

System. Again, if the test article can be configured so that the pene- .. '-.

tration requirements can be relaxed, then a Linatron Model 1000 source

can be used. Figure 24(b) shows a block diagram of the system in the

test facility and Figure 24(c) shows the components within the IRT

IRIS system.

Linatron 3000 System Specifications

Beam Energy 5.5 MeV

X-Ray Output (Rads/min.
@ 1 meter) 1000

Source Focal Spot 2mm

Penetration (for steel) 1 inch . '

Power Requirements 3 phase, 208 volts

Cooling Water Flow 4 gals/min. @ 50 PSIG @ 50'F
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IRT IR'S System Specifications

Framing Rate* 120 frames/sec.

Video Output 512x512 pixels (1024x1024
available)

Resolution .03"

The IRT IRIS system has complete data acquisition and data reduc-
tion capability, and the system is delivered as a unit.

Linatron 1000 Cost:

Linatron Model 1000 $320,000

Spare Parts Package 15,000

Water Circulation System With Chiller 18,000

Installation and Checkout 35,000

IRT IRIS System Cost:

IRIS-100 system s210,000

Installation of Camera Box 15,000

Installation of Control Console 10,000

System Checkout 5,000

Integrated System Checkout 10,000

Total System Cost $638,000

If the Model 3000 Linatron is required, system cost would increase by

S122,000.

Figure 24(a) shows the camera box mounted below the target since

the object-to-film distance (OTFD) should be minimized to maximize k.

system resolution. Contrast can be enhanced by using lead sheeting or

lead elements attached to the internal structures of interest. This will

also add flexibility to setting the intensity level of the fluorescent

screen, which is proportional to the flux density bombarding the -'

screen.

*This is the maximum rate for the IRT system.
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It must be noted that any x-ray system of this size is to be

considered a significant health hazard to personnel when it is in opera-

tion since it emits six orders of magnitude more radiation than the

allowable limit. Precautions must also be taken to shield any photo-

graph film near this Linatron unit or fogging equivalent to several ----.

f-stops exposure will result.

4.4 LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETRY, LDV.

A time history of flow velocity can be determined using a com-

mercially available nonintrusive two-component backscatter laser doppler

velocimeter system. Single-point measurements will be made approxi-

mately three feet from the test cell vertical centerline and the vertical

height will be determined by the location of test cell windows.

The proposed system will be purchased from Thermo Systems, Inc.

(TSI), of St. Paul, Minnesota. A 2-watt Lexel laser will be used in

conjunction with a TSI-designed optical system, signal processors, and

a microcomputer for data acquisition and display. The system is cap-

able of a maximum velocity measurement of 2300 m/sec. and maximum

data rate of 8000 samples per second for a single channel and 5000

samples per second in the 2-channel coincidence mode.

The system 9100-8 uses a 2W Argon-Ion laser operating at

514.5 nm and 488.0 nm and a dichroic color separator to accomplish the - ,

color separation in the transmitting optics. The system transmitting

optics are designed so that many of the functions needed for the trans-

mitting section are built into a complete single unit. This high-density

packaging enables one to mount the laser and transmitting optic in an

area of approximately 2' x 6'.

The transmitting optics will generate a measuring volume with the

following characteristics:

Distance from transmitting lens 1,524 mm

Diameter of probe volume 265 um

Fringe spacing 23.2 Jim

of fringes in probe volume !1 - .
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Half angle between beams 0.634 degrees

Length of probe volume 24 mm

Signal-to-noise ratio 14

The receiving optics included with this system are a compact

dichroic color splitter and photomultiplier system. A field stop system

is included to minimize the effects caused by reflections.

The processor supplied with the system (Model =1980A) has a

2-nanosecond resolution (equivalent to a 500-MHZ clock). The digital

output from the processor will be interfaced to the TSI Model 6250

Two-Channel Data Analysis System. The Model 6250 Data Analysis "Ali.

System is a complete two-channel package for on-line data analysis

using an Apple II computer. Data can be taken in blocks of un to --

4096 points each and analyzed or stored on disk. Velocity statistics

calculated for each channel include mean velocity, standard deviation,

and turbulence intensity as well as plots of the amplitude probability

distribution. The coincidence mode of operation provides cross-

correlation and Reynolds stress values.

Data is displayed directly in engineering units since all optical

parameters for both channels are entered prior to taking data. Select- - -

able scaling allows the user to expand the scales on the amplitude -

probability distributions and obtain optimum resolution.

Given below is a cost breakdown for the TSI 9100-8 LV System.

Model # Item Description Cost

(1) 9196-2 Base and Argon-Ion Laser for 2W $ 21,745
(1) 9109 Mirror Set 1,945
(1) 9112 Dichroic 3-Beam Two-Color

Transmitting Optics 3,640 . - ---
(1) 9108 Beam collimator 435
(1) 9180-12 Frequency Shifter 7,630
(1) 9114-22 Beam Spacer 1,460
(1) 9189 3.75x Beam Expander 3,620
(1) 9144 Color Separator-Scatte-ei Light 3,455
(1) 9178-1 Rotating Mount for Beam Splitter 1,185 ___

(1) 9179 Rotating Mount 500
(2) 9160 Photomultiplier System 4,985
(2) 1980A Counter (11,340 each) 22,680
(1) 9143 Field Stop System 1,815
(1) 9169-1500 Lens 1,530
(1) 9158 Color Filter 375
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Model # Item Description Cost z.

(1) 9159 Color Filter 375
(1) 10096 Alignment Eyepiece 260 , '.."
(1) 10097 Optics Case and Accessories Kit 245 V , .

(1) 10092 Microscope Objective 285 . ,, ,,,
(1) 6250 Two-Channel Data Analysis System

(includes Apple II Computer - N,

with 48K RAM, Monitor, Disk "
Drive, Software, and Printer) 9,300

System Installation And Checkout 25,000

System Total $112,500

Shown in Figure 25(a) is a block diagram of the proposed LV system.

As stated earlier, the maximum velocity measurement capability of

this system is 2300 m/sec.; therefore, this system will easily measure

the specified range of 6 to 600 m/sec. encountered in the LB/TS.

Depending on the number of particles present, and effective sample time

or intervals between velocity measurement points of 10 msec. to 0.1

sec. can be achieved with this system (100 to 1000 particles per

velocity sample).

The LDV system makes a point measurement, in particular, the

measurement area of the specified system is a 265-lim-diameter by

24-mm-long area shown in Figure 25(b). Shown in Figure 25(c) is a

graph of the PMT signal output versus time as a particle passes

through the probe volume. The velocity of the particle is determined

by measuring the period between adjacent peaks and dividing this into

the known fringe spacing of the probe volume. It is necessary to keep

the probe volume as small as possible in order to prevent multiple

occurrences of particles in the volume which would distort the signal

and thereby prevent an accurate measurement of the period. Because

of the small measuring volume of the LV, it will be necessary to reposi-

tion the LV system in order to cover the full 3-m x 3-m space ahead of . -

the target which may be of interest in the LB/TS. Due to the short

duration of the test it is not feasible to traverse the system during this -

time frame.

It has been assumed that the naturally occurring particles in the

flow (dust and aerosols) will be of sufficient size and number density to

provide adequate seeding. The data rate which can ultimately be

achieved is influenced by the density of naturally occurring seeding
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TSI MODEL #9100-8 LV SYSTEM

LEXEL 2-WAIT LASER

TII 9100-8 OPTICAL SYSTEM

TSI11980A T81 1980AI
COUNTER COUNTER

I APPLE 11 MICROCOMPUTERI

PITR MNTRDISKI
I PRITER MNITOR STORAGE

I TSI MODEL #6250 DATA ANALYSIS SYSTEMI

Figure 25(a). Block Diagram of LV system.
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material. If this is not the case, an atomizing injector of an aerosol or

powder seed in one driver and the driven tube will enhance accuracy

and time response. The quantity of artifically induced particles

required is not sufficient to visibly obscure the target. A plot of

sample size versus precision in velocity measurement for the LV system

is given in Figure 25(d). For low turbulence level freestream flow

(TI - 2 percent), a measurement of the mean flow velocity to one-

percent accuracy can be achieved with as few as 20 particles (less than

5 msec per measurement in the LB/TS). However, if the flow velocity

is highly unsteady, then 1000 particles (-100 msec) will be required to

achieve the one percent accuracy measurement of mean velocity. In any

event, the velocity histogram, including every particle velocity mea-

surement at 8000 per second is available for more sophisticated analysis

following the test. Assuming that all particles are small and uniform in

size, rather large velocity transients (in time) can be tracked for time

rate of change above the relaxation time for the specific particle size

and flow density.

4.5 HIGH-SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY. -

It is required to monitor component displacements that the tar t

may undergo and also monitor the overall effect of the blast and blow-

ing on the target. In order to fully document the effect of the blast

on the article it will be necessary to monitor as much of the test article

as possible, thereby requiring multiple views. Of primary interest will

be a time history of the blast on both a localized and overall area.

The proposed high-speed photography system will consist of eight

high-speed rotating-prism cameras operating at 4000 fps (Hycam) and

eight high-speed intermittent pin-registered cameras operating at

500 fps (Locam). An extensive inventory of spares, multiple lenses,

etc., is also considered essential for the versatile photography system

envisioned. Also available, but not aosolutely necessary, is a high-

speed video system which will provide an immediate playback of the

test. The disadvantage of the video system is the cost which will be

discussed later.
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S', The high-speed cameras will consist of two Series 41 Hycam II

cameras, two Series 51 Locam II cameras, both manufactured by Redlake
Mir-

Corporation, and the high-speed video system, which will consist of the . .

SP2000 Motion Analysis System manufactured by Spin Physics.

Specification of each system is as follows:

Series 41 - Hycam II Camera

Film Capacity: 16 mm x 400 feet acetate base film or
16 mm x 450 feet 4 mil. polyester base film

Speed Range: 20 to 11,000 frames per second (full frame)
40 to 22,000 frames per second (half frame)
80 to 44,000 frames per second (quarter frame)

Speed Control: Electronic Servo Control, provides regulation
over entire speed range to ±1%

Speed Selector: Thumbwheel speed selectro switch in
10 FR/sec. increments

Acceleration: 1.5 seconds to 5000 FR/sec., utilizes 75' of
film to reach speed

Event
Synchronizer: Thumbwheel selector, 4 to 336 feet in

4-foot increments. Accuracy ±5%

Power
Requirements: 115VAC 60 Hz
Lens: 10 mm FL f/1.8 15'FOV @ 15' working " " -

distance . - .'

Lens Mount: "C" ASA Standard

Footage
Indicator: Manual Level Type

Series 51 - Locam II Camera (Intermittent Pin-Registered)

Film Capacity: 16 mm - Accepts 100', 200', and 400' daylight
load spools

Speed Range: Continuously variable from 2 to 500 FR/sec

Speed
Requirements: 115 VAL, 60 Hz

Start/Stop: Connector prc_. :-ed for remote operation

Shutter: Variable from 0' to 1600

Footage
Indicator: Positive displacement type indicating film

remaining
Lens: 150 mm FL f/4.0 1 FOV @ 15' working

distance _
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High-Speed Video System

Recording: 60-2000 full pictures/second with capability of
12,000 pictures/second in split frame mode

Recording
Time: 8 minutes @ 200 frames per second

45 seconds @ 12,000 frames per second

Direct Live Viewing

Instant-Replay Slow
Motion

Freeze-Frame Display

Standard Video Format

Pre-event and
Post-event trigger
controls.

Lens: 12.5-75mm marco zoom lens. f/1.8 "

Standard C-M
print lens.

The only interface requirements of the described systems will be

that of a start pulse from LB/TS sequencing control. .--

Shown in Figure 26 is a layout of the camera systems' relation to

the test article for a basic position measurement system. The Hycam" "-"

systems will be located 450 off test cell centerline and will each have a ...-

horizontal field of view of approximately 15' at a working distance of

15'. Having a camera on each side of the test cell will allow viewing

the front surface and both ends of the test article simultaneously.

The Locam system's position will be located so as to view a 1 ft'

area at a working distance of 15'. The camera placement on the test

cell will be determined by the specific area of interest on the test

article. The pin-registered optics of the Locam are better suited for

close-up viewing of specific points of interest. A large number of

viewing ports should be provided in the LB/TS to facilitate camera . -

setup for each specific test with multiple camera viewing angles and - -

fields of view possible on each test.

The single camera high-speed video system could be positioned

in-line and upstream of the test article, i.e., on the top of the test cell

looking down toward the model providing an overall view of the test.
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This system will provide real-time viewing and instant-replay in slow

motion. The primary advantage of this system is the instant-replay

capability.

A itemized cost breakdown is given as follows:

Hycam Systems *'

Model Description Qty Price Ea Total

41-0064 Camera-Full Frame 8 $ 7,875 $ 63,000

Multiple Lens Sets 10 431 4,310

41-0192 Timing System 6 510 3,060

41-0115 Case 8 225 1,800

41-2119 1/5 Shutter 5 32 320

41-2120 1/10 Shutter 5 32 320

8-High Speed Hycam Systems $ 72,810
(up to 5 in use at any
given time)

Intermittent Pin-Registered Systems - Locam

51-0003 Locam Camera 8 $ 6,850 $ 54,800

9001-0026 Lens 150 mm F.L. 8 690 5,520

51-0197 Timing System 6 385 2,310

50-0152 Shutter Pulse Unit 6 190 1,140

50-0599 Reflex Optics 5 550 2,750

50-0743 Boresight "iool 2 475 950

51-0196 Case 8 200 1,600

8 Pin-Registered Systems $ 69,070
(up to 5 in use at any
given time)

Lighting

121-031 Cine Queen Flood 100 250 $ 25,000 -(1,000 watts ea.)""""
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High-Speed Video System W7

SP2000 Motion Analysis Sys. 1 110,000 110,000

Including control board, video monitor, tape recorder,
power supplies, and all electronics. Also includes one
high-speed camera complete with attached video finder,
f/1.8, and 12.5-75 mm, macro zoom lens. Also includes one
25-foot cable (camera to console) three blank recording
cassettes, one test cassette, a service manual, an operation
and maintenance manual, a tape head cleaning kit, and two
ATA approved reusable shipping cases.

System Cost:

Hycam System $ 72,810 .

Locam System 69,070
High-Speed Video System 110,000
Photography and Video System
Installation, Checkout 25,000

Lighting System 25,000
Total High-Speed Photography and
Video System Cost: $301,880

Note that the cost cited above includes a high-intensity lighting system.

Lighting requirements were determined based on the short test time,

possible clouding in the flow, and high proposed framing rates which

are representative of the LB/TS.

4.6 LB/TS MOTION ANALYSIS SYSTEM.

The high-speed photographic and video camera equipment dis-

cussed in the previous section used to record the target impulse

response will generate large quantities of information requiring some

form of data reduction. Film anz.lysis is commonly accomplished -. ]
manually, by examining the film frame by frame. Manual analysis of

film is an expensive, time-consuming process which could be made more -

efficient with the use of computer automated techniques. Data reduc- -. '.

tion for the high-speed cameras can oe facilitated with the use of

commercially available digital analysis systems. The degree of auto-

mation available for analyzing displacement, velocity, and acceleration

range from almost totally manual operation to computer controlled

digitizing and frame counting. In order to be cost effective, the type

of system chosen will ultimately depend on the quantity of film

generated and the turnaround time required for the completed analysis.
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Separate systems are available for the analysis of high-speed video

tape recordings and high-speed photographic film. This choice will be

dictated by the primary recording medium chosen. Some advantages. for

using photographic film over video include higher image resolution and

frame rates, and more fully automated data analysis systems are avail-

able on the commercial market for film. The disadvantages may be

system cost and time (due to film processing) as discussed below.

The two best options available today for photographic film analysis

are the Model 78-1 and Model 80 Automatic Film Reading Digital Analysis

Systems from Instrumentation Marketing Corporation. Both systems

have an automated tracking capability requiring the use of cooperative

targets such as light emitting diodes or high-contrast quadrant targets.

The targets are recognized with a pre-programmed algorithm based on .-.

contrast requirements. The X and Y coordinates are automatically

digitized and stored in the system computer, a Nova 4/X 16-bit micro-

processor. Degraded imagery and non-cooperative targets may be read

manually in the semi-automatic mode. In this case, the operator

manually positions a cursor or crosshairs at the point of interest and

then digitizes the coordinate information.

The cost breakdowns of the automatic film reading systems are as

follows:

Model 78-1 Automatic film reading system

System includes Nac film motion analyzer, scanning
camera, control console, scan converter, Nova 4/X
computer, video display terminal, 12.5 Mbyte fixed
disc, and 1.26 Mbyte floppy disc drive

System base price $285,000

16mm projection head #161 8,000

35mm projection head #351 12.000

70mm projection head #701 38,000

9-track mag tape drive 27,000 . *.--

Total system price S370,000
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Model 80 Automatic film reading system

System includes 16, 35, and 70mm film transports,
solid-state analyzing table, digitizing camera, scan
converter, Nova 4/X computer, keyboard, 12" and
9" displays, disk drive, mag tape, and line printer

Total system price $950,000".- " '

Additional features of the system software for the Model 78-1

include:

1. Automatically locates specified targets and determines X and Y

coordinates of each target center

2. Automatically locates cooperative fiducials in each frame

3. Automatically reads either BCD LED data, 7-segment alpha-
numeric LED data, or frame edge timing pulses

4. Allows for manual input of data by placement of crosshairs on
the target

In addition to the above features, the Model 80 software offers a

more advanced operating system, FORTRAN and FORTRAN V compilers, "'. "

and a package with FORTRAN diagnostic software.

Video analysis systems are available from two sources, Spin

Physics and Instrumentation Marketing Corporation. Neither of these

systems currently offers fully automated motion analysis. The Spin

Physics model SP2000 Motion Analysis System has been described pre-

viously in terms of its high-speed video framing and recording cap-

abilities (Section 4.5). Note that the image digitizing capability is

included in the basic system price of $110,000. The SP2000 offers

semi-automated two-axis position measurement capable of handling

approximately 2000 frames/sec. Measurement of displacements is accom-

plished manually by positioning integral crosshairs over the target and

obtaining a numerical readout of the X and Y coordinates. This infor-

mation is digitized and stored, frame by frame, for later use in cal-

culations. Calculations of displacement, velocity, and acceleration may li,

then be performed on commercially available microcomputers such as an

HP-85, an HP-2628A, or a PDP-11, for example. This computer is not . -

included in the basic price of the system. Software is currently under

development to recognize and track cooperative targets based on a -'.
contrast resolving algorithm. One potential drawback of this system is

that the cameras must be located within 100 feet of the recording unit.
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Additional options required to give the system its full analysis

capability for measuring three-axis motion, assuming availability of the """

software in the near future, are: V.

SP2020 (2) additional high-speed cameras - one
provides second view, one spare $40,000

1001996 RS-232 or IEEE 4888 interface 5,000

1001540 Strobe interface assembly 2,250

1001760 Pre/post-event trigger PC board 2,600

(2) Schneider zoom lens 1,800

(2) Nikkor f/2.8 lens 750

(2) Nikkor f/4 lens 1,550

Minicomputer 5,000

Total options price $58,950

The total cost for the SP2000-based video analysis system is then

S168,950.

The Videometrics/200 Video Analysis System from Instrumentation

Marketing Corporation has the same basic features as the SP2000.

Semi-automated image analysis is accomplished as before, by manually

positioning a cursor over the desired target location and then digitizing

the coordinates. The frame rate is limited to 200 frames/sec in split N-

frame mode. The price breakdown for the Videometric/200 analysis

system is:

PDS-200 Basic system consisting of control
console, scan converter, power supply,
and scanning camera $ 94,050

Nova 4/S computer, terminal, 12.5 Mbyte
disc system, RDOS operating system, and
FORTRAN IV software 24,600

Total analysis system price S118,650

This package does not include the recording system.

Brochures describing these systems are included in Appendix A. . .-
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4.7 SHADOWGRAPH SYSTEM.

A qualitative analysis of the shock formation about the test article

can be determined by the use of a shadowgraph system. Data acquisi-

tion will be initiated just prior to the diffraction period and extend into

the drag phase. Due to the cost of optical windows, mirrors, and the L... A0

high-intensity lighting system, a small 24"-diameter shadowgraph was

selected for evaluation. This system is marginal for LB/TS application,

giving only limited views of the flow field around specific portions of a

target.

The system will consist of a nanosecond light source, a high-speed

camera, and 24" schilieren optics. The light source and camera will be

operated at a 10,000-Hz rep rate which will provide 100 frames of data

during the 10-millisecond diffraction period. Due to the speed of the

shock (on the order of 400 m/sec.) during this period and a 10-kHz

rep rate on the shadowgraph system, there will be an approximate

shock displacement of 4 cm/frame. Given below is a price breakdown of

the system:

Light Source: PRA Model u501C $11,280
1-20 nsec pulse width,
spectral output from 190 nm-
800 nm"

4 watts peak power @ 5-kHz rep rate,
106 m watts @ 50-kHz rep rate

Camera: Redlake - Hycam =41-0064 with S 9,105
accessories, speed range 20-
11000 frames/second
Beam splitter and TV 5,000

Optics: 24" schlieren quality, single pass 74,000
24" windows with mounts S35,000
parabolic mirrors S34,000
mirrors S5,000
Control panel and cables 15,000

System Design, Manufacturing, and Instailation 45,000

Total System Cost $160,000

Provision should be made for vertically and axially traversing this

system for coverage around various targets using combinations of

multiple ports on both sides of the test station. It should be pointed

out that the use of a pulsed laser is not practical because of the limited

SS=. . -.



amount of data that would be required due to low rep rates of existing

lasers. For example, a laser pulse of 750 usec would provide 8 frames

of data during each laser pulse (one pulse per second) and a Q-switched
laser pulse of 20 n seconds would provide 1 frame of data during the

10-millisecond diffraction period (one laser pulse per second, maximum).

4.8 MOIRE PHOTOGRAPHY.

In the large blast thermal simulator facility, displacement of

various sections of the test vehicle must be monitored during and after

passage of the shock to determine the extent of deformation and

damage. A non-contact technique for measuring relatively small

out-of-plane displacements (5 mm) is Moire photography. This optical

imaging technique can measure displacement independent of object

contours. Moire fringes are formed by overlaying two sets of grids--,-- -.

one grid is projected on the object, the image of the object is viewed

through the second grid. Changes in object grid spacing generate the

larger Moire fringes. The sensitivity of the technique is given by

Az P/(tan 6* tan 0)

where P is the period of the grid projected on the object, 6 is the

projecting angle of the fringes, and 0 is the viewing angle. .•

The proposed Moire system would be set up in the LB/TS facility

to observe a section of the vehicle, such as hood, fender, door panel,

cab roof, or windshield. An area 3.25 ft x 2 ft can be viewed for

analysis. Source and viewing optics would be located outside the

facility with grid protection through optical ports. Transient meas-

urements can be made using a standard CCTV system, a Spin Physics

2000 system, or a high-speed camera. Images of the undeformed sur-

face would be compared to those of the deformed surface to highlight

the deformation.

The only commercially available Moire system found in this study is
manufactured by Fujinon, Inc., of Scarsdale, NY. A picture of this

system is shown in Figure 27. The lower of the two lens projects a

grid onto the surface and the upper lens focuses the gridded surface

onto a second grid which is viewed by the camera. The camera image
contains Moire fringes of the surface contour. Any changes in contour
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are indicated by changes in the Moire fringe pattern. System sensi-

tivity is 2.5 mm (black to black). An example of the fringe pattern

produced by a car fender is shown in Figure 28. The standard optics

package for this system permits displacement of surfaces to be measured

at distances of up to 1.8 m from the device. Simple adjustment of this

optic package will permit viewing at 5 m from the device. Whole body,

inplane, motior of the target cannot be easily distinguished from defor-

mation of the target--both result in fringe movement at 2 to 5 mm per

fringe. Deformation relative to any fixed point on the target can be

determined, however. In addition, for cases in which large-scale rigid

body motions develop, the target will move out of focus after a travel

of one-half to one meter.

Cost of the Fujinon system is $19,500. This includes a closed-

circuit television camera and monitor along with a photographic camera

which can be switched to view the object under study.

Large as well as small object deformation can be observed with the

Moire system. Gross motion of the test object, however, is restricted

and its practical utility in the LB/TS is questioned.

4.9 OPTRON DISPLACEMENT FOLLOWER.

Target response can be measured with a non-intrusive optical

device such as an optron follower. Real-time motion and vibration are

also displayed in linear or angular directions.

Optron displacement followers track the motion of a discontinuity in

the image formed by light reflected from or emitted by a moving object.

The spectral response extends from ultraviolet to near infrared. The . -

discontinuity may be an actual edge of the object or a half-dark/half-

light target attached to or painted on the object.

The image of the edge or target is focused on the photocathode of

an image dissector tube in the optica' lead. Electrons are emitted from

each point of the photocathode in proportion to the intensity of the

light image. The resulting electron image is refocused on a plate

containing a small aperture. Electrons passing through the aperture

constitute a signal current proportional to the intensity at the

corresponding point on the original optical image. This small current is
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amplified first in a low-noise electron multiplier within the image

dissector tube, and further by solid-state amplifiers in the control unit.

Working distances from the measurement device to the target can

vary up to 3 m for a measurement range of 1 to 10 centimeters. Work-

ing distances are restricted to about one meter for measurement ranges

less than one centimeter.

A brochure describing the optron system is included in

Appendix A. Cost of the system, including mounts, calibrators, light

sources, fiber optic target illuminator, two-channel digital storage

oscilloscope, and other equipment is approximately S30,000.

* 4.10 SUMMARY OF OPTICAL/NONINTRUSIVE SENSORS AND

BUDGET COSTS.

The optical sensors surveyed in this section range in cost f rom a

few thousand dollars per unit to $750,000 each. Hence some judgment

is required to define a complement of optical sensors which meets

critical measurement requirements at an acceptable cost.
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Of all the systems evaluated, the x-ray systems (pulsed or

fluoroscopic) are both the most expensive and provide significant

operational problems for the LB/TS relative to the potential gain in

defining target deformation/motion. The high-speed video and photog-

raphy systems discussed should provide adequate measurement of whole

body motion. As such, these x-ray systems, though capable of provid-

ing meaningful measurements within the target or in dust-obscured

flows, can be deleted from the initial LB/TS system and only be

employed when a specific test requirement is identified which can sup-

port the x-ray acquisition cost.

In the IR sensor area, both optical pyrometers and thermo. -ion

systems are important for the LB/TS. Both types are, or will soon be,

available as two-color devices with lower temperature limits sufficient

for target surface measurements. The two-color feature is essential for

reliable measurement of the TRS source or target surface temperature

with changing emissivity.

The following table summarizes the nonintrusive sensors used for

system planning and provides budgetary costs for each. Note that a

number of candidate systems discussed in the previous sections of this , .

report are not included in this list due their questionable benefit in the

LB/TS environment.

NonIntrusive System Number Cost Estimate

Thermovision (Section 4.2.1) 1 $105,000

Optical Pyrometers, Target 10 50,000
Surface, Two-Color
(Section 4.2.2)

Optical Pyrometers, TRS Monitor, 5 27,500

Two-Color (Section 4.2.2)

CVF Radiometer (Section 4.2.3) 1 99,600

Laser Doppler Velocimeter, 1 112,500
Two-axis (Section 4.4)

High-Speed Photography System 16 182,000
(Section 4.5)

High-Speed Video System 3 160,000 ,..
(Section 4.5)
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Automatic Video Reading System 1 20,000

(Section 4.6)

Optron Displacement Follower 1 30,000

Total cost for this representative complement of nonintrusive

sensors is approximately S787,000.
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SECTION 5

SURVEY OF DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS

The traditional method of measuring rapidly changing transient ,

phenomena is with analog recorders. However, with the advent of

solid-state technology and high-resolution analog-to-digital converters

capable of performing millions of conversions each second, most test

facilities are turning to digital data systems as the primary method of

acquiring transient data with analog recording relegated to a secondary

or backup role. While digital recording provides an improvement in

measurement accuracy as well as improvements in data analysis, it is

not a panacea. Depending upon number of channels, bandwidth, and

test duration, there may be significant disadvantages with a digital

system. These are considered in more detail in the subsections below.

A complete digital system, an analog recording system, and a

hybrid combination of digital and analog equipment are considered here

as candidate data acquisition systems for the specialized LB/TS

application. The critical technical requirements for the data acquisition

system are extracted from Table 4 and include the following:

No. of Channels: 113 minimum

Bandwidth: 1 KHz to 250 KHz

* Test Duration: 10 seconds maximum

While accuracy has not been addressed, the assumption here is that

measurement amplitude accuracy -- excluding sensor and probe -- of

±0.25 percent is required. Additionally, linear phase and a channel-

to-channel phase match of t2' are required.

5.1 DIGITAL DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM.

Typical elements of a digital data system include signal condi-

tioners, amplifiers, anti-alias filters, sample-and-hold circuits, and an
analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Of these, the technical performance

characteristics of the filter and ADC are critical. Failure to properly

select these components for a transient system will introduce a dynamic

distortion error which is indistinguishable from data. .- '
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Individual channel sampling rates are presented in Table 5.1. The

minimum sampling rates shown are theoretical values based on the ..
Nyquist Sampling Theorem which assumes that the signal is ideally

bandlimited and that the sampling occurs in zero time. For this ideal

case, sampling at twice the highest frequency is adequate to ensure
that no aliasing occurs. The maximum sampling rates are established

empirically based on the assumption that the signal must be sampled at

twelve times the filter cutoff frequency to adequately reconstruct a

complex waveform.

Table 12. Individual channel sampling rates required.

Min. Ch. Max. Ch.
BW Required No. Ch. Sampl. Rate Sampl. Rate

1,000 Hz 40 2,000 S/Sec 12,000 S/Sec
20,000 Hz 25 40,000 S/Sec 240,000 S/Sec
50,000 Hz 40 100,000 S/Sec 1,200,000 S/Sec

250,000 Hz 8 500,000 S/Sec 6,000,000 S/Sec

Establishing sampling rates is further complicated since the anti-
aliasing filters are not perfect low-pass filters. That is, depending
upon the incoming spectra, energy may be present at frequencies

greater than the filter cutoff frequency. Accordingly, it is desirable to
use anti-alias filters which exhibit fast rolloff characteristics. Because
of the complexities associated with determining sampling rates, it is

reasonable to use anti-alias filters with 36 db/octave rolloff in con-

junction with sampling rates of five times the filter cutoff frequency.
The combination provides assurance that all aliases, regardless of
incoming spectra, will be attenuated by at least 83.5 db. This is less

than the resolution of a 13-bit ADC.

Table 13 summarizes the sampling and data volume requirements for
each of the four required bandwidths. Here, the ADC sampling rates

are chosen to be five times the bancwidth and the data volumes are
computed based on a 10-second test. The significant points to note
from the data presented in Table 13 are the aggregate sampling rates

and data volumes.
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Table 13. Sampling and data volume requirementa&

Sampling Rate Data Volume
BW Required No. Ch. Ch. Aggregate Ch. Aggregate

1,000 Hz 40 5K 200K 50K 2M
20,000 Hz 25 100K 2.5M I M 25M -. -

50,000 Hz 40 250K 10M 2.5M I00M
250,000 Hz 8 1.25M 10M 12.5M 1OOM

Notes:

I. Sampling rates expressed in samples/seconds
2. Data volume expressed in words and is based on 10-second test

Considering that 1 MHz ADCs are state-of-the-art in 1984, the

aggregate sampling rates suggest that 23 ADCs will be required to
implement a completely digital system. These would produce 23 separate

1-million words/second (2 MBytes/sec) data streams for processing and

storage. Considering that the I/O bandwidth for modern 16-bit mini-

computers is approximately 4 MBytes/second, this suggests that multiple
processors would be required The block diagram for such a digital . - -

system is shown in Figure 29.

Assuming that a two-tier processing arrangement is used to

implement a digital system, where the lower tier is dedicated to
processing and local storage of the incoming data streams and the top

tier represents a supervisory processor responsible for coordinating all
data storage after test completion, then the data volumes presented in

Table 13 indicate the storage capacity required at both levels. For a

single 10-second test, the aggregate data volume is computed to be 227
MWords (454 MBytes). While this storage volume is realizable, it does

indicate the extensive storage requirements at the lower tier (e.g., 25

MBytes required to provide storage for a single 250-KHz channel).

Assuming that this data can be transferred from the lower tier storage

media to the supervisor at the completion of a test at a 500-K

bits/second rate, approximately seven minutes would be required for

transmission of each of the 23 storage volumes.
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5.2 ANALOG TAPE SYSTEM.

A conventional analog data system consists of two subsystems --

record and playback. The record subsystem provides the functions of
signal conditioning and recording of raw data onto analog tape. The . -

playback subsystem enables reproduction of selected portions of test
.e .J -.---

data and provides off-line digitizing and data analysis. An analog tape

system equipped with FM recording capabilities is well suited for

applications involving a large quantity of high-speed data. However,

amplitude accuracy in an analog system is poor relative to a digital

system, data analysis is time consuming, and real-time data are
unavailable for controls and display. Figure 30 illustrates in block

diagram form an analog tape system configured to meet the requirements

of Table 4.

5.2.1 Record Subsystem.

The record portion of the analog tape system provides signal

conditioning on a per-channel basis, an FM multiplexing scheme to

concentrate the raw test data onto one 28-track FM tape recorder,

direct and FM record amplifiers, and a computer-controlled, 28-track FM

tape recorder to store the analog data.

To accommodate the large quantity of data channels, data are
multiplexed onto the first 17 tracks of the tape recorder using a mixed

data FM technique. Each multiplexer takes 4 to 10 channels of data

(depending on signal bandwidth) and modulates each channel to a '--...

separate frequency band. The resulting 12 composite data signals are

then recorded on tape using direct record amplifiers. The high band-

width signals are routed to 8 dedicated tracks through FM record
amplifiers.

5.2.2 Playback Subsystem.

The playback portion of the analog tape sy:.em provides selection -

and reproduction of data from the tape recorder as well as off-line ".-
digitization and data analysis. The major elements are reproduce
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amplifiers, a computer controlled playback selector, demultiplexer and

discriminator, and an ADC system similar to the digital data system

described in Section 5.1 (i.e., anti-alias filters, sample and hold

circuits, and an analog-to-digital converter). The playback subsystem

also includes a computer system to perform data analysis and provide

set-up and control of the signal conditioners, analog tape recorder, and

playback selector.

The reproduce scheme takes the 18 tracks of FM multiplexed data

from the tape through direct reproduce amplifier. These signals are

then demultiplexed from 18 tracks into 108 channels (on a 2 tracks at a O

time basis) and discriminated from FM back to analog. These signals

are then routed to the ADC for digitizing. The eight tracks which

were not multiplexed are simply played back through FM reproduce

amplifiers into the ADC system.

The ADC system for the analog tape system includes basically the

same elements as the digital data system described in Section 5.1 and

hence is subject to the same critical performance characteristics.

Sampling rates and anti-alias filter distortion are still important J*,

considerations. However, the impact on system design is decreased by

the off-line nature and the ability to use the tape recorder speed to

reduce individual channel bandwidth.

The host computer consists of a high-speed data processor,

memory, disk storage, magnetic tape storage, line printer, graphics and

system terminals, and an I/O controller. All data analysis, display,

and control software resides in this machine.

5.3 HYBRID DATA SYSTEM.

Several problems exist with either the fully digital data system or

the analog tape systems discussed above. The major problem with the

digital system is the high digital data rates and the corresponding large

volume of data. Although the analog recording system overcomes these

problems, this system provides no capability for real-time data analysis.

An attractive alternative is a hybrid combination of the two system

types. Figure 31 presents a configuration which will accommodate the

data volume as well as provide a limited amount of digitized data for

near real-time display and analysis.
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For the configuration shown, the digital channels are limited to the

40 low-frequency (1000 Hz BW) channels. With this arrangement, the

1 MHz ADC provides adequate sampling rates for both real-time data

acquisition and off-line digital analysis capabilities. [The 65 moderate-

bandwidth channels (20 and 50 KHz) are multiplexed and recorded on

10 tape tracks.] The eight high-bandwidth channels (250 KHz) are VW.

each individually recorded on single tracks using FM techniques.

5.4 SUMMARY.

For this application, a totally digital system is inappropriate. This

is a direct consequence of. the number of channels, bandwidth require-

ments, and test duration. Although a digital data system concept can

be established which will satisfy the requirements, there are significant
technical risks associated with the high-speed digitizing of multiple

signals as well as transmitting and storing multiple high-speed data

streams. The analog recvrding system offers some advantages in that

proven high bandwidth, multiplexed recording systems are available. .

However, to provide digital off-line analysis, there is still a need for

high-speed digitizing of selected portions of tape. This digital

requirement is significantly less complex since only selected segments of """

the total test duration are digitized and the digitizing rates can be
reduced through reductions in tape playback speed.

Since a need exists for digital equipment within an analog record-
ing system, an arrangement such as the hybrid configuration described

in Section 5.3 which permits the digital equipment to be used in real-

time for limited data acquisition is recommended. This hardware

arrangement is comparable in price to the analog system yet offers the

advantage of limited real-time digital data analysis.
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SECTION 6
FACILITY CONTROL AND STATUS MONITORING SYSTEM

6.1 CONTROL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS.

* . . o

The Facility Control and Status Monitoring System (FCSMS) for the

LB/TS serves basically a sequence control and subsystem monitoring :.

function with built in logic to evaluate and confirm status of the system

prior to the next sequential step in a run preparation process. Upper

and lower tolerance limits in engineering units would be placed on each

measurement channel, with the limits automatically changed at selected

points in the pre-run sequence. Multiple sensors, logic for identifi-

cation and exclusion of faulty sensors, and hold for operator inter-

vention or abort logic would be built into the system software to

provide a safe, reliable system.

Examples of sequential control and monitoring functions of the
* . .°- . " "°

system are given below:

1. Monitor and control pressurization of drivers and heating of
driver gas (nominal 24-hour process) by opening and closing
valves in the compressor system and switching compressors on
and off and turning strip heaters on and off to achieve the
required temperature and pressure as measured by various - .
facility pressure and temperature sensors. Independent
protection of the system from malfunction, including control
system failure, would be a mechanical set of relief valves and
multiple thermostats on the strip heaters. Out of tolerance
events would result in annunciation to the system operator, a
hold awaiting operator input, and/or system shutdown, depend-
ing on programmed logic

2. Initiate TRS firing and maintain firing until pre-established
criteria are met. In this case, the following specific func-
tions would take place in orderly sequence:
0 Open TRS vents in the top of the driven tube (confirmed

by position sensors and limit switches)

a Light five TRS pilots (confirmed by sensors in each pilot
flame)

* Initiate oxidizer flow (contirmed by valve position read-
ings and selected pressure readings) -

* Initiate aluminum flow (confirmed by valve position
readings)

* Initiate air curtain flow (confirmed by valve position
readings and selected pressure readings)
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* Measure TRS output on reference sensors (optical
pyrometers and reference calorimeters)

* Shut down TRS system when pre-established criteria are
met

* Close TRS vents

* Return TRS to safe status with critical systems purged

Criteria for shutdown could be either a preset elapsed time or
a pre-established integrated heat flux (fluence) level.
Tolerance level on either fluence or number of TRS units
which light could be established by the operator prior to the
run dependent on the criticality of the heating portion of the
LB/TS cycle. These would lead to a hold for operator review
or abort actions, depending on the time at which the fault
condition is detected in the sequence. Logic and redundant
sensors would be provided to permit real-time screening for
inoperative sensors without initiating abort actions. At any
rate, the target can be spared excessive heat load or damage
from the blast wave input on a test in which heat input is
critical, if sufficient TRS units do not function properly.

3. Control RWE position based on an algorithm defining the RWE
position relationship to wail pressures near the end of the
drive tube. Redundant systems with logic for detection of
faulty sensors would be included. Detection of an out of
tolerance or fault condition would result in the controller
attempting to return the RWE to full open position.

The total number of sensors to be monitored are the 70 facility

measurements (Item 1.0, Table 4), three of the wall pressures
(Item 2.0, Table 4), and the five optical pyrometers and 10 radiant

gages (Item 3.0, Table 4), for a total of about ninety channels. Real- -. _

time conversion to engineering units, checking against preset limits for

each channel in engineering units, and accumulation of fault information

are required. Other real-time computations involve integration over
time of sensor readings of the 10 radiant gages to calculate fluence and

computation of the RWE position based on the three wall pressure .-

readings.

6.2 CONTROL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION.

Figure 32 provides a block diagram of the conceptual design of a

digital FCSMS. The system includes signal conditioning on a per-

channel basis to convert sensor input signals to -10V levels, a
dedicated input/output controller providing analog-to-digital conversion
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of all input signals and appropriate output drivers for solenoids,

actuators, and control valves as needed to effect facility control, and a

control processor system to handle all sequence and control logic as well

as generate alarms and event printouts, a event logger to provide

listings of status, control, and alarm conditions, a color CRT to provide '-.

operator indications of alarms and facility status, and a link to the data

system to allow coordination of the total facility operation.

6.2.1 Signal Conditioning.

Modular signal conditioning is provided on a per-channel basis

configured as needed to meet the requirement of the sensor. The

signal conditioning system is configured to normalize all outputs to ±10V

levels for further processing. Included in the signal conditioning

system are amplifiers, bridge completion units, charge amplifiers, T/C

amplifiers, and other types as needed. In addition, individual buffer

amplifiers are provided for any signals shared with the data system to

minimize interference problems.

6.2.2 Input/Output Controller.

The input/output controller provides the analog-to-digital con-

version of all input signals from the signal conditioning section and

subsequent interfacing to the control processor. Also included are all

output driver required for solenoid, actuators, and control valve con-

trol Hardware is available from various vendors including Computer

Products, Analogic, Analog Devices, Hewlett-Packard, and Burr-Brown.

6.2.3 Control Processor System.

The control processor provides all sequence and logic control

processing, generates all operator displays, alarms and event printout

interfaces to the data system, and provides all operator interfacing.

This system will consist of a high-speed data pressure and appropriate

peripherals to accomplish FCSMS functions. Included is a link to the .

data system processor to coordinate activities between the two

processors.

A color CRT is planned to provide operator interfacing including

alarm and status display.
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6.3 ESTIMATED HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE COST. .r

Order-of-magnitude cost estimates for hardware for the FCSMS are

given below.

* Signal Conditioning $150,000
* Input/Output Controller 60,000
* Control Processor System 48,000

Total Hardware $258,000

Special application software to accomplish all required control and
status monitoring operations and systems integration is estimated to cost

$ 100,000.

I....10-1
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SECTION 7

SYSTEM CONCEPT PLAN

Figure 33 illustrates a simplified block diagram of an integrated

data acquisition and control system reflecting the considerations

discussed in Sections 5 and 6. As shown, the operator's principal

interface to the system is at the control processor. With this arrange-

ment, the control processor serves to provide all sequencing including

initiating the data acquisition cycle. Upon receipt of a start command

from the control processor, the data system processor will initiate a

continuous digital data acquisition cycle as well as start continuous 0

analog recording. Because of the short test duration, it is anticipated

that minimum processor-to-processor data transfers will occur during

testing.

It is intended that the control processor be restricted to facility A K

control and sequencing. As such, only a limited number of peripherals

are required. However, with the arrangement shown in Figure 33, the

control processor does have access to shared peripherals such as digital

magnetic tape, line printer, etc.

7.1 DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM.

After evaluating various data acquisition approaches (Section 5) a

specific data acquisition system concept (Figure 34) was selected for the

LB/TS. This hybrid configuration includes a digital data acquisition

subsystem for the low-bandwidth measurements, an analog

recording system for the high-bandwidth measurements, and a host

computer system to control various instrumentation and perform data

analysis.

7.1.1 Digital Data Acquisition Subsystem.

The digital data acquisition subsystem serves a dual role. Besides

providing real-time data acquisition for the low-bandwidth char- els, the

system provides off-line digitai data analysis capability for the signals

recorded by the analog tape system. Hence, the system must have the .-

flexibility to accommodate a variety of different signal levels and

bandwidths. This capability is provided by variable-gain amplifiers and
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anti-alias filters, sample and hold circuits, analog multiplexer, and an W
analog -to-digital converter. An analog switching scheme is used to

select between real-time acquisition mode and playback.

7.1.1.1 Signal Conditioning. '~.'

To accommodate different sensors, a 40-channel signal conditioning

system will be provided that includes various mode cards which are

used to tailor the conditioner for temperature, pressure, or other

analog signals. These units will include an excitation power supply for

each channel, interchangeable plug-in bridge completion circuits, offset
suppression, and resistance and voltage calibration. For voltage

calibration, a computer-controlled signal conditioner input switching

circuit is used to disconnect the sensor input and to insert a precise dc

voltage source. This voltage insertion technique provides for complete

multi-point static calibration (excluding sensor) traceable to NBS as well

as provides a convenient computer-controlled method for determining

that each channel is operable immediately prior to testing.

7.1.1.2 Analog Switching.

The configuration shown in Figure 34 shares the digital system

between the 40 real-time measurements and the off-line digitizing. To

accommodate this, the signal outputs of the 40 signal conditioners and

the 29 playback channels are terminated at the Mode Switch patch

panel. Additionally, the inputs to the 40 amplifiers are also terminated

here. Inputs to the digital system (amplifier inputs) are thus esta-

blished for each channel through a 3-wire patch (signal high, signal

low, shield) .

7.1 .1 .3 Amplifier and Anti-Alias Filter.

Variable-gain amplifiers with integral 6-pole low-pass filters will be

supplied. Seven amplifier fixed-gain selections and seven filter cutoff

frequencies will be front panel switch selectable. Digital code represen-

tations of both the amplifier gain and the filter cutoff switches are

input to the computer system for verification.
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7.1.1.4 Sample and Hold Circuits.

An individual sample and hold amplifier will be provided for each

channel. This will enable precise time correlation to be established

during playback for multiple analog input signals. A common clock will

be used to coordinate capturing data from all channels at a given time

and hold the signals until the digitization process is complete.

7.1.1.5 Multiplexer and Analog-to-Digital Converter.

A 40-channel analog multiplexer/ADC system is required. As

shown in Table 13, the minimum aggregate sampling rate for the 40

low-bandwidth (1 KHz) channels is 200K samples/second. However,

since the ADO is also used in an offline mode to digitize the high-

bandwidth channels, a higher sampling rate than the minimum required - -

for the real-time measurements (200K samples/second) is recommended.

Since sampling rates for the playback channels can be reduced by

reproducing the signals at a tape speed less than the record speed, the

aggregate sampling rates presented in Table 13 are inappropriate.

Assuming that a tape speed of 60 or 120 ips will be used for recording

the high-bandwidth signals, then a reduced playback speed effectively

reduces the bandwidth and thus the required sampling rate. Accord-

ingly, a 1-MHz ADC is recommended for this application.

The ADC requires a high-speed versatile interface capable of

transmitting a 2 MByte/second data stream to processor memory. To

accommodate the dual real-time data acquisition and offline digitizing

functions, the ADC scan list and sampling rate must be programmable.

Additionally, since not all tape channels can be reduced simultaneously,

the system must have the capability of using a signal from tape such

that the digitizing process always beings at the same time. This is

essential for correlation.

7.1.2 Analog RP-ord System.

To accommodate the high-bandwidth measurements, an analog

record system is recommended. This system features signal condition-

ing, an FM multiplexing scheme, direct and FM record amplifiers, and
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two 14-track FM tape recorders. Also provided are playback capabil-

ities including FM and direct reproduce amplifiers, a computer-

controlled playback selector, and two demultiplexer/discriminators. As "

the signals are reproduced, they are routed through the digital data

system described in Section 7.1.1 for data analysis. _.

7.1.2.1 Signal Conditioning.

A 73-channel signal conditioning system will be provided with the

same features discussed in Section 7.1.1.1. In addition, these signal

conditioners will include integral amplifiers and six-pole low-pass filters

to adequately prepare the input signal for analog recording. The

amplifiers will have fixed gain and the filters will have a fixed cutoff

frequency based on the type of transducer required.

7.1.2.2 FM Multiplexer/Demultiplexer.

FM multiplexers are used to concentrate the raw test data onto one

tape recorder. Each multiplexer takes 4 to 10 channels of analog data

(depending on signal bandwidth) and modulates each channel to a

separate frequency band. These signals are then combined into one FM

signal.

The demultiplexers take the FM signals and filters out each of the

frequency bands, separates them, and returns the signals to their

analog data form.

7.1.2.3 Tape Recorder System.

The tape recorder system consists of FM and direct record

amplifiers, two 14-track FM tape recorders, and the reproduce ampli-

fiers. The record amplifiers are required to convert the analog signal

to a power level compatible with the tape recorder and to condition the

signal to produce a more accurate recording/reproducing process.

Direct record amplifiers place an AC bias on the analog signal to make

the recording characteristic more linear. FM record amplifiers improve

accuracy by frequency modulating the data signal. FM recording

provides approximately twice as good linearity as direct recording.
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However, in this system since FM techniques were used for the

multiplexing scheme, direct record amplifiers should be used for the

multiplexed channels.

Two 14-track laboratory-quality wide band (Group II) FM tape

recorders are provided to store high-bandwidth data during a test.

Features include computer control, 9 bidirectional tape speeds, and a

5-digit footage counter.

The reproduce amplifiers return the tape recorded signals to the

same form they were in prior to the record amplifiers. That is, direct

reproduce amplifiers remove the AC bias while FM reproduce amplifiers

demodulate the signal. Both the record and reproduce amplifiers are

supplied as integral parts of the FM tape recorder.

7.1.3 Data System Processor.

A computer system is provided to set-up and initiate digital data

acquisition and analog recording. As a secondary function, the

processor also will perform post-test data analysis. Prior to a test or

analog tape playback, the data system processor will be responsible for

verifying amplifier and filter settings, and establishing sampling rates.

During a 10-second test, the processor will provide limited re -time

data analysis and display, with minimal communication with the control

processor. At the conclusion of a test, the data system processor is

available for data analysis and data reduction.

The data system processor will be a 16-bit miricomputer equipped

with 2 MBytes of memory for real-time storage of digitized data. The

processor will be configured with various peripherals. A 132-MByte

fixed disc drive and controller will be used primarily for storing the

operating system and applications software. A 9-track magnetic tape

unit will provide fixed disc back-up and archival storage of real-time

digitized data and post-test results. An intelligent serial communi-

cations controller is included to allow up to 8 peripherals to

communicate with the processor. Two console terminals are attached to

the processor through serial ports--an 80-column system display - "

terminal and a graphics terminal. A 200-CPS dot matrix printer also ...
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attaches to the serial port for status logging or other similar low data

volume functions. Parallel ports to the microprocessor- based video

image processor and laser velocimeter are included to accommodate

special past-test data processing, and a parallel port to a high-speed V

printer (600 lines per second) is provided to accommodate data printout' * '

after test completion.-

7.1.4 Application Software.

Numerous application software programs are required to implement

the various system functions discussed above. Because of the system's

complexity, application software should be designed using structured

programming techniques. This will result in a system which is modular,

maintainable, and can be both modified and expanded. All custom

application software will be written in FORTRAN 77 unless timing -

constraints for critical modules require otherwise. Documentation will .

include a user's manual, high-level flow charts, program abstracts, and

annotated source listings.

The application software has been arranged into several major

categories. Although the details cannot be established until the design

is completed, the various programs required are functionally detailed

below.

7.1.4.1 System Calibration.

The purpose of this program is to periodically evaluate the total

performance of the data acquisition system by applying precise inputs

to the system automatically from the voltage source and measuring its

performance. The analog system, excluding sensor power supplies, will

be tested as one complete unit on a per-channel basis to determine each

analog channel's measurement uncertainty. The components tested

include signal conditioners, amplifiers, filters, multiplexer, and

analog-to-digital converter. Analog signals from a precision voitage

source are to be input to each channel and the digital response

recorded on each amplifier gain setting.

Automatic calibrations can be accomplished at convenient intervals

before test runs and reduced functional checks immediately prior to
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testing as a final system check. Critical measurement channels with

calibration results different from previous checked and verified

calibrations would be flagged to the facility operations staff for

run/abort decisions.

Depending on the volume of calibration and number of sensors, an w_:. S

automatic calibration data transfer option from a remote calibration lab

is possible. In this mode, lab data would be stored in the host system

by sensor serial number for automatic retrieval whenever that sensor is

used in the facility. In either case, the data acquisition setup below

would be based on a stored sensor data file.

7.1.4.2 Data Acquisition Setup.

This program enables the operator to input the system measure-

ment requirements for a specific test. These include channel assign-

ments, bandwidth, expected peak measurement values, sensitivity, and

sensor excitation. Based on this, the system automatically establishes a

configuration report including computed amplifier gain settings and

sampling rate. This system test information is printed enabling the

operator to set amplifier gain, filter position, and sensor excitation.

7.1.4.3 Real-Time Run.

This program enables the operator to initiate real-time data

acquisition. Once the system has been set up and all pretest checks

completed, the operator initiates the real-time program from the control

processor s terminal. Upon receipt of a start signal, the data system

processor initiates data acquisition placing data onto disk. Upon either

a timeout or a terminate data acquisition signal from the control

processor, the data system processor halts data collection.

7.1.4.4 Data Monitor.

This program enables the operator to analyze test results after a

"' run. Once selected, the operator is presented with a menu of available

options which include graphic displays, graphic plots, and tabulated

data. If the graphic display option is chosen, the data are transformed ..

into engineering units and displayed on the graphics terminal. The
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graphics programs enable the operator to view data from selected

channels or a pre-established list of channels. Provisions are made to

view either the entire run data or to zoom in on a segment. Although

axis scales are normally automatically established, they can be manually

chosen from the terminal or preprogrammed for consistency. Once the

operator is satisfied with the presentation, he can command a hard copy

plot of the viewed data. Additionally, data can be tabulated either on

a single- or multiple-channel basis. Because of the vast amount of

data, provisions will be made to control printout start/stop times as well

as increment time.

7.2 FACILITY CONTROL AND STATUS MONITORING
SYSTEM (FCSMS).

As shown in Figure 33, the FCSMS is a computer-based data

acquisition and control system which provides the LB/TS with a

sequence control, real-time event control, and subsystem monitoring

function. It is able to evaluate and confirm the status of the system

prior to the next sequential step in a run preparation process. Upper

and lower parameters limits would be placed on each measurement chan-

nel with acceptable limits changed automatically at selected points in the

pre-run sequence. Multiple sensors, logic for identification and exclu-

sion of faulty sensors, and hold for operator intervention or abort logic

would be built into the software to provide a safe, reliable system.

Included is a link to the data system processor to coordinate activities

between the two.

7.2.1 Signal Conditioning.

As with the data system, the FCSMS signal conditioning is

provided to convert sensor input signals from pressure transducers,

thermocouples, etc., to levels compatible with the ADC. For compati-

bility purposes, it is recommended that the signal conditioners used

with the control system be identical to those used with the data system.

Primary inputs to the system are the 70 facility measurements tabulated

in Table 4 which are used for either facility control or status moni-

toring. Additionally, three flow environment and 15 thermal measure-

ments are redundantly measured.
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7.2.2 Input/Output Controller. "r

The input/output controller provides the analog-to-digital conver-

sion of all input signals from the signal conditioning section and

subsequent interfacing to the control processor. The multiplexer is

selected for a nominal 100-KHz rate, based on sampling of channels for

facility control purposes of 1000 S/S.

The output drivers required for solenoids, actuators, relays, and

control valves as needed to effect facility control and timing coordi-

nation are also included in the input/output controller. io-

Functions to be controlled include:

* Run preparation events such as driver pump-up, status check
of systems, etc.

* Run initiation events such as TRS light-off, high intensity
camera light switch-on, camera starts, take data starts, etc.

* Run control events such as TRS monitoring and shut-off
based on measured fluence, diaphragm rupture or valve
opening, camera shutter control based on radiant intensity,
RWE position control, etc.

The input/output controller consists of several relay output cards,

analog output cards, digital input and output cards, and possibly a

pulse train output channel to accomplish the real-time control outlined . -

above.

7.2.3 FCSMS Computer System (Control Processor).

The FCSMS uses a high-speed minicomputer with 1 MByte of dedi-

cated memory to accomplish the facility control. Because of the shared

peripheral concept, the FCSMS processor is equipped with minimum- -- -.

peripherals. These include a small fixed disk, event recorder, and

operator terminal. Processor performance data are identical with the

data system processor performance.

7.2.4 System Operating Console.

All equipment required by the facility operations team, including

system operating terminals for both the data acquisition system and the
FCSMS, color display terminals, graphics terminals, basic annunciators,
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and visual system outputs, and video monitors will be included in the

system operating console. A photograph of a system similar to that

planned for the LB/TS is given in Figure 35. The console will be

arranged to permit close coordination of test setup activities and post ".

test data analysis activities without interference between separate -. ,-..

functions. A five-camera video system--with monitors, remote camera

control, and video recorders--is included for operator overview of the

entire test complex.

7.2.5 Application Software.

Special application software programs are required to implement the
various control system functions discussed above. As discussed in

7.1.4, application software should be designed using structured pro-

gramming techniques to produce modular, maintainable, and modi-

fiable/expandable software with full documentation.

Application software for the FCSMS falls into four major categories.

Although the details cannot be established until the design is comple-

ted, a functional description of the various programs is detailed below.

7.2.5.1 System Calibration.

The purpose of this program is to periodically evaluate the total

performance of the facility measurements acquisition system by applying

precise inputs to the system automatically from the voltage source and

measuring its performance. The analog system, excluding sensor power

supplies, is tested as one complete unit on a per-channel basis to
determine each analog channel's measurement uncertainty. The compo-

nents tested incluJe signal conditioners, amplifiers, filters, multiplexer,

and analog-to-digital converter. Analog signals from a precision voltage

source are to be input to each channel and to the digital response

recorded.

7.2.5.2 FCSMS Monitoring.

This program is used to monitor and control pressurization of the

drivers and heating of the driver gas and monitor the system status at
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Figure 35. Representative system operating console.

all times. Out-of-tolerance events would result in annunciation to the

system operator, generate a hold awaiting operator input, and/or

system shutdown depending on the severity.

7.2.5.3 LB/TS Run.

This program is used to start the immediate prerun sequence and
control events during the run itself. Real-time data conversion, check-

ing against preset limits, accumulation of fault information, integration
of sensor data, computation of control algorithms, control of events

based on elapsed time and other similar functions are accomplished by
this software routine.

7.2.5.4 LB/TS Post-Op.

A thorough functional check of the LB/TS system would be accom-

plished with this software routine and the system returned to a safe,
secure status. A quick summary of status would be supplied to the

- . m 
•
-.

system operator to permit plans for the next run to be made ard to

direct sensor repair efforts.
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7.3 SYSTEM ACQUISITION PLAN. yr
The primary sensors, data acquisition, and control systems

selected for the LB/TS concept study are based on either:

* existing technology which is commercially available in mid-
1984, or

* modifications to current technology which are only a few .
months from commercial release and for which firm specifica-
tions and initial marketing dates are available

Technology which is clearly developmental and for which no firm

performance levels or certain, high probability of success can be ascer-

tained were avoided for primary systems. Such developmental sensors

or system approaches were only included in the conceptual system

where they provide a complement to another more proven approach. As

an example, Inertial Reference Units are included even though their

utility for measurement of whole body motion in the LB/TS remains to

be proven. The most probable means for measuring whole body motion

is the high-speed camera system as discussed in Section 4. In addi-

tion, se.'eral systems evaluated were discarded from the final conceptual

systems due to a high cost/benefit ratio for the LB/TS environment as

discussed in Section 4.

While proven, the LB/TS Sensor Data Acquisition and Control

system (SDAC) is not available from a single manufacturer and must be:

* procured as individual hardware components from a number of
manufacturers and integrated as a system by the Government
or a third party. Such an acquisition plan necessitates a
thorough, detailed system design (hardware and software) to
ensure that all hardware interface constraints and operating
software limitations are addressed in sufficient detail to
produce a functional system meeting the performance
specifications. In this mode, the third party can only assume
responsibility for integration of equipment as designed, not
for the performance of the equipment in the system or for the
design itself.

0 procured as a single system from a system integrator who
accomplishes the detailed system design and selects specific
hardware options to meet requirements. In this case, the
system performance specification governs and the system
integrator is responsible for selected hardware, interfacing
hardware, and developing software to meet the performance
requirements. Resolution of problems involving hardware,
hardware interface, software or other system interaction -l-

problems are the responsibility of the integrator.
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For complicated systems, such as the LB/TS SDAC with 1) special-

ized subsystems and hardware components from many manufacturers,

2) severe data transmission timing budgets, 3) the need for unique

interface hardware, and 4) extensive special application and system

operating software, Sverdrup recommends the second approach listed

above.

This system acquisition process (design/build or turnkey) is

illustrated for the LB/TS in Figure 36. Following the contract award, a

period of about 15 months will be required to complete the design based

on a well defined functional specification for the system, procure hard- ,

ware and subsystems, integrate hardware in consoles, racks, etc.,

develop all software routines, functionally check all hardware and

software, and install the system on-site. At the end of this period, a

system which is ready and proven operational in all specified modes will

be available.

The acquisition cost fur the LB/TS SDAC is detailed in Table 14.

Cost estimates for system hardware, software, sensors, special calibra-

tion equipment, installation and design/management are given. Data

acquisition and FCSMS hardware costs shown in the table include inter-

face haruware, racks, junction boxes, and other similar system inte-

gration costs associated with assembling the vendor-supplied equipment

into a functional system.

Recall that the sensor costs discussed in Sections 3 and 4 include

allowance for manufacture of numbers of specialized probes into which

some sensors must be installed and for alignment and basic checkout of

the non-intrusive systems. These special added costs for the sensors

are included under Item IV in Table 14.

Total acquisition and installation cost for the system will be about

$2,700,000, based on the complement of sensors listed. It is evident

that compromises in the system--numbers of channels, numbers of

sensors, etc.--can be made to reduce the cost estimate by 10 to 30

percent.
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V
Table 14. LB/TS sensor, data acquisition, and facility control system cost.

I. Hybrid Data Acquisition System

Quantity Cost Estimate

1) Digital - Signal Conditioning/ 44 S 60,000
Amplifiers/ Filters

2) Digital - Sample/Hold 44 10,000
3) Digital - ADC with Driver 1 30,000
4) Digital - Selector 1 25,000
5) Analog - Signal Conditioners 64 85,000 S
6) Analog - Mux/Demux 10 99,500
7) Analog - Tape Recorder 2 100,000

with Playback Combine
8) Processor with Memory 1 40,000
9) Fixed Disk, Mag Tape 1 28,000
10) Terminals 2 6,000
11) 200 CPS and 600 LPM rrinters 2 17,500
12) Communications 1 12,000
13) Interface Cards 2 10,000
14) Operating System Software, Compiler 1 8,000
15) Voltage Standard 1 2,000
16) Misc Hardware 1 30,000

I. Subtotal S 563,000

I1. FCSMS

1) Signal Conditioning/Amplifiers/Filters 85 S 85,000
2) Host Processor with Peripherals 1 40,000

3) Communications 1 10,000
4) Operating System Software, Compiler 1 8,000
5) Voltage Standard 1 2,000
6) I/O System 1 60,000
7) Video Monitor/Record System 5 25,000
8) Misc Hardware 1 40,000

II. Subtotal S 270,000

III. Application Software Allowance S 250,000

IV. Sensors and Measurement Systems (see Sections 3 and 4)

1) Pressure Transducers (incl. 4 64 S 38,000
reference probes)

2) Temoerature Sensors 140 14,000
3) Heat Flux Gages (ncl. 5 reference 31 33,000

probes
4) Strain Gages 50 5,000
5) Accelerometers 18 14,000 All
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Table 14. LB/TS sensor, data acquisition, and facility Ur

control system cost. (Concluded)

Quantity Cost Estimate

6) Linear Potentiometers 40 4,000
7) Inertial Reference Unit 2 70,000
8) IR Pyrometers, Target Surface 10 50,000

(two-color)
9) IR Pyrometers, TRS (two-color) 5 28,000

10) Thermovision System (two-color) 1 105,000
11) CVF Radiometer 1 100,000
12) Laser Velocimeter 1 113,000
13) High-Speed Photography System 16 182,000
14) High-Speed Video System 3 150,000
15) Automatic Video Reading System 1 20,000
16) Optron Displacement Follower 1 30,000
17) Sensor Procurement and Integration LS 150,000

IV. Subtotal $1,106,000

V. Special Calibration Equipment

1) Pressure Calibrator (portable) $ 12,000
2) Temperature Calibrator (portable) 10,000
3) Heat Flux Calibrator (portable) 15,000

VI. Installation

1) For Data Acquisition System $ 19,000
(excluding sensors or cable)

2) For FCSMS (excluding sensors 16,000
or cables)

3) Sensors and Cabling 50,000

VII. Preliminary and Final Design, $ 350,000
System Integration, and Management

SDAC SYSTEM TOTAL $2,661,000 .. 1--
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SECTION 8

CONCLUSIONS

1. Parameter levels in the LB/TS flow (including the TRS) are not

excessive compared to typical shock tube operating conditions. An

incident shock Mach number of two or less with static overpressure

of 240 kPa (340 kPa absolute) behind the shock, static temperature

ratio of less than two times ambient, and flow velocity of about the

speed of sound will occur. While rise times are of a few micro-

seconds, important flow transients develop over seconds in the

very large LB/TS.

2. Physical sensors for measurement of pressure, temperature, and

heat flux in the ranges and with the response required by the

LB/TS in both the diffraction and drag phases are available from . .

many manufacturers. Mounting of these sensors within each

specific target without compromising response--while protecting the

sensor from damage and permitting in-place calibration- -will
present recurrent operation constraints for their use in the

LB/TS.

3. Physical sensors for measurement of strain, acceleration, and

displacement in the LB/TS environment are more specialized, more -.

difficult to utilize in practice, and can be obtained from fewer
commercial sources. Inertial rate gyro-based systems appear to be

a possible method for measuring whole body motions if dust or

other problems (condensation) obscure the target and prevent the

use of optical (photographic) techniques for measuring whole body

motion.

4. Reliable optical sensors exist for making selected flow and target

response measurements over rather restricted parameter ranges

and for limited environmental conditions. The most versatile

system for many qualitative and quantitative measurements in the - - ...

LB/TS is a complement of high-speed cameras and two special

high-speed video cameras. Systems for automatic determination of .. ."-
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L target position (and motion) from either film or video tape are

available. Infrared sensors are also essential for monitoring the

TRS source temperature and measuring target surface temperature

1.-Z'.-.-l

5. X-ray systems were evaluated to provide motion data for elements

within the target or the whole target in the event of significant

flow obscuration. Due to significant operating problems and high

cost, the x-ray should only be used in the event of large flow

obscuration beyond the levels presently anticipated.

6. Initial cost of a suitable inventory of physical sensors could .4

approach S200,000 to S300,000 (see Section 3.6).

7. Cost of the optical systems ranges from $30,000 to $75,000 each.

with the total for all surveyed approaching $3,000,000. Cost for a. .

complement of optical sensors including only those fourd to be

practical in this study--IR pyrometers, thermovision, CVF radiom-

eter, laser velocimeter, high-speed photography system, high-

speed video system, automatic video reading system, and an

Optron displacement follower- -is $790,000 (see Section 4. 10).

8. Both analog and digital data acquisition systems are commercially

available which meet the very high speed data processing require-

ments of the 113 data channels of the LB/TS [1000-250,000 Hz

bandwidth], including signal conditioning, data acquisition, host

computer, etc. However, the aggregate sampling rates and com-

mensurate storage volume for a 10-second run using a digital

sampling theorem of 5 samples per cycle introduce an unwarranted

element of risk into the pure digital system. For this reason, a

hybrid analog/digital system is selected for the LB/TS data acquisi-

tion function.

9. A digital based facility control and status monitoring system,

capable of monitoring facility preparation for a run and providing

limited real-time control during a run, is practical at a total---

hardware and software cost of approximately S400,000.
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10. A comprehensive sensor, data acquisition, and control (SDAC)

system for the LB/TS is configured in Section 7 to accommodate

the large number of system channels, the high sampling rates, and ..

the real-time facility control. The system utilizes the hybrid

analog/digital data acquisition concept and the digital FCSMS

concept. Software to accomplish system calibration, data acquisi- L

tion system setup, data acquisition during the run, data reduction

and display, facility control, and facility status monitoring are

defined.

11. A system acquisition plan for the LB/TS SDAC is shown to require

15 months and a budget of approximately S2,700,000, excluding

inflation from mid-1984 and contingency.
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~ku~it13ULLETIN KM.1000C

Kullte Miniature
Metal Diphag;

Pressure Transducers

1.6

- .520 75 65 -

*-PRESSURE NOM62
*SENSITIVE 215
*AREA Nom 04 DA.(YP) 8

4C004 OR 4 30 AWG.
S ELE CALE

01A.

0-RING 301 I.D. X .064C.S.

'318-24 UNF-3A

ONOTE 20.000 AND 30.000 PSI RANGES
REQUIRE SPECIAL SEALING

CONFIGURATION
PLEASE CONSULT FACTO)RY.
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/ PRESSURE
TRANSDUCERS

~ XTM-19OIXTME.190 SERIES

Metal Diaphragm- Ruggedized

n Excellent Stability
a High Natural Frequencies
a 10-32 UNF Thread
n Robust Construction
n Inorganically Bonded Sensor

The XTM-190/XTME-190 miniature Pressure trans- Differential versions of all ranges are available. The
ducers utilize a metal diaoflragm as a force coilec- reference pressure source should be dry, non-
tor with a Piezoresistive Sensor as its sensing ele- corrosive gas. Absolute and sealed versions of the
ment. With the 10-32 UNF threaded body, hex. XTM.IBOIXTME-190 have a reference pressure
agonal head and "0" ring seal, the XTM-190/ sealed in the transducer.
XTME-190 is easy to mount and simple to aoly. The
small size and flush diaphragm permit direct instal. The all electron beam welded construction, and the
lation of the transducer in the wall of Pressure con. wetted parts being of 17-4 PH stainless steel. malKe
tainers. tubes, pipes. etc.. eliminating the need for the XTM-190IXTME-190 sensing sides suitable for
costfy, space consuming nardware. immersion in media which are compatible with the

materials of construction. The "0 ring supplied as
standard is a Buna N. Other materials can be sup-

Designed to bevery rugged. tXhe XTM-191XTE E-190 plied on request.. "
feature an internal temperature compensation
module. in addition, a sturdy, four conductor The XTME-190 is a high temperature version with . >~.
shielded cable. with strain relief, is provided for maximum operating temperature of + 500 *F
electrical connection. (260 C).

Kulite pressure transducers are calibrated in-
The standard XTM-190/XTME-190 transducers are dividually by qualified tecnnicians using euio-
designated as gage units. Pressure ranges of 250 ment traceable to National Bureau of Standards.

• - .o - " °

torwit a beo resuppied witho a v ening be- Perine daa aresonlue d withe unins o te..•-..

agoa eadand"O"rig saltheXTMlg 135 ae ntetandcr :"



XTM-1901XTME-190 Specifications
Output Input Output Natural

Model Pressure Sensitivity Impedance Impedance Acceleration Sensitivity Frecuency
Number (Rated) (Maximum) (Nom. ) (Ohms) (Ohms) (Perpendicular) (Transverse) (Approx.)

XTM-190-10 10 psi 30 Psi , 30 mv 650 mm 650 max. 0.003% FS/g 0.0006%'= FS/g 30 KHz

XTM-190-25 25 Psi 50 ost 1 75 my 650 mi. 650 max. 0.0024%6 FS/g 0.0004% FSig O KHz
XTM-190-50 50 Psi 100 osi 75 my 1 650 mm. 750 max. 1 0.001 % FS/g 0.0002% FS/g 60 KHz

XTM-190-100 1 100 psi 200 psi t 75 mv 1 650 mi. 750 max. 1 0.0007% FS/g 0.00014% FS/a 80 KHz

XTM-190-250 1 250 osi 500 osi 1 75 my 1 650 mi. 750max. I 0.0005%,= FS/g 0.0001% FSg 125 KHz

XTM-190-500 500 Psi 1000 osi 75 mv 650 min. 750max. ! 0.0003% FS/g 0.00C06% FSg 160 KHz

XTM-190-1000 1000 Psi 2000 Psi i 75 my 650 m. 750 max. 0.0002% FS/g 0.00004% FS/g . 225 KHz

XTM-190-2000 1 2000 osi 3000 psi ( 75 my 650 mm. 750 max. 1 0.00015%'o FS/g 0.00003% FSc . 3C KHZ

XTM-190-5000 1 5000 osi 6000 si I 75 mv 1 650 mm. 750 max. 1 0.0001%-6 FS/g 0.00002%. FS , g, 400 KHZ

Sensing Principle ............................... Inorganically bonded piezoresistive active nailf brdge

Pressure Media ........... ........................... Liquids and gases compatible with 17-4-PH stainiess
steel and "0" ring selected for the application
(Buna-N "0" ring is supolied with standard unitsl.

Exc:tation . .. 10 VDC (15 VOC Max)

Zero Balance . .. . =3% FS (=5% FS for l0ps units)
Comomned Non-Linearity and Hysteresis .......... .... =I°1, FS max.
Reoeataoility .. . .. ...... .. .. =0.25%*.
Compensated Temperature Range ......... .... 80 F to 180 F (25 C to 80: C)

Any 100 F range within the operating range on recuest.

Ooeratmng Temperature Range .................... 0 F to 250 F 1 -20 C to 120 C)
Temperatures to 350 F (175 C) avaalaole on soecal orcer.

Change of Senstivity with Temperature .. =2*1100 F
Change of No-Load Output witn Temcerature ..... =20 FSi 100 F ( 5% FS for 10si un1:Sl"

Rescuton Infinite

E!ectrmcal connections .... Per ISA-S37.3

XTME-190 High Temperature Version
Compensated Temperature Range ... ........... 80 IF to 450 IF 127"C to 232'C)
OperatmngTemperatureRange . ..... ..... -65F to .*500F (-55C to +260'C)
Change of Sensitivity with Temperature Within 7% Over Compensated Temperature Range
Change ot No-Load Output with Temperature Within 10% Over Compensated Temoerature Range -a-
XTM-1 90/XTME-190 Series Outline

*SCSSUOE SENSITi--

2 a -,, 5 7.5 -

10~~27 - -N 2

082 ,/$ I- 0f 10.00S

rz o A*j, 'Juae o'- :sotf

_ _+ . .. . ..4 _

/ - * • . *0 t.. ..C • ,*- .. -

--...- . '--- -
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HIGH PRESSURE
TRANSDUCER

HEM-375 SERIES

a High Tem-perature
a Excellent Stability

a High Natural Frequencies
a -24 UNF Thread
a Robust Construction
a Inorganically Bonded Sensor

The HEM-375 transducer has been developed by ideal for use in hostile environments.
Kulite for duty at temperatures of up to 500"F.

The Wheatstone bridge sensing principle is corn-
An all metal, electron beam welded assembly, the patible with most strain gage signal conditioning
HEM-375featuresametaldiaphragmasaforcecol- equipment, avoiding the need for charge
lector with a Kulite PlezoresistiveSensor as its amplifiers, coaxial cables and impedance
sensing element, inorganically bonded. This ad- matching devices.
vanced Construction results in a highly stable,
reliable and rugged transducer. Materials of construct~on are 174 PH sanless

steel and the silicone rubber 0-ring. The all welded
The small size of the force collector allows the construction allows the transducer to e immersed
HEM-375 to be used for high frequency in liquids compatible with the materials of
measurements. Shock pressure measurements construction.
can also be made successfully due to the high
natural frequency and flat response of the Sealed and absolute units feature secondary

transducer. High output and low impedance in- containment.

herent in piezoresistive sensors make the HEM-375

4.J
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BULLETIN KU-1000B

Kule Subiniture IS®
Silicon Diaphragm

Pwressure Transduce~rs
I (Probe Series)

\PRESSURE SENSITIVE
187 AREA ~STEADY STATE PORT .125 -j h .

* 1-

* "260

\TR AN SDUC ER _________2IFII.....
1.5 1

09300Dr PRESSURE REF TUBE

r 06200.028 00 6'LON0 I
06200S S. ANNEALED

CCM PEN SATION
MODULET
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INTRODUCTION

This product bulletin describes Kulite's unique line of Integrated Sensor Pressure Probes.

These solid state devices incorporate a diffused four arm wheatstone bridge on the surface of a silicon
diaphragm. This approach originated by Kulite to meet the demands of the Aerospace Industry has been
under constant development and evolution over the last fifteen years. Kulite pioneered the development of
miniature dynamic pressure probes and today offers a line of miniature and ultraminiature devices with
static and dynamic performance comparaole to the very Pest transducers of any size currentiy commercialiya
available.

These transducers have found wide acceptance in aerospace, for wind tunnel, flight test and acoustic
measurements. They have estaolished the industry standard of excellence for dynamic Pressure measure-
ment. The small size of these devices has made them uniquely suited to a large variety of test and production
applications in industry, researc'l and development and medicine.

Of particular note is the high natural frequency, low hysteresis and superior thermal and environmental per-
formance. These features are the result at the integrated silicon sensor and silicon force collector. Silicon
was originally adopted because Of its large piezoresistive coefficient and compatibility w'.n transistor
fabrication techniques. Silicon has been found to possess excellent transducer characteristics.

Its combination of a high elastic modulus and low density along with the ability to be fabricated in very small
sizes by photolithography allows for a sensor with a very high resonant frequency. The single crystal nature
of silicon means virtually no creed or hysteresis. Piezoresistive Integrated Sensor technology is todays
emergent transducer technology. Kulite continues to develop this piezoresistive technology and welcomes
the challenge to meet the new requirements of the future.

The probes described in this bulletin are of a modular nature and allow the measurement system designer a
maximum of lexibility in the mechanical design of his system. A variety of special probes are shown on
pages 12 and 13. Kulite welcomes the opportunity to tailor a sensor to your specific requirements.

All Kulite probes are hermetically sealed to vacuum or ambient pressure when offered in sealed gage or ab-
solute versions. Reference tuoes are supplied with gage and differential versions.
integratedSensor Probes are conventionally supplied with an external compensation module which Provides
zero balance, and temperature compensation. These modules contain only temperature insensitive trim-
ming resitors ant do not need to be at the same temperature as the transducer.

All transducers .0a0' and larger are provided standard with an "M" screen. This is a protective mesh which
provides mechanical protection for the pressure sensitive surface. In applications such as wind tunnels
where maximum Protection from particles impact is reduired, a "B" type screen should be specified. This
screen has a perioneral array of aperatures which provide increased particle protection wnie having .
minimai effect on frequency response.
The 093' and larger Probes are available in longer versions with internal compensation modules and shield.
eod cables. Contact the factory for further information.

Kulite recoqnizes that the needs of the test community are unique. We have available a product suoport team
of engineers experienced in this field ready to work with you to provide the prooer instrument tor a given 1.
application. Kuiite stands ready to offer in depth technical assistance and rapid turnaround times when
required.
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ULTRAMINIATURE IV~ PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS

CO-030 SERIES
XCQ-050 SERIES

N 1132" Diameter
* For Dynamic Use Only
* Smallest Pressure Sensor Available
* Available Gage (G), Differential (D) \\

*tof
~~~~I. rq.c r 'IS f I 01M

.~..to co~ h, .- i co'i'i

,11 -it'l 1cC u.0,.

Brtdqe Type Fully active four armn Whleatstonle Brrdge diffused ito silicon diaphragmf

Rate Presur losj 100
Rate PresurePSI,(higher pressure ranges an requst)

Over Pressure (PSI) 3 Times rated pressure withi no change in calittrallof

Full Scale Output Ilorni 4Omv

Excitation 5V OC or AC

Inclut Impedance IM (71 500 mazf
Outout inictecance morml50

carnicned i

Hsteresis

Repeaaolity0.%F

Natural ForeaueicyIS H

zero salance 1%F

Corittenisated 801F to 180F 125'C to 80,C)
Tempoerature Ranrge Any i100F range withini the operating range on recluest

Tenroatre oang to 2501F 1- 'O0C to 1'70Cl
Tenitertur FlngeTeoralr~ures to 350*Fo?5'C Optromfi

Masinu W.

Chance o f Sens l tv ao% m f oo * -cons a mt o ifa e exciaf on
With motialwe4'.m1OYF -constant current excitation

Cn.amce of N13-Load ±5% FSIfOO'F
KOutut with Tenipefralure

* Resolutin Iifiniute

Acceleration Setnsitruly 4

Fieoendicultio 001
Transverse 2

*~Weightf 1E.cluding Module14
a di t01 4 Giant (norril



ULTRAMINIATURE IV~ PRESSURE TRANSDUCER ~1

XCQ-062 SERIES . V-
N 1116Wf Diameter
N Available All Standard

Pressure Ranges
* Ideal For Wind Tunnel

Applications .

* Excellent Static And Dynamic
Performance

* Rugged
N Available Gage (G), Sealed Gage (SG),

Differential (D), Absolute (A) ______________

06A4
MAX. ' BSCREEN STANDARD

SCREEN OPTIONAL. PRESSURE REFERENCE TUBE
3 216 0 0 LC) LONGRNATO

ITEMPf ATURE

I DIA I- LONG

#EssNIIE 

INSULAE

326 AONEFO
INSUIAIVE NIR SLLONGI~3 j .

Snoge ~ ARE 0280ly1cielA.amWeltoeBig dfue nt iio oalrg

PullSge Ctoutll Clv toutli &rmV Whatt n toeV fuldit iicnCart

Exc~tt~on V DC or AC
Euc~tat17 5iV maxl

flout iIaodance ini 50
Ou~gul ImroeoamCe fnoul 7500

Comned
NonunMearily and 0.5% BFSL

Recesaaily 0. 1 i' FS

Natural Frequency 500k~z 600IiHZ tOOliNT 16001.MZ

* Zero Balance 3%. FS

*Comeensaled 80'Ftot80'F125*Ciod'CI
Te~rriratr Range Any 200-F range within lMe ooerating range on iC~uest

Oceral'ing ~85'Fto 25T 1- 55 C to 120 CI
Ternoeraire RangeTemoeralires to 350 O (175 'C1 ootional

Ma. ilumn
Oniange ol sensitivity 4. .i100 F-constant voitaoe excitation'
*.itf Ternoealure 2 .S*1..100F-wnen e.citeo asin noie I

Cnange 0t No.104d 2-1 FSI100PF
* Oulout winri Terroerature

Resolutionl Infinite

Accaealion Sensitiitly
PSgQ

*P~reoiacuiat 0002 00015 0001 00005
*Trans.rSe 00004 00003 00002 0000

e WeighI Excluding module 141
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HIGH SENSITIVITY ULTRAMINIATURE ISv' PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS

XCS-062 SERIES HIGH IMPEDANCEW
XCW-062 SERIES LOW IMPEDANCE

* High Sensitivity
0 *Superior SignalTo Noise Ratio
* Static And Dynamic Capability
* Wide Dynamic Range

* N Available Gage (G), Sealed Gage (SG),
Differential (D), Absolute (A) _________________

jMAX.~ S SCREEN STANDARD
Ill M SCREEN OPTIONAL PRESSURE REFERENCE TUB

I'I le 0 . LON TEPERATURE
T- COMwPENSATION

&I I 0A. ILONG

PRESSURE T ELON
SENSITIVE INSULATED
AREA 028 CIA. A 36 AWG

24LON4G

A LEADS
536 AWO TEFLON
INSULATED WIRE 6" LONG-

______________XCS-062 XCW-062

Bridge Type Fully active tour arm Wheatatonie Bridge diffused into silicont ciaoinragm *

Rated P1 41150,1 101111 5 15

Over Pressure (psi) 3 Tlmes rated pressure with no criange in calibration

Full Scale Output Inofi 22SntV 225mV l25mV 225mv

EAcitalsorn 1514 CC or AC
120V mal

Input tIpedanIce irnin) 12000 600
Output impedance inumi 2500isO

* Nonlirlearily and 0.5%. BFSL
Hysteresis

Repeatability 0.1% FS

Natural Frequency IS5gt~z 2S0k~z 150kHz 25OkHz

Zero Balance *3% FS- -

Compensated 8*F to lSOPIZ25*tto 80'C
Temorierature, Range Any 200PF range w.It In* Operating range on request

Operatig - 63 F to250IF (-S C to 120'C)
*Temperature Range Teimpeatures to 350'F 075 Ci opti0nal

* Maximum
Chiance of Sensitivity 2 2'.i100*
mih Temperature

Cnange Of NO-Load s21" FSIIOO*F
* Cutput w~lf Tomcea lure

*Resolution intinte

* Acceleration Senasitivity

*Transaverse0050000 02

WegtExldng M~ue142 2 Gram ifiomi

.... . ..... . . . . ....
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* MINIATURE IV~ PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS

XCQ-080 SERIESs.-.
E*2mm Diameter
* Static And Dynamic Capability
* High Natural Frequency
El15 Year History Of

Successful Applications In V.N..
Wind Tunnel And Flight
Test Programs

C Excellent Linearity
N Available Gage (G), Sealed Gage (SG),

Differential (0), Absolute (A)

00M SCREEN STANDARD

PRESSURE REFERENCE TUBE
028 00-1 LONG TEMPERATURE

PRESURE - .FMOULSENSITIV IN1 AE e0III7~AREA 028 INSULATE

24- LONG
aLEADS

S 36 AMO TEFLON

INSULATED wIRE a LONG

Bridge Type Fully active four arm WheatstoneC Bridge dilffused into Silicon oraorlragm

Rated Pressure l0511 25 50 100 250 500

Oners Pressure ipsil 3 Times rated pressure wilth no chlange ini catoration

FulScale OutoUtInoml 6SmV 75mv tO0my 1O0mV 100mv

Excitation SV DC or AC
17.5V maxl

Input ImOiloance IminI 6000
Output Impedanice Inomi 7500

Nontinefarity and 0.5%' EFSL
lmysteresis

Repesaltiy 0.1% FS

Natural Frequency 200kNz 290k~z 3160kHZ 570kHZ flO'Ckpz

Zero Balance 3% FS

Coinnatea 80*F to 180*F 25*C 1060*C)
Tempoerat ure Range Any 200*F range withlin Itto operating range on feoueul

*Operating - 65Fto250F (- 55'Cto i20 Ci
*Temperature Range Temperatures to 350*F 1175 *C optionll

Maximum
Cnanoe of Sensitivity t.5%/.I00*F whn excited as in note I

Cmarigel Of NO-Load .5%. FS/1IOOF
* OutptiWth reinperature

Resolutionl Infinite

Acceleration Sensitivitry
FSig
Percendicuiar 0002 ocots 00009 00005 00004
1.0Trans1er1e 00004 00003 0000t8 00001 ocooca

weight leucluding module,14 2Grmnm
*and LeaOS 4 2Galioi



STANDARD VERSION MINIATURE IS!) PRESSURE TRANSDUCER

XC6*093 SERIES
0 3/32' Diameter W

* U Industry Standard
* N Superb Stability

* Program Qualified In U.S.A.-
* And Europe

E Size And Shape Ideal
For Incorporation In User
Designed Probes

* Available Gage (G), Sealed Gage (SG),
Differential (D), Absolute (A)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

-4 093 P SCREEN STANDARD

PRESSURE REFERENCE TUBE

028-1L NG
________ CMPENSAr, ON

\MODULE ON

PRESSURE 5 LEADS
SENSITIVE TEFLOIN
AREA 038 DIA, INSULATED

1 36 AWG
2C LONG4LED

436 AWO IEFLON
INSULATED WIRE 0 LONGJ

Bridge Type Fulty active four arm Whteatstone Bridge diffused into silicon oaatlragm

Rated Pressure jpsl 25 50 100 250 500

Over Pressure (psi 3 Times rated pressure witht no chtange in calioralron

Full scale Cutout Inomt) 55mV 75mV 100mV 100mV lO0rnv

* Excitatiorn 5V OC or AC
_______________________(7 5iV max)

flout Impoedarnce imill 00

Cutout impedanlce inomf 5f

Comoned
* Nonlinefariy and 0.5%. BFSL

Refoeataoility 0.1% FS

Natural Freoueincy 2001i1z 290NHz 360kHz 570kHZ 810kHz

* Zero Balance 3%. FS

* Compensated 80*Fto 180*F25t o 80*CI
* Temperature Range Any 200*F range witthin thie operating range on reauest

* Coerstinto-65 Ia I - 5-55C to 120*C)
*Tetmoerature Range Templeratures to 3501F(175 Ci otional

Maximum .ltOwenectdainoe
Criance of Sensitivity 1510* hnectda nnt

* lVth Trmeeraluref

Ma.imum
Craniqe of No-Load 5%x FSI100*F
Output ilfittl Temperature

Resolution Infinite

ACCifierslion Sensitivity

Poroendicul& 0002 00015 0000 0005 MOOA
*Transverse 0004 ~ 003 000018 OCOI

WeVi-rit iFxc;uo'nq Module14

Mid LC0Ol 14 Gram inomi

* ~*wi'q4 5VC~~irA, o~rQ. S~c~~ii iO~oimx i tes iA ie ians,~ 7
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HIGH SENSITIVITY MINIATURE ISO PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS - J
XCS-093 SERIES HIGH IMPEDANCE
XCW-093 LOW IMPEDANCE wr

" 3/32" Diameter
* High Sensitivity
* High Signal To Noise Ratio
• Static And Dynamic Capability
" Wide Dynamic Range
* Available Gage (G), Sealed Gage (SG), i.-

Differential (D), Absolute (A)

-- 093 SCREEN STANDARD . 4

PRESSURE REFERENCE TUBE
*LONG

TEMPERATURE.
"__ COMPENSATION

MO0ULEI 01A." I" "L"-G
k- .37-

PRESSURE S LEADS
SENSI TIVE TEFLON
AREA 038 DIA INSULATED

" 36 AwG
2' LONG

4 LEAD$
936AwG TEFLON
INSULATED WIRE LONG-

XCS.093 XCW-093

Bridge Type Fully active tour arn" wheatslone Bradge Olifusedo Silicon aael&onragm

Rated Pressure Il s 15 25 50 5 15

Over Pressure lost) 3 Timrues rated pressure wiin no change on calibration

Full Scale Ouout inomn 225mV 225mV 300mV 300m tSOmv 200r-nV

Excitation 15V OC or AC
(20V maxi ' ' ' '

Inpul Irnoecance imtnl 200 800 "
Outout Imoeoance inam 25000 7500

Comoeed".""
Noninearity and 0.5% BFSL"
Hystelresis"""

Reaealao~lly 0.1% FS -

Natural FrequenCy 100kHz 150kHz 200kHZ 275mz 100kHz ISOkHz

Zero Balance 3/. FS

Comeeneamed 80"F ao m80F r25"C to 80"Cl

Temeeature Alange Any 200'F range winin Ine ooerating range on request

O0eratmno - 65
"
9 to 250"F I - 55C 1O 120"Cl

Tem oerature Panglit Tierroeratureg to 350 F (T75 C) OOtOnal

MaximumCnan'ce at SensmI~rlty ± 2%1100"F
Win t eream use

C'anqeot NO.LOad :2% FSi00F
OutO ut I I Tem oerature 

t 2-". F 
- "-0

* Re$olu on Infinite

*Acceleration Sensitivity
?.. '-'. % .F g

Peroonarcular 005 002 0016 001 005 002
TransverSe 00 0002 00016 0001 00S 0002

Wenmt ElCluden .O.ule . .

Arid L#eQSI 145 4 Grmo.not- -

* a "' gtfl~t* erl A",*-O. uAWAIOS f



HIGH TEMPERATURE MINIATURE ISI PRESSURE TRANSDUCER

XCE-093 SERIES

E 3132" Diameter W
U New Product 1980's Technology

N Wide Temperature Capability

-65OFTo 525OF

* Available Gage (G), Sealed Gage (SG),

Differential (D), Absolute (A)

-- J 093 M1 SCREEN SIANOARO PRESUR REtREjE UB

?9.'~C7 TEMPERATURE
__________________________________________ -COA~SA1 ION

- MODULE
OIA - I LONG,

PRESSURE 5 LEAOS
AREA 038 01A.ISlAE

11 36 AWG 
J

i EADS * iw
336AWG TEFLON
INSULArED WVIRE 0 LONG

Srage Type Fully active tour arm Wrrsatstone Errag. dittue0 into silicon taoflragm'

Rated Pressure tost)2 5 100 0

Over Pressure (psi) 3 Times raeaS pressure vtrin no crtarige inl calibration

F ull Scale Output Inam, SomV lO0rmV lO0mV 1O0my

* Eacittron15V DC or AC
Excitaion I20V maxt

Inplut Impredance Int 100n
Output Impedance intrn 7500

Combined
N011i-near-ty and0.% FS

HysteresisL

* Fleetaollity 015%'

Natural Freauency' 200k~tz 290k1Iz 3SOkN* 510m?--

Zero Balance 5% FS

Comnoensated 80*F to 450*F (25T to 235 'Ct
Temperature Aangs

Ooerating - 65'Fto 525F(- WC to273')
Tempseraturs Flange

* IMaximum
Cnanoe Or Sesstivity Winin 10-4 over compnensaledo range
W-It tempnter' ,ro

* Maxinum
Chance of No Load inm20 vrcmenae ag
Output *V.IM TernoeratureWt~ 0aerononacrne

Resoluion Ifinilte

Alce-s.on Sansit..tIy
FS,
Teofaea 0002 00015 00009 00006T,an$lsn 00004 00003 000018 000012

And L@Clso 4

* SA~r*. WsGe.eyA 0.0

9
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SHORT LENGTH IS ! PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS

CO-140 SERIES
XCO-152 SERIES W

M .140" And .152"f Diameterg ' \
E High Natural Frequency\\
* Available 5 PSI to 500 PSI
0 Short Body
* Available Gage (G), Sealed Gage (SG),

Differential (D), Absolute (A)

CO-140 XCO-152

.110-1 1-1 '."* Co-"1o*

VI. I.,SIW C0..Mz.... ,

.2. CO 1.01
SC'31

SREed srSiON lost)e 10 25 so 1100 25 0 5t'00__

Full Scale ~ Oupu iri 10.

input ipedane mintTms ae rsur ~t ocrag nclirto 1

Output impedance inotmi 3500

Combined
Noflrnalkety and 0.5% BFSL

* Hysteresis

Natural Frequency l7ltHz 70k~z l00kHZ 130kHz 160k~z 240kHz 350kHz

Zerip Balance 3%. FS

Compensated 80'Fto 180*F 25 'C to 80 'C)
Temperature Range Any 200 'F range within tne operating range on request

(Doeling - 65F to 250Ft-20C to 150 C1
Temperature Rangei Temperatures to 350 'F ~it 5 'CM Optionai

Maximum
Change of Sensitivity z2%ltOO*F --
withi remperature

* Maxomum
change Of NO-Load 1-1. FSJ100*F

* Outout Wilt ToQopftuCC

* ~ ceerto Sensitivity Ihnit

Perpendicular 002 001 0005 0004 0002 OCO12 00009Transverse 0004 0002 0003 00008 000( 4 000024 0000 18

Weight tSicluding Module
* 4*1 L0411011 4GrmnnornCO. 140 147 MrmlnomlXCO.t52



t t -4 V- I- Rv ' r'11.

* HIGH TEMPERATURE IV~ PRESSURE TRANSDUCER

XCE-152 SERIES

* U Wide Temperature Capability
-651FTo5256F

" High Natural Frequency
* U Extra Low g Sensitivity

* Advanced Dielectric Technology e

" Available Gage (G), Sealed Gage (SG),
Differential (D), Absolute (A)

300--j1 TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION
MODULE I DIA.XI-LONG

S LEADS I LEADS
SCREN TEFLON St36 AWO TEFLON

STNDRD INSULATED INSULATED WIRE 6" LONG

SENSITIVE#3AW
AREA 073 01A. 24' LONG

Bridge Type Fully active tour arm Wh~eatstone Bridge diffused into sicon diaunragm

Rated Pressure (PI)l 25 so 100 250 500

Over Pressure (psi) 3 Times rated pressure with no change in calibration

Full Scale Output inorm 50Yv 100mV tO0mv tO0my 75rrV- -

Exiato 5V0COrC 10V Cor AC
Escgaton20V max) 120V mlax)

inpout Impedance fIfIM 20000
Ougout impedance inonii 10000

Notntrt and 0.5%. BFSL
" steresas

Rtieseacillity -0.2%1 FS

Natural FreQuency 100kHZ 1004114 130kHz 240ki1z 350kHZ

Zero Balance 5% FS

Compensated 60-F to 450-F (25-C to 235*C)
Ternoerat Urs Rang**

Oerating - 5*F to 525*F I-55*C to 273*C)
* ?etmoeralure Range

kilaimu
cman: o se~~t..tvWithin 5% over compensated range

Wiitht emperature

Changie OfNO-Load 2% FSIIOO*F
Outpui Withl Temperaiure

*Resolution mifiie

Acceleration Sensirimlyt
PeFedcuq 000S 00025 0002 00014 00008

*Transverse 0001 CC-Jos 00004 00002 )00018

Weiqnt if-cmuainq 
t
Moduie 4 Gamnm

AMC0 Leads$18 GGrl nm

Ceaeesai~e wee~er ro e 0o Surn 8.4r0,0



TYPICAL PROBE CONFIGURATIONS

*integrated Sensor Pressure Transducers are ideally /
suited for adaptation into Custom packages. I

*The Probes illustrated represent a sampling of hundreds 4 ~ 4
of probes designed together by Kulite and our customers
to Meet a specific application. They are representative of
our 6aoability to Provide custom instrumentation suited I = ... '

to the needs of the user.

ORDERING INFORMATION

Probes should be ordered by type, and reference must be
made to the relevant electrical performance specifica- 1

tio sfo ex mp eXB-4-062 M echanical Configuration

XCW.062-5 Performance Specification--

X3-062 X4

07S0

sowicticaatoon sew. XCO. XCSJXCW 093

Soeclwifcaalifns see: ICO. XCCdXCW06

Socfcat * eFe C XCrXCW50OA OG CIE0c. C62w

PIZ* 050149

vc- : .1 ! ..7
O0 Mt ---- ru



MU 09XI oCt-5 on eeXC.X3W3

370 L-

093~~~ ~ ~ ~ DI '/fctin e:XO.XSXW9

170 7 I.

*Soocificatios s~w XCC-= $0

XS493
PuISS&AI WfSNENCI TUN '"'"

'I Scociticatios see: XCO. XCSflCCW.093

X0143

093 01A. C. o

0900'S -

SSoecticcaions seeCSC. XSIXW49

YC-093 37 29 REFERENCE ruSE

Soecitications see XCO. XCS^XCW.003
g CO,,,ENSWrON MODULE1

XC.200 SI00*#S
Socifcatlons sewX. X CSrxcw43 O0O0

XC.10493- V

'*' i~ctin sev CO-140

Sowcse*!ons sew XCO. XC.XCW0 XC.7O.130

XC-774093

'00 ~ 0 0- 0.,.I 'u.G

05 I 6'.00 102---

LSoec,f-earT~sor', X CC XCSxCN4093 Soecolcat,efns see CC 140 sCC 152

150



APPLICATION DATA
MOUNTING
Integrated Sensor pressure sensing Probes are suitable These probes are particularly suitable for rake fabricatior,
for mounting in avariety of installations. The transducer Two techniques which have been very Successfully
should be soft mounted If it Is to be removed at a later employed are shown below:
date. These transducers have a minimal case sensitivity
and hard mounting with epoxy is acceptable. Some
typical installations are shown below: *wa

END MOUNT
IL CT*C., I#SILICONE RUBBER (eq; RTV LED4 CO[FAN

P_1_OW CORNING 31A5)OE ~a~

096=~

FLUSH MOUNT 2iii:z~~

SILICONE RUSBBER(.q RTV
PIOW CORNING 31415)

0 96-

N//

PARTICLE IMPACT AND THERMAL
TRANSIENT PROTECTION

SIDE MOUNT The Kullte Integrated Pressure Probes have found a wide
application in wind tunnel, engine and flight test work. In

.wiaaiosv~.certain applications such as total pressure measure-
/yq~w~ ~ ~ment in supersonic wind tunnels. it is desirable to pro-

vide means for protecting the diaphragm.
Two basic methods used for protection are:

1. Coating the diaphragm with a protective layer such
',. as Silicone Rubber, RTV. Silastic. etc.

2. Shielding the diaphragm with a perforated screen.
7.-..Typically, both a protective layer and Screen are utilized.

y Many versions of the Kulite Pressure Probes With protec-
~ ~ live devices are commonly employed. They have satisfac-

torily performed under the most severe conditions and
V .......~.have resisted particle impingement in supersonic wind. -

_______________________________________tunnel work. The data available indicates that the most *.-

effective method for general purpose protection is the -

use of both a protective coating and a per torateii screen. *

The external compensation module contains only tem-
perature insensitive resistors and need not be in the
same tempera.ture environment as the transducer and
may be mounted at any convenient location.

151



COATING
The material used by Kulite to coat the diaphragm is the air jet at angles of 01 and 30. The transducer output
RTV-511. manufactured by General Electric. It has a low was subiected to a narrow band analysis which estab-
modulus of elasticity and is easy to apply. Generally a lished that up to 30" angle of attack there were no notice-
nominal thickness of .003* is used. able effects. " -"

Tests indicate that the protective layer does not The screen assembly can be supplied either permanently
significantly change the static or dynamic character- mounted on the transducer or separately for aoplicat:ons

Istics of the transducer. A slight deterioration in the ac- where it is desirable to have a removable screen.
celeration sensitivity of the transducer is to be expected. Screen assemblies for standard Kulite pressure sensors
However, since the inherent acceleration sensitivity of and probes may be obtained at a small additional charge.
the uncoated units is extremely low, the coated units still For additional details, contact Kulite Semiconductor -

have an acceleration sensitivity superior to other com- Applications Ergineering - telephone 1201) 945-3000.
mercially available miniature pressure transducers.

All Kulite Transducers can be supplied with RTV coating FIGURE 1
at no extra charge. ---- --- . .. . - - -

SCREENS - -.- - -. - "

Two types of screens are available from Kulite. --.. ...........- -"--

"M" TYPE SCREEN L " '  "p This screen consists of a 0(051 thick fine metallic mesh.The hole sizes are .006' diameter. TRANSDUCER RESoONSE

"B" TYPE SCREEN 7-. 
-

This screen consists of a .005' thick plate with .006'
diameter holes positioned on a circle. The diameterof the - ------------

circle is greater than the active diameter of the dia- 1------ _0 so_____ 2W_ 9110___2K_5_ _ Z

phragm. This arrangement eliminatesanypossibilityofa , oK '09 , 2

particle penetrating through the holes and hitting the
unclamped portion of the diaphragm. -

These screens are mounted in a screen holder which is in- r - .. ........ . -

stalled on the transducer housing in front of the dia-
phragm. The minimum distance between the diaphragm ___... .._-__-.

and the screen is .005". Other distances may be used in dla -
accordance with application requirements. Distances of .. - -

.006' and .013' between the diaphragm and screen are
used in the standard Kulite probes.

Most Kulite Integrated Sensor Pressure Probes are sup--._- - - _" '-.
plied standard with an -M- screen. "B" screens may be E...
ordered as an option. 1o 20 W IG ,o 10 K 2s. K , -Z "-

Note All otdinlte dermw one o equrmlant 1o .5 51 " " •

FIGUREZ2

cas a-etr-ra-o --te tacpefomaceoft --- "

rW ~-- f - ....-

7-_: =-7 rl-

V so*-r - W2 S O

Test results indicate that the screen assembly does not7
cause a deterioration in the static Derformance of the
transducer. Futhermore. it does not have any effect on the
dynamic resoonse from 20 Hz to 20 kHz as Shown in the
Figure 1 iS obtained by subjecting a CQL.080-25 trans. ---_---

ducer titted with a screen assemoy. to a constant sound -C.
pressure field of 140 dB acoustic over a frequency ranqe of M
20 HZ to 20 kHz. The sound Pressure field and the resuitant
dynamic resoonse curve indicated that the transducer's ......
response is flat.
Thecurves shown in Figure 2 wereobtained using an air let W, 10 ,7W MI 'a " t

which Produced a white noise scectrum. The transducer 152
both witn and without a screen assembly was suolected to -. BARE TRANSDUCER -WITH SCREEN

%'........". ' L- . .'-"--'--""" "..... .. . ......



WIRING (ISA STANDARD)

lt.sc U(EI CO-ePItN O . **NSOUCI COtN .10. -00UL"-r - -. . . . .- ~ - "- - - '---.m- - - -

Spa.
b-I- It

I <K 1, o A - " '>.e S

- - - - -1 0

-a i S f -t' -* e .40 sc.fI is ZcN4C '
Lowell LEG .0FI A ,c.

C 1 030 XCOO.O Q06 .coosa ,c Cao,93 q *SC.S4 Z'.'.)93 ICE '93 CZ '-0 13 ICO

SOUND PRESSURE LLVEL iSPL TO PSI
CONVERSICN CHART

SP. PSIRmsi SPI. PSiaS1 I SPL PSI 114S, , SP. PSJ#S, SP,. PS;, MS, SP. 0s'1AS1

110 00009 1 24 00046 ' 3 3C230 '52 2 6 ISO 60 290

III 00010 125 00052 139 00256 I '53 0 3 1 67 065 181 325

112 00012 12, 0005 140 00290 1 0 15 166 0 73 1 '82 365

113 00013 127 00065 141 00325 '55 0 16 169 082 1'3 4 10

114 0.0015 12
m  

0.0073 142 o0365 '56 Ole 7Q0 092 184 460

1 15 0.0016 129 00082 14Q 00410 1'57 02, 71 1 03 165 5.16
116 0.001 130 00092 1 00460 i15a 023J. 172 1 15 16 5.79 'lw.

I17 0.0021 131 0.01,3 145 005O5 1 '59 026 I '73 1 30 187 649

Ila 0.0023 122 00115 ] 146 0.0579 1 '60 029 1 74 145 f 6 7.28
119 0.0026 133 0.0130 1 147 00649 i .61 033 17S 163 1 Sq 8 17

120 00029 134 00145 j '4 0.07.13 62 037 176 163 '90 9.17
121 00033 35 00163 l49 003 17 '63 041 1 77 2.05 1 '91 1029

122 00037 36 00183 150 00917 I 64 346 178 230 92 154

123 00041 1 37 00205 i '51 0 1029 '65 0 52 179 2.58 1 9 295

SPL in oba no 0002 dynes
4  

..-.

,,a,,o 2 10 20o 50 ,oo3 200 3,6 50o0 ,Z . .-....- -. .

RhO 2 5 10 0 0 100 200 316 500 1000
REF: GAIN I00

01 -3 4 -.6 -414 -3-' -6 -3 -4 -'0 -6 0

PRESSURE CONVERSION CHART

PI PSI M. 1'. ; I , I - WC Pa

+ 1
cm' P,,'o',' , ______ , all l' ,2- 01.4,

PSI 300 440 6695 i595 613 .19 '!a6 90

,P__ _ _ 1"00 ,'0' ,, .

692 A 'I00 ' 4 '1 NO 10 J15,4'
,1 '300 '' ~,*.

.70920 ; 3 03 ;a -
* 400 4 !69 000 0'93,91' 200 25 Ss 30

,0' ,0' a 0 , ' , '',"
liI ' 410 ? C85) '000 '2300 91.69 SOQ . )' '':I' .3i S

.0 *"0' "' '° '3 "'0' '"' ' ," " ' T LI'

2me ?3 :3*'q '0" ., ) .1 ,? ' -L '--3, ),) o $ . . " -
t m , a, w, O ,0' __, , 0 .o .~ ,0o' ' 00 ' 304 3 ."."""."Mod 4- 1 M All3 IAs

Won, ,_._.o. '.

'453 2-1.'2• '220 -s. _.

Con,..0 .0 . dcooman and femmln of outwct mCS94 aviu -A S0qm:C191l'Of cftano.-no meI~l 09,0 693

KULITE SEMAICCODUCTOR PRODUCTS. LTD *1039 Hoyt Avenue - Rld1efield New Jersey 0 7657 - Tel ZZ01 .945-3000 - Catile- Kultung' Telex: 135

UN-1O 9114GDOOA n 4LITE SENSORS 170 GERMANY U "* .UF Sl."*1CON' C7C'1R PRODUCTS G" F.ANCE

Rant4 *.s AG 21 'At E,,o'anQ Inl C6192 39090 * 1.. * 0 Is LULlY 0 C.IiWt~ 09ULITE IN!EDNON AS*L--
I-. ozs6-6,646,r rt*s 8"4434 nULITE 0 7& Aa.3'caa3390 ,3 *-C.:44C
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64 Series

HEAT FLU'X TRANSDUCE RS S
for the DIRECT MEASUREMENT

OF HEAT TRANSFER RATES
* LINEAR OUTPUT

* OUTPUT DIRECTLY PROPORTIONAL TO HEAT TRANSFER RATE

* ACCURATE. RUGGED, RELIABLE

* CO' 'VENIENT MOUNTING

* UNCOOLEDMODELS. WATER COOLED MODELS. GAS PURGED MODELS

* RADIOMETER AND LIMITED VIEW ACCESSORIES

' MEASURE TOTAL HEAT FLUX

' MEASURE RADIANT HEAT FLUX

* REMOTE MEASUREMENT OF ,JRFACE TEMPERATURE

tf



64 Series HEAT FLUX TRANSDUCERS
The 64 Series transducers are of two ba3sic sensor types, the

MEOTHRM 64Series HeilFluxTransd~ucers of etdepenldabl untpe( oP400CATN; ,.sc PRnNCtPeS Shit-ol

lios de t caefu deign rugedouaitycontrutio an tear fluxi is alrsorlies it the sensor surface and is transferred to

verstil montig cinfguraion Eih tansuce wil prvid a n itegal eatsink which retmvains at atemperature below that
sel-gneofe the mienivor suufact The diternc deig temeaat fleteenl

Cotnosreadings tronm zero to 1500% design heat flux are o h esrsrae h ifrnei eprtr ewe

rdewtinfinite resolution. 7he transducer outout is directly tw alitsiong the Path of the heat flow from the sensor TO

prprinltnte net heat Transfer tate absorbed by the sen- the sink is propotional to the neat betng rratnsferred, and, thete-

tt .iflisducet is provided with a certified calibration fore proportionalJ to the neat flu. beingq absorbed. At two sucn

Traceable irntougn tempoerature standards to the National Bureau poinrs. MEOTHERM transducers have Thermocouple junctions

of SIinrisrds. These tansducers have beent proven in thousands which forml .3 differential thermoelectric Circuit Providing a self-

of boplications in aerospace applications, heat transfer research. generated eml between the two Output leads directly proctor-IandJ boiler design. tional to the heat transfer rate. No reference junction is needed.

FEATURES Gardon Gauges absorb heat in a thin metallic circular foil and

*LINEAR OUTPUT transfer the heat radially (parallel to the ablsorbing surface) to

*OUTPUT PROPORTIONAL TO HEAT TRANSFER RATE the heat sink attached at the periphery of the foil, the difference

*ACCURATE. RUGGED. RELIABLE in temperature is taken between the center and edge of the foil.

*CONVENIENT 'daUNTING
*UNCOOLED, WATER COOLED, GAS PURGED MODELS Schmrdt-Boel ter gauges absurb the heat at one surface and trans-
*RADIOMETER AND LIMITED VIEW ACCESSORIES let tne heat in a directi. n normal to the absorbring Surtace. :he

*MEASURE TOTAL HEAT FLUX difference in temperature is Taken between the surface and a

'.TEASURE RADIANT HEAT FLUX plane betneath itie surface.
*REMdOTE MEASUREMENT OF SURFACE TEMPERATURE

OPTIONAL FEATURES include four mounting configurations.
CONSTRUCTION FEATURES waler cooling provisions. gas Purge Provisions, or thermocoupie

ACCURACY. RUGGEDNESS AND RELIABILITY are tarovid. for l~odjy temperature measutement. Water cooling should o

Ited uy nhe tnorougrhly Proven Gatolon and Schmiuit Boelter sen- soecifred it The uncooleri transducer is esoected to teacth above

LONG TRANSDUCER LIFE AND SIGNAL STABILITY ire The gas puiqittI wrovisin shotaii the included an raiation - in%

enhanced by the massive hod of pure copper. godld piled to ducers iTo te used itn a solaty vinvirontnt The MEOTH E; *.
protect ,lgainst corrosion. contamination,. tnd excess icltant Pug is iesioneuJ to bitss i NASA perfotmance les's .sTti

heat abasorption lay Tne neat sinks. itaCl-cti ony-icetyleie flames directed toward the window at

SPROTECTION AGAINST ROUGH HANDLING in nidunting is clo~se tange.

* O~~~~rovided by a stainless steel Ilaite whren secified.STNADCNIU TOS

SIGNAL INTEGRITY is protected by the use of welded con-
* nections, stranded lead wire with braided cuoer shielding and Ttte liastc tiaiosiuce iv bs.le selected wth eittlet of four nntium-

teflon insulation firmly secured in the transducer body vith itt Lonfr.Iur~itInd .,tI 'ih .t, irthOut o. ovis~ins to., ate,
strain rebiel to ensure resistance to rough handling and stray .:oling of ttrtnssucef body It may Aso5 be oruoided with ga5.

signals. ettus lioiiil it NCCti tie .udiationltrvtsflirting .votdow ciean.

but ..hen ltie ouiqifli a' iv- tis itnrclurled The .Sinow 5s in-

ACCESSORIES titdttI.tt tfl5V

RE.'VABE SP~fiIR ~JNDO ATACHENT .r avil.RADIOMETER WITH GAS PURGING PROVljIONS
able -o -- ti The ti.sic transducer To measurement of radtation
heat tlue only

IlIE'.', RESTRIC7TOR ATTACHf'.1ENTS ire available to limit . r-

nri angle of wvets 1- the trisic rrtnsducer to 600. 300. I5 *, or .. .-

7" 'o)r narrow view inglCi measuremenit. ,

DIREC7 PEAOING -EAT FLU'( 'ETER 2'itt 00 i

iny 'inear neat 'lux trnsiiu.er ribut A 0-1 volt recotrder jut-
out 's5.150 provided. Askt.or tlulvti 700l

8ODY 7E'A!PEF1ATRE THER 'OCOUPLE me ,su-Pt~ft is
orovitfid iv in oflttn it caliper citist int.in " .Q'.0 cmn
ductojr i-rntcouoP. 71K; ,etued unction. ., t 'In rj~5 n

tulation and metallic ivettrai --......
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The four available mounting configurations are illustrated below. There is the smooth body with flange, the threaded body with flange, the

gsooth body without flange, arid the threaded body without flange. All mounting flanges are 1.75" dia. with .150" dia. mounting holes equal-

ly soaced on a 1 .38" dia, bolt circle. Water cooling tubes 1when specified) are. .1/8" dia. stainless steel and gas purge tubes are 1/8" dia. stain

less steel. All tubes are 2' long. The threaded transducer bodies are 1-12 N-2A threads. .N

77

V.1V
SMOOTH BODY WITH FLANGE THREADED BODY WITH FLANGE SMOOTH BODY, NO FLANGE THREADED BODY.~ NO FLANGE

VERSION MODEL NO. VERSION MODEL NO. VERSION MODEL NO. VERSION MODEL NO.

BASIC. BASIC, BASIC, BASIC.

NO COOLING 64-xx-l6 NO COOLING 64.xx.1 7 NO COOLING 64.xx14 NO COOLING 64-xx.tS

WATER WATER WATER WATER

COOLED 64-xx-20 COOLED 64-ax.21 COOLED 64-xx.8 COOLED 64-..-Ig

RADIATION. RADIATION, RADIATION, RADIATION,

PURGED PURGED PURGED PURGED

COOLED 64P-x x24 COOLED 64TP-xx-25 COOLED 64P-xx22 COOLED 64TP-23

SAPPHIRE WINDOW ATTACHMENT may be added for elimi. SPECIFICATIONS

nation of convective heat transfer, thus making the transducer a

radiometer or radiation heat flux transducer. Three view angles RANGES AVAILABLE: 4000. 3000. 2000. 1000, 500. 200,.

are available: 900. 1200. and 1500. Windows are removable 100, 50. 20. 10, 5. 2. 1, 0.2 BITU/tt
2

-sec. design teat flux
and replaceable by user. When the window is used the sensitivity level4.

of the basic transducer is reduced to a nominal traction of the OUTPUT SIGNAL: 10 millivolts 1, 1.5 millivolts at full ranige. ~ ."?

original as follows: 900, 43%. 1200. 64%. 1500. 79%. Thick- MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE OPERATING BODY TEMPERA-

*ness of the attachment varies with view angle and sensor typie TURE: 400
0

F.

from 1/16" to 3/8". OVERRANGE CAPABILITY. 150%~ for 5.2000 STU,ft
2

.sec

__________________________________________ranges. 500'? for 0.2-2 BTU,'t
2 

sec ranges.

MAXIMUM NON-LINEARITY .'2% of full ringe

BODY STYLE "0" CALIB' MODEL REPEATABILITY + 1/2%

ACCURACY: ! 3%' for most ranges
SMOOTH 1.0 NO SW-1-YY CALIBRATION: Certified calibration provided with each tratns-

THREADED .84 NO SW-2-YY dcr

3SMOO0TH 1.0 YES SWlC-YY SENSOR ABSORPTANCE. 02%, nominal. from 0.6 to 15.0
THREADED .84 YES SW-2C-YY m icrtons.

SPECTRUM TRANSMITTED BY SAPPHIRE WINDOW lWhen

*VIEW RESTRICTOR ATTACHMENTS for limiting the area used) 85% nominal from 0.15 to 5.0 microns.

* view or seen by the senso are sometimes desired for making LEAD WIRE 24 AWG stranded cootier. two Conductor. teflion
radiation or remote temnperature measuremients. insulation over each, mtreallic overtirrauil tellon oiveraii. z

Iono, stripped ends.
RESPONSE TIMtE 163.2".)

500 to 40100 BTUiff
2

sec less nanr SO trsv-c
So to :on0 GTU/1,tie .CSS thin 100 'isec:

5 to 20 STU,'fv-sec iess tt,in '901 -S-.

10.2 'o 2 BTLJtt-scc tess ihin 1'0 cd) rsn

Li SENSOR TYPE
5lto ')00UTU/I,'IS.iOii ~
0.2 , 4 BTUf-'i. S,I-rttiii

NOMINAL IMPED)ANCE
- ~Less than I0 urns ,in iciown u

-~~~~~ ~Less tian 100 ti S It M-t 11,iti 6-1-11 1-111'sI

VIEW NOMINAL 1 BASIC 'AODEL Amount itt heat ivhicii ,in wi ii,voi~ i1V,v ttii it ni

ANGLE "" SENSITIVITY NO. adidii.l" ,siti 11',,ii ~i v.. i'1.

ceedinq me 4000Fiittt

70 3.9" .4*t, VR:7 lodls w,iiiiiUl .u,,iuiiis.ti

15 2.3 1.7 vl tr '-lidels w'ith -- l- , tnn ~,,u I, . ,

0 16B 6.6 VR-30 asw 4 2 Ot'IJ
so 1 2 250 VR 60 .t.Ixqmlim I.,tiwiis~urp I'll ,i. Uihi'1,lIS 1 At
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ORDERING INFORMATION:

TRANSDUCERS

DESCRIPTION MODEL NO. PRIC

.................................. BASIC TRANSDUCER. NO WATER COOLING PROVISIONS..........................

-SMOOTH BODY. NO FLANGE 64.xx,14 S225.00

THREADED BODY. NO FLANGE "64-ai S24S.00

SMOOTH BODY. WITH FLANGE B4-xx-16 S235.00

THREADED BODY. WITH FLANGE 64-xx.17 S250.00

................................. BASIC TRANSDUCER WITH WATER COOLING PROVISION..........................

SMOOTH BODY. NO FLANGE 64-xx-iS S310.00

THREADED BODY. NO FLANGE 64-xx-lO S330.00

SMOOTH BODY. WITH FLANGE 64-ax-ZO S31 5.00

THREADED BODY. WITH FLANGE 64..x.21 S340.00

..................... .. RADIATION TRANSDUCER WITH GAS PURGE AND WATER COOLING PROVISIONS.............

SMOOTH BODY. NO FLANGE SIP.ee.22 S385.00

THREADED BODY. ND FLANGE 6ATP..a.23 S410.00.

SMOOTH BODY. WITH FLANGE B4P.ae.24 S40 0.00

THREADED BODY. WITH FLANGE 64TP-ae.25 S430.00

1. SoacifY model number. fu ee n~aafx ntemdlnmei
2. Insert desired design heat fuleeinpaeo xnthmdlnmbrinSTU./ft 2sac.
3. Add S100.00 to basic once for 0.2 BTU/ft

2sac range.
4. For body temperature thermocouple on any of the above transducers, add "T- to modal number and S20.00 to price.

ACCESSORIES

DESCRIPTION MODEL NO. PRICE

SAPPHIRE WINDOW ATTACHMENT w/~o CALl B. SW-t.YY or-SW-2-YY 550.00

SAPPHIRE WINDOW ATTACHMENT w/CALIB. SW-iC.YY of SW.2C-YY S95.00
VIEW RESTRICTOR ATTACHMENTS VR.7.VR-i5. V R-30, VR-60 S7.0

VIEW RESTRICTOR ATTACHMENTS, WATER COOLED VRW.7.VRW.15.V/RW.30.VRW.60 S120.00

DIGITAL HEAT FLUX METER H-20i S695.00
RECAL11BRATION OF TRANSDUCER ALL 64 SERIES 1 S70.00

TO SUBSTITUTE WINDOWS INSTEAD OF SAPPHIRE AT ADDITIONAL COST

QUARTZ ADD S5.00
CALCIUM FLUORIDE ADD S35.00
'CR5. ADD S85.00
KCDAK IRTRAN 2 ADD S40.00
BARIUM FLUORIDE ADD S45.00

OTHER WINDOW AND FILTER MATERIALS CAN ALSO BE SUPPLIED ON REOUEST.

* in addition to the size ranges offered in the 64 Series Heat Flu. meter). as wrell as flat and rectangular transducers of a variety of
Transducers (I inlch aasic diameter, i.EDTHEAM offers tie 8 sensor types. We wecialize in the rapid design and manufacture
Series (1/8 inch basic diameter), the 16 Seriea% 1/4 inch basic cia. of custom heal flux transducers for your particular aocilications.
meter). the 24 Series (3/8 nich basic diamneter), the 32 Series Write or call the factory for recommendations and Price quota.
0/2? inch PaOi dianeterf. and tne 48 Series (3/4 inch basic dia. tions for your requirements.

Bulletin 118
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* r 1 ~~lo - >.-I . ~ ~ Technique.~ ~ 5 Application~
Pieoelctic nsrumnttio i baedon he Quartz accelerometers consist essentially of Contemporary engineering would be unthini

piezoelectric effect discovered by that Curie .three elements: the transducer body, quartz able without the measurement and analysisIbrothers in 1880: the surfaces of cati sensing element, and seismic mass. The - ~. of vibration
ta bcoe hage eecrialy he Isensing element is preloaded betweenth The KISTLER transducer product line offers

* athe crystal is'loaded mechanically. Quartz is transducer body and the seismic mass by a the right accelerometer for practically every
an excellent piezoelectric material. The follow. preloading element. Because of the constant measuring problem. In addition to the stand
ing properties malke it particularly ideal for. seismic mass the force acting on the measui' ard types there are several transducers for
1136inacermrrs - ---- ing element is proportional to the acceleration special applications. *.,.. .

"Ottnigstability L: in accordance with Newton's first law: . eAccelerations from 0.0003 g to 100 000.
"High mechanical stent F - Ma. The quartz* measuring element gives *Feunisfo z(ussai)t
"High rigidity . I neectrial charge proportional to the force 40ruece from - Hz1qa0satc)t
"Wide temperature rang j and hence to the acceleration in turn. . 4 ~ 40) --

Minma teprtr offceto epending on the design principle of the Oprtn tepoaurGrnesfrm- 5
sestvt Lj16V O transducer, the individual quartz plates are Aminprsue 't20ba

I e hysteresis - f:(stressed in compression (longitudinal and eabin pr ere s p to 20areNo ~~~~~~~~~trainsverse effect) or in shear (shear effect). Meurnacertisan3as
KISTLER has beein making transducers incor- . . . :. ..-. _av,. These are no problem for KISTLER acceler-
porating quartz sensing elements for more Imtes Lo us. sov yours too.*.
than 25 years, and has achieved a leading tusoleyrto.- -
position worldwide by virtue of its own inten- I *~ , .... *

sive research and development in piezo. ""m HFagZ.~- r,,t*
instrumentation. KISTLER measuring lnstru- I ...

ments are synonymous with accurate and - % ~~.- .~ t .

-dependable measurig. 2 -A --p& N ~~ '

acceleometer mIta sure to .

~. ~ ?'~ p" jdicius application of the different'
.:.- ~ ~ *r,. . pizoelectr cefcts and the latest technology. .--- ~ ..4; ~.

KISTLER is able to offersa wide selection of
aceeoees It is sre t include the right -.

aceleration measurig problem, there are . F7 t_. , ~-
two measuring systems (i.e. two transducer
categories) available: . F

Piezoelectric accelerometers>
- Piezotron$ accelerometers I - -

The two systems differ in the way theeleiictn- l t . 1.
cal charge from the accelerometer as con-

vndinto a proportional voltage. ,

ar ihte %0WT Coarge .mehfiw Pmzaxu., acc.wG ei Pi**@r c~o.iw
Wihteconventional Piezoelectric measu16 ah'11"okw..arei .ia l,...oac

igsystem, the charge as converted into a An WIN - mmr..a epdi .

*. voltage in a charge amplifier follo wing te Special properties:.>. .

transducer. - .aElectrical transducer outpu~t . hagh Special propertaes:
r With the Pieroti'on system, a miniature insulation resistance requires suitable (highly o Low impedance transducer output
Iimpedance converter is fitted in the trans- insulating and low.-noisef connecting cables. ,0 No special (highly insulating and low-noise,
ducer For power supply and signal process e Measuring range or scale in gIV easily .connecting cables are necessary. . .
ang. a Piezotron coupler is needed between selectable with the transducer range. e Fixed measuning range
the transducer and the display or evaluation e Quasistatic measurements possible. * Operating temperature range - 50 to 1200(
features of the two systems are descnibed electric measuring elements can be fully e Simple and inexpensive signal conditioner

othe, right. . ,. utilized. - . ,

[The measuring ch-ain -

ccfeomte M Tr-ansducer -con - Charge amplfir T Connect ng catie- 0isplay and evaluation unit ae g osc,,o.
accessories .. necting cable for p ezoeiectic or 15b9 scopies. analog displays. transient recorders.

coup er for .P ezotron frequency analyzers, magnetic tape,



luartz a.2fVt 6r 'f'~

iccelerometersj i

'pe 8002 -8002K 8007 8042 8044" 8076K
irmerly. Type .88A _808K 81A- 8058 fSA -. 80K

rooertiese Excellent versatile *Very high *Wide measuning a- Similar to 8042 * Rugged design
performance . ei:vt rango except higher sens- 9 Low case strain
a Rugged ei.i Low threshold - Small size tivity. smaller accell sensitivity
construction e Wide operating 0 Rugged end light oration range, and' * Lo'w mass loading
*Wide operating temperature range titanium housing no integral mounting sensitivity

temperature range I ntegral mounting stud e . Ground-isolated

-chnical data-Itu

ceteration range 9 210000 21000 :t100 ~.* ,- 50 000 to 100 000 - 20 000 to 30 000 250r
_leag- 0'0 0.0 0.030.6 0.1 0.01

Jcirton limit g =20000 =2000 200 - 60000 to 110000O 30 000 to 100 000 500

asnitivity pCIg -I .. -100 -~.' -005 0. *.- 1.0
* ~sonant frequency I *.
* ~ountedl kHz *40 --- t18 60 - ;,, 6 --- 4
* to-uency range

51'.) mom Hz -0Oto 7000 -O to 400i -0Oto 12000 O0to 12000 0.5 Oto 6000
ansiierse sensitivity % :9 2 '*53 r. ~ 5 'S5 !52*~
Werating temperature .. *4.

1ge OC 1955to 70Oto 150 to 240 195to 200 7195 to200 -0.02

sstiity ,1C -0.02 00 . -0.04 -004 20 to - 65

*room temno To > 0 1 > 10o >I >1I
3oacitance pF 90o 22 . 25 50 0
,eight g 20 490 87 65

isa sneet 8.8002 8.8002K 8.80 8.8042 8.8044 8-8076K
Picl ppicai~s General vibration e Measuring accel- eHigh amplitude a Same as o Laboratory .

measurements in erations in lower shcI esre ye84 vibration caiibratiofl
medium amplitude frequency and ampli- 'merts, metal impact.saior
and frequency range tude range, e g. on ig, explosive forming stadar

e 8002K laboratory large structures
vibration calioration
standard....

harge amplifiers '
)r operating Q b
i ezoelectric 4 (6

:celerometers ,.

ie5021 * 5041 . 5004 5026 - 5053A

-signaion Miniature charge Charge amplifier Charge amplifier Charge amotifier Charge amnolifier
amplifier *-.iwith digital - with differential za' on Euro-card .--

adluatment type input
coerties; Measuring eDiqital setting of *Dual mnode: - Differential opera- -. Modular design

rance permanently the measuring range -iezoeiectric or tion rerects 120 Vpp * 5 measuring
adiusted 0 Smrote snap-in Piezotroti' operation common mode ~ ranges
0 Shock- and vibra- mounting aiiows @ 12 calibrated 9 input. output and e Fully remoteton-proof design integration n thi. measuring ranges -case groundas aill controlia t)e
a Power sucoiy front 03nel e 3 selectable isolated *~~ie Frequency fange
. 20 t0 -32 V dc 1 Power supply time constants - 0 Dual mode: A~ ~ quasistatic up to
0 Output voltage 1 15 V de. = 5% a Plug-in low-pass piezoelectric or tO kifz ( - 3cs)
:5 V- .. Output voltage and notch filters ~.IPiezotron' operation 0 Power suocty

t0 V a eZero an Nerdto .;:i=1VdC--5
eoeri eeadtoi lVd 5-

- - a Rm~~~oterst eBiti airtr*I1- -~ . ~-. ~-~* verload mnitrn 350 kHz response e output voitage

7 capabity-I . (-- Dal Cal feature) I -- * .- wo-cotor LED - a Plug-in filter
-. 16L howa Plezotron capamity-

- . io3eration -4 -. ' 0 C V ac Dower~
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acceeroeters A_?. r~~ . 2

Type 8602A500 - 86A018604A500 3 606A 10086A5

8602A5000 '.--- 8604A5000 3606A500 8608AI100

Fomely Type 815A2 815SIA1 315A5 815A7 816A6
Pr~et~5 nxonave * neaoenrv e* Wide measuring *Same as0High sensitivity

constructioni with 'construction with Irange -- 8604 series * Hermeticaily sealed
efficient. versatile efficient. versatile e Rugged. hermeti- le 8606A100 has
performance pjerformance 'tcaly sealed, welded high sensitivity
a Not hermetically e Not hermetically Iconstruction - J. 8606A500 has

Sealedfil Noman ic rt.7 ~ sald~ . wide frequency -

Technical data ASC -- A5000- .500 A5:6 AIO AS SO 10
Acculeration range So( ±50 5000 500 500 = 5000 '± 100 =500 =50 Z 100Threshold 0.07 0.01 0.1 0.01 v-- 0.01 0.1 - 0.002 0.01 0.005 0.01Acceleration limit g 2000 6000 2000 Z.1000 -6000 .1500 750 300 ±500Sensitivity mvlg 10= 2% 1±Ir-2% 10t 2% * 10 2% 1~ 2% 40 2% 10= 2% 100 =2% 50 2%
Resonant frequency Oil -. .'~2

inountedl kHz402
Frequency range J= 5%) Hz It6 .06to 

1 0.06tosoo ' ' t6Z 0.2 to . 01 to 0.02 to 0.5 to 6000 -

, ransverse sen~sitivity, S5 7' :5 5o co 00 oo
Operating temperature - to10 I 20-5o10

-anqe 55t~Z to to212
'emoerature coefficient

of sensitivity %/C -0.06 - -0.06 -0.08 -0.0R -006
Suootv current mnA 4 (constant) 4 (constant) 4 (constant) 4 (constant) . 4 (constant)
Suooiv voltage V 20 to 30 20 to 30 20 to 30 20 to 30 20 to 30
Output imoecance n < 100 < 100 < 100 < 100 < 1,00
C,,out wias V 11 11 .1 11

,iround sis~ationi no no .no no
* Neight 9 12 12 14 14 - 60

O ata sneet 8.8602 8f 8602 8.8604 8.8606 8.8608.

7vaicai applicatons 0 Routine vibration e Shock measure- eGeneral vibration e Same as eRotating ma-
measurements on ments onl structures 'Measurements 8604 Sene5 chinery monitoring *

structures and and objects ini ! in severe environ- i*B606A500 0 Vehicle susoen-
objects in laboratory laboratory and non- 'merits ,suitable for Isian development
and nnotile* hostile. industrial I vehicle impact
id O environments e.

Couplers for -1.

operating -.. ~..* . . .

Piezotron' I -- c .- -

accelerometers ~ -~ -------

T"Ve 51. 511 15116 W 510 ~5124 - .I,

Oe-ritonCupe, xera- Coupler. battery- Coupler line - Coupler. line- Coucler. 12-channel.

powereg24toe32 powered (three a 9 V) powered * powered. like 5116 Iine-oowerea
Sml iepermits 9 Analog meter ,noni- 0 Analog meter mano- e lnternajiv, adiustable 19nrc one

drcatahetto tars transducer bias ~tars transducer bias gain 10 5 to 51 0 Plug-in timers
dcavisicalloscoel voltage. indicates in; voltage and indicates .eDC coupling mode '0 Constant current

with 8NC connector tegrity of transducer integrity of transducer iwith adlustaole zero 1.Supply
e AC-cotioling elim,- circuit and condition cirui levell suitaole for trans- * Butter stage to
nates transducer bias of internal batteries * AC-couplinq efini- ducers with long time 'prevent ft-ler Qa~gflq
voltage from" measur- 0 AC -ccoublng elimi" nates transducer bias lconstant .......... Meter for ',ne !est
in? signal li ~ nates transducer bias voltage from measu~red e Analog meter morn- e Bias aecouoing

voltage from measur- Isignal - -- I .. tors transducer bias removes cc nias level
ing signal 9 internal ofug-in law, voltage indicates J*F ai,.1

S j 1 pass fltlers Jienrybrndur
16i , (~.* ic Iad revl. -cl cult vT

-** -*1M.C -m



iezotron ~ - . .

00 860A50 - 862A5 8616ASOO 8618A5C082

~rmeiy.861OA100 -: 8616A1000 8618A200C

oortea*High sensitivity &* Very hisghs Extremely small oe Efficient, versatile * Miniature, welded
H ermetically sealed sonsitiviri, and light J0 5g) performance construction

eGround-isolated * Hermetically sealed a Very high reso- j Ground-isolated * Grouna-,solation
* . . - .. *Ground soistud n,&,t frequency * Side connector 9 Side connfector

- -0ntegral cable .oAdhesive mounting

hinical data A50' AI00 ....... A500 A1000 _A500_ A2______00__
.. lration range g x:50 ±10 to 5 .. 500 = 1000 .1500 :2000 :500

*resflold g- 0.005 -0.01 0.0003 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.1 0.01
'celeration limit 9 = 300 i.500 =50 = 2000 = 2000 = 1000 = 5000 = 2000
Isitivity mVtg 100 2% 50 2% 1000 2% 77. 4 2.5 10 2%. 1 2% 10
onant frequency 4 'i .. . I *;* ..

.ounteal kcM 2 23 12 *30 - 5
equency range (= 5%) HZ 0.5 to 600 0.5to 0 .W I to 25 000 2to 5000 0. 8to 5000~ 110o10000

isverse sensitivity % :5 5 S5 :S5 .55 -
stating temperature -.

goe0 -55to 120 -65to 100 -55to 120 -551to 120 5to120
'noersture coefficient
sensitivity %10C -0.06 -0.0c . 0.06 . -007 -006

iply current mA 4 (constant) 4 (constant) 4 (constant) 4 (constant) 4 (constant)
ivvoltage V20 to30 20 to30 12 to30to30 20 to 30 201to30

out -moecance n < 100 < <10 I 100 < 10010
iud oltinyes - yes with mounting adaptor yes

ght g 62 70 0.5 20 3.5
*.a snout 8.8610 . 18.8612 8.8616 . 8.8618 8.8620

WiCal applications 0 Vibration measure. 0 Low and medium * 0Vibration inveSti- 0 General vibration e Modal analysis ..-

ments on process frequency vibrations gallons on very .measurements of structures %...
equipment jon heavy structures, light structures do Ground-isolated 0 Vibration measure--
o Machine tool wear suspensions. build- o Measurements . esign eliminates mlents on light-- . -

igs. and machines at very high ground loop structures
frequencies - problems-

ccelerometer 8676K/5116" sensitivity, and low mass loading. ..

ifbainOffers a low cost. low impedance sensitivity. Beryllium mounting~Iibration .. - Piezotron alternative for field cali- base, lapped optically flat. provides . .. -.

'stem -- bration of accelerometers. Features optimum coupling between calibra-
rugged design. low base strain .tion standard and test transducer.

Technical data: -I8676K/5116

Accelie- - T ranal range g 250
r~ruo 1Acceleration limit - 9 1.000

507K *Ampitude linearity % O'05
9676 Reference voltage sensitivity

-Q f 4100 Hz, 24'C. = 109) mvIg 10:=0,1
Resonant frequency inom .mtd. kHz 40 .

-Frequency resoonso. = 1% ( 2%) kHz 3(4)
;0 Transverse sensitivity 4 100 Hz % S

Operating tempoerature range . C - 18 to 66
Temperature sensitivity shift %/OC 0.04 .

Mass loading error 4 2 kM :- ~ z.
(from 5 t tO0q) % 05

__________________________________ Oulout voi~age FS -V 2 2.5%

- - . - Supply voltageVC 11
Weight of transducer g 65

S. 162-



Piezotron -~--

accelerometers

TY0e 8624 .. 8626 864ZAS8642A100 8676K

Formrly.Tyqe. .. 819K
Prprte Same as ,eMiniature, welded 0 Small size .2 Same as 0Rugged design

Fomo0 
Toycnecopei

tianium ouigstrain sensitivitytud mounting *ntglmonigLow mass loading
~u - 0Gun-isolated

Acceleration range g 2500 500 5000 210000 50 00 5001 250-
Threshold g9. 0.01 00C1 0.2 1.0 2.0 00jo
Acceleration timi 9 2000 ~ 2 20=~I-200±500 500-00 506a

* toi00000tolOOOO
Sensitivity mVfg 10 10 1 . .0.5 .1 0.05 10 2% -.

Resonant frequency '- .-.-

lmounted) kHz 50 6 5 -70 -~70 40 -
Frequency range I= 5%) Hz 11to 10000 1~ ' to 12000 - 0.251to8000 0.25 to 8000 (0.5 toOO 500

Transverse sensitivity % S5: .:5S

Operating temperature 10-5010-5t 2 51 2 2 o6
range 0 C -55 to 10-5 o105 o105 o10 -2 o6
Temoerature coefficient
of sensitivity %/ 0C -006 0.06 - 0.08 0.06 -0.02
SL;00iv cjrrent mA 4 (constant) 4 (constant) - 4 (constant) 4 (constant) 4 (constant)
Suooiv voltage V 20 to 30 20 to 30 20 to 30 -20 to 30 20 to 30
Outout moecance nt <10 100 < to 4 100 < 100 [<4100
Outout , as V 11 ,11 11 11 11~i

Grouno soiaiion yes no no no yes

Weight g 3.5 * 3.5 75 - 75 65

Oats sheet 8.8624 *.8.82 .8642 8.8642 8.8676

8620 8 6 2 0  shafockc measurements. 8642.A5 . of accelerometers
- . - -. metal impacting

closed b~ombs. and - -

ouO2K/5020 .. reference standard. 8076K/5020 . compensated charge

Accelerometer A system featuring Provides constant Kistler's most accurate amplifier Providesunique stability. linear- 10 mVlg sensitivity and repeatable labora- constant 10 mV/g
calibration - ity, and repeatability .. from 10 to 10.000 Hz tory vibration stand- .sensitivity from 10 to

of quartz crystal .. (± 1 %) over a wide ard for back-to-back 10,000 Hz (=±1%)systems accelerometer and . amplitude range. calibration of acceler- over a wide amplitude
charge amplifier. Used ..- . ... ometers. Incorporates range.........-
primarily as laboratory BomeiyK0I1/561T 5020 frequency- *Formeriv 8091C1561T

8002K/ 8076K/1
Technical data: -.. 5020 5020

Accelerati.. range f~*" - 5  . =~ 25

8 002K Acceleration limit 9 1 000 1 000
07KAmolitude linearity % 0 5 -0 5

Reference voltage sensitivity
9110 r 4C 109) mnVlg :10 =001 10 =02

Resonant frequency (nom. I. mtd kHz 40 40
JOFrequency response. 1% ki~z 10 to 10.000 10

Transverse sensitivity 4 100 Hz % :5 10 s 20
Operating temoerature ranqe 0C - I to 55 .- IS to 66
Temoerature sensitivity shift %j0 C 004 r' 04 -

'I.Mas locln error 4A 2 k2L. cza.
(from 5 to 1009) %05

1, % ' . .t.
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Mounting accessories .. . . . . .. ..-.

awn"Som a,. - ne A 0 E ForiNoes
Mounting stud 8402 .10 (2.5) 10 (25) 28 (7.1) 10-32 UNF .10-32 UNIF 8002. 8804A. 8606A

8404 10 (2.5) .10 (2.5) .28 (7.1) 10-32 UNF I1032 UNF 8044
S A'~- p411 .13 (3.4) .24 (6.3) .43(11) .10-32 UNF me 8002. 804. 8604 %~
8421 .-12 (3.3) .29 (7.5) .48112.3) 'A .28 UNIF me 8005. 8608A

E7 . 0  11.A E1 8423 f.12 (3.3) .29 (7.5) .480(2.3) 1'I428 UINF '6/4-24 UNF 8005- _42 .50012.7 ;1 .8005.8608A

Adhesive - -8436 .56(1421 .62 (15.7) .19 (4.8) 1032 UNF 8604A.86C6A.8618
mounttng bass83 .7 .5019) t83 (21.1)..31 J7.9) - 14-28 UNF 8608A

A -C

4kdator for -- 8508 .35 (6.4) - ~8616A
-naxia mountinig 88504 1.57(14.5) 1.550(3.9) - ~ 10-32 UNF 8042. 804"

* .. 8502 .1.0 (25.4) :.0 (25.4) - - 132UNIF 8002. 8604 A. 8606A
- A~ 506 1l:13?(28.7) .115 (29.2)j2 }' :28UNIF 8608A -

:t_-_A A__ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

monigadaptors . 84.39 .25 (6.5) .28 (7 206 (1.5) .14 (3-5) ma 8616A
'840.5(65) .8(7.2) 06(1.5) .4(5) 40 F88 1 6A

A a,

.able adaptors
GN. * 0-32.9% 10-32 n.g SNC -m.

132-n.

'Yoe -1701 1721 1725 1729 1743 Cp0

* .Sries1631 163 are aw Sries1516 & 18351 ~
.on. en cables o85.-. 4. .

Tr ~ansce quaretin ables.2
-32 po10.32 pos.

Avebes 514 & 1516dar ad Seie 110 61 . 2.
603 ae alers for-nuse wits low- -~

- utuscalSeries 1601 & 63 ar low Seie 151 & 1635
luser eftlon cables. us - N C. w.z.......----n Np
* Sers 10531 isapoeasui*f~ .10'''~ - 2 pos

Avaiable ini standard and Sre 63.*
Puci ie nd lit r. . ..s..

Series 151 & NC601

4.-. OW



High-empeatur ,,. ,~:: T~e821A38121A3 is particularly suited for operatig at-- -

aceeo eeRange'd 0 i 1000 teprtrsu o600"C and ambient prs
.. ~ . ,~- ~-. oerla 08 .~' g , 1200 sures up to 200 arInprticula ti trans

Sensitipity 9 - ducer incorporates these latest tecrinology
Linerit I features: .-

Transverse: Sensitivity e '* Minimal thermal sensitivity shift
Resonant frequency is.: Very small temperature transient error - -
(mounted) kcHz 9 * Ground-isolated design with integral metallic

mw Operating temperature - triaxial cable
range OC 10to 600 e Inconef housing, welded pressure-sealed %.

7. Ambient pressure bar -S200Tyiaaplctos- .... .
___ Housing material Inconell yia plctos

200 * Reactor engineering -

It -2 We*t.aCombuation engines and turbines
* ~ ~ . Acceleration measurements in extreme

For additional data see data sheet 8. 8 121 -', environments....... .

3-component --~tr.; Type 81'31 .....- -Only oneseismcmass is needed with this AZ

seismometer~-.;.i~ . .. Maun ag Three miniature charge amplifiers are con-
- ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ -- vrodlach xi) g . a100 .' -tmdi h rndcer housing. The three -

4 ... jX Threshold g-~ -< 0.001 channels can be tested remotely for proper
* ~ .'-'~.. .'.~ Resonant frequency operation by using nitra etcr

' '~ Mounted lacht aia - HZ > 300 This is particularly useful when the acceler-~~Sa X L .Sa ometer is mounted in a secured location

S Output voltage V :t 5 -, Typical applications:~'- - '. - P o w er sup ply G : Z V a 1 c G o h sical investig atio n s
.... - -4a:- Measuring and monitoring earth tremors.

4 .5- .--- damns. etc..
.,~ .Type 8131 is a highly sensitive piezoelectric .:- Measuning vibration on buildings.L

3-component samamometer for measuning bridges. etc. - ..- ~, -

acceleration in three orthogonal directions... - - -- .

-1~~ . L'.. .

VeV,
'T:2k~t'( * ---. %

'. .. . .-*A A

A Zi

S %"'4* A CI If.i, - -

-4-

'~L1V eanfcurqan aesfciiie nAmest Y_4men Tinerhu. wizelad.Hele Witey An.GetBian

tuttgart LetGray ~.c-..~
;i2-i:rb-tin nAn.*,.A *...h.*.. ni.
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A~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ prcsin *si..s inrilrfrnesse a*rit Ls hn01D tMn

that ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~% prvdscniuu esrmnsoCawcgn ytmlcsgr ikofi

th ya i efrac falotayv- zr oiin

hil, nluig oito ndrteotpt fr Sinaiso ywgyoeecstohriotaVo

reurs2-D oeriptadUe . Accuracy 05 atNl,1 0.1t ul D ee
ampreii -xs in erttin. Al rewer encest m Yewan D riftLnsga 0. Dereoma
thgalrvi cont in s measuremenitsn Yaw caualin systuemncy s gyro ticn 2ff in

pitCIFICrTllNSPITCE.EROLLIAN YAWT RTE UPT
linear a~~~~cceleration.Tessmcoscm- at Range 5 DereGecn M.

cowrdInpu e2uimen.5 Th Mot.l MIL-STeDt7Uni Output . - ±5.0 VDC
requres28 OC owe inup and uses 4 Accuracy 05atNull, 01.% at Full Rage

amp iopraio. AllpoRn rgul.0arting ntDmpn 0.7 NonlSale.-
signal condateoningctisoiedwthnlh Natural Frequency More than 30 Hz

paG. VERTICAL FOR. 8V,20Ap apn Etia) AND LATERAL
PuClATOs ACCmoIot; ELRNERATN OUTPUTO

VETIALREERNC (ithan rll NTE RteaA cceleration Ranget forG

Equic. Cat .. A. Acurc .. ul.01%..FllRag

P o lr to Cag Direc iona n atural F1 qu nc M or thao13dH

Rol................380 Degrees Temperature -30OF to . 165F
EIectr-cal Outputs from Vibration 2 G from 20 to 33 Hz: 0.036 DOA

Size 11 Synchro I3-Wire Output 11.6 V from 33 to 52 Hz:
Accuracy ... 0.1 Degree Reference to 5 G from 52 to 500 Hz.

True Vertical (Ref. MIL-STD.8108 Curve 514-1M)
AZIMUTH REFERENCE (yaw) Shock 50 G. 11 =I Millisecond

Yaw ....... ...... 360 Degrees Case Seal Pressure Tight. Altitude
Electrical Outputs from 0 to 30.000 Ft.

Size If Synchro 3-Wire Output 11.6 V Weight .35 Lbs.

VL @L
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we'run
confident..._____SPECIFICATIONS

H-478F
S'ze:4.1 x 4.5 x 12.3

Volume: 23 cu. in.
Weight: 7.7 lbs.
Power: 35 watts (operating) 28vdc
Body Rate Capability:- 2200 /sec all axis
Acceleration Range: i-25 9's all axis

Honeywell GG1111 Gyroscopes (0)

G-lnsensstive Bias Stability 2.7 Deg/Hr (6 Months)
G-Sensitive Drift 2.3 Deg/HrIG (6 Montnsl
Scale Factor Stability 300 PPM (6 Months)

Sundstrand Q-Ffex Accelerometers (10)

Bias Stability 300 gg (6 Monthis)
Scale Factor Stability 300 PPM (6 Months)
Scale Factor Linearity 300 PPM to 25g

H-478F Scaling - All Axis

Scaling can be tailored t-3 your specific application.

Sina Max. Pulse Rate Diaital Analoa

.7Acceleration 12800 PPS 0.0625 FtSeciPulse 8MV/Ft;SecSec
MAnijie 12800 PPS *62 Arc-Sec/Pulse 30MV;'DegSec

Performance Variables

Alternate sensors with improved stability or dynamic input range can
be substituted directly without device criange.

For more detailed information. conitact...

YOUR NEAREST 11IONEYIVELL REPRESENT4TI I E...H 478F. write directiv to:-

M^1s h Honeywell
AVIONICS DIVISIONdiff erence
Marketing O'oarrmen r
1.2350US. HIGHWAY 19

ST PETERSBURG. FLORIDA 33733

Phone 813,531-4611

P- io S A
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La-nd vehic~e stviapdown inertial orientation and
pos-14oning system

* * Multi-function output capab'ilty ~ SPECIFICATION
Position and Navigation iOdometer damoinq.

- Full attitude as a -,of distance tfaveiledl,
- 3-airmens onal angular rate e 'Norrmq a :5%
- 3 d~mensionai position 9Eist~mg 0 2dM ma

o Azirmutn self align to 1 0 Mil jerticaity 0 Gu poutnq Accu,3cv
0. 5 nu Is . Iial azimudn au.3nrrent. Ia<t 0 mi

* Azimutrt drift rate 0.7 mil hr bodunced to 3 mni E 1ieationI l,( 0.5 M:
S Azm n mit )rate I IcyT 0.7 ::m n m

max mum 8O'mn llumm f iz oii mu u

o Hor1 zc- 31 arcd vertical position to 0 25" of cis- Anquiar Rate Measurement, for gun

anetraveled I vith or itnout odometer auonrql stabjn f, li ici~ n

te P-t~. roil izimutrM angular rite data 0 CO I ~oele~anon miwm ,iew rate TC0~ a l
100 meqroes oer second for quri stai zation Ac-acy3 0001- Sc

*f Nor 3mr"aole, secure. seif cntained-------
* H-rin reiaoitv full seif.'est 061 El
* Ruqjed cor5truczo for rMarsrh land -,en cle '

?IrCvironment Q
el Small s.,e ow .- I rapid nistalation

*F el(I rOVen In 'raCK 3no . jee en c ci

GOIjCANaCE &CCNTPOI. SS~rd



Inertiai Reference!/ Navigation Subsystem
FEATURES
e Inertial reference unit from Litton LR 80 family Free Inertial Navigation (No odometer input)

of stracidown tech~nology (AAH "Sqt Yot-.. Time interval Uetween stops to z min~utes
0lIVA0S eouipmentl meet full positional accuracy

-s Designea for various Army land vehicles IM-109. Power Requirements
self-propelled howitzer. Jeep)I

eMulti-function capability - pointing, positioning, *24 V DC, (I14v to 40 vdc) 82 wvatts nominal
rate stabilization45watinilwrmu

*Operates worldwide in t750 latiud a MIL-STD.1275 comrpatible
*Meets full U.S. Army specificationsColn
*Reliability/MaintainabilityColn

a MTBIF > 2000 hours e Ambie~nt air
e MTTR < 30 minutes Physical Characteristics
a Suilt-in test - 951% detected. 95% isolate to Ui ieWih

SRU
e Automatic self-calibration L WN H

*-a No on-board test equipment required IRU 14 5" x 8.5' x 8 4" 28 lbs
* RS 422 digital serial output. available iMIL-STO. OCU 10.2" x 6.5' x 2 38 9 Ibs

1553, RS232C. ARINC-575, or customized O/ACU 7.0" x 6.0" x 2.5" 4 lbs
as required EDU 8.3" x 5.4" x3.C" 3 Ibs.................

OTU 6.6" x5.4" x3.8' 3 lbs

REACTION TIME Environmental
aRealignment Temperature -50F to +-125F

Interval between alignments < 3 hours Humidity10%-
Time to realign to full Immersion 3 feet depth for 2 hours

*accuracy < 3.5 minutes Shock M203 (Super 8 cnargei
* a Initial Alignment Vibration MIL-STO-310

*Warmup time -54C < 7 minutes Methoo 5 14 2
Alignment time < 10 minutes EMI MIL STO-461

a Stored Heading Mode
Total time from -30C < 5 minutes
Azimuth accuracy (10) 2.0 mils
Elevation accuracy 17c) 2.0 mils

For additional information call 12l13) 715-3530 or write

11GUIDANCE & CONTROL SYSTEMVS
Lattofl 50CrgaAeuwocaaHis Ca:,,ornia 91365 171
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Introduction -
High-speed photography has been a primary means of per-second. one billion pixels per second can be reccraec It
acquiring data during the recording of special events for well has been estimated that digital techniques will not be capaoie %-.'
over two decades. The art of high speed photography has of attaining these recording rates any earlier than 1990
progressed to the point where framing rates are regularly used Many scientific and technical experiments rely heavily on
in excess of ten thousand frames-per-secono while still main- film recording because of the permanence, high information

* taining remarkable claritv and image integrity over the entire content, and flexibility in terms of speed of the film medium as
film format. There have aiso been malor advances in digital well as its availability, storage capabilities, and ease of han-
electro-optical imaging systems in recent times. However the dling of large quantities of data as it relates to pixel content.
application of these digita imaging systems to high-speed Since there are few analytical tools available for automatic
motion is still far inferior to that of photograpnc means. A data reduction, manual analysis s often the only proceaure
conservative estimate of the capabilities of high-speed used. Manual analysis of film is a time-consuming and exoen-- . -
pnotograony is that one million oiclure elements (pixels) can sive process. and accurate data retrieval is difficult ,es.tng
be recoroed per one 35mm film frame. At one thousand frames- in large quantities of unrecuced data.

* Apicotions *fr

The Model 78-1 lends itself to fully automatic film reading biomechanics research, the medical field. plus a host of other
jobs. with no human intervention. where specific types of infor- categories. With non-cooperative targets the Model 78-1 is
mation are recorded on film such as djot matrices or alpha- very fast with the utilization of a digitizing tablet. X-Y target
numerics plus cooperative shapes which might include a dot. points may be quickly digitized manually while other informa-
cross or quadradic target. ton such as dot matrices may be read automatically.

These are often found in high-speed instrumentation The digitizing screen also allows strip charts. graphs.
films used in range tracking applications, car crash studies, illustrations. etc. to be digitized direct from the screen.

7The standard M,1odei 73-1
The Model 78-1 consists of NAC rear projection case and Variations might include video display terminal and disc.
projection head. digitizing tablet. POS electronic control con- Your own computer and peripheral equipment may be used
sole with scan converter, computer. teletype. magnetic tape by incorporating our smart interface.
recorder and software.

P-9~
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A comouter-controt~ed system designed specifically for instruction when targets become Questionable to comrouters y
the analysis of pOctori data would be the ideal tool for oata Tesse ecbdi e~ntoteiA O oe
extraction ano reduction Such a system should possess highThsytmdcrbdidegnedne4CPSoe
film movement accuracy optics capable of high spatial resolu- 78. 1 automatic hilm reading digital analysis system.
tion and the flexibility to accept different film sizes and for- Extensive hours of research development and !esting.
mats The system must be capable of accurately and reliably and working directly with users of this eouipmert have ieao to

* extracting anc enhancing cigital data with high repeatability the generai conclusion that this system n automratic mode s -

over a wideC dynamic range at sufficient speed to be cost approximately ten times laster ano seven times mrore accujrate __effective. Above aii since mhe system wouid not necessarily than existing manual systems.
always be used for me same function it must be flexible
enougn to hiandie muiticie cata recording formats on a
customized basis Additional and most important the man'
machine interface must be proper in order to apply human

.N.

7'4e ele~-nic control console 1-3 c~initizini camern -
,nccrcrates tne ccntrci urt scan ccnver'er and comrouter mounted !o ",ack of oroiecticn case consists of 3n mace--
with a scec aliy ces-cnec :ICS r, gn-soeei inteltace coaro dissector'.ce aewiection yoKe eectronics moouie arc cc: cs
and cower sLPP'y/ cra,.wer

t74
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General Specifications-

Projection case (Model MC-78.1) - Projection head (70mm) (Model P14-701)-
10ilosnit~sreeld: Wx IC 3.55mmi 355micoa:.a acrylic su acre, for use rn Film capcitay. 70mm x, 1000 ft avalaole .n rype Iit o erftrat on Iperrdra~ea

otions win moderte oacligrounO .gfting 2 edgesi

Curs- Wn oa. 6ltt' ffO~tl~gfFilm advance., Two modes forward and reverse
Taaletnisorutionr The asolute accuracy dl the sys:er.n s =0 1j03 Repeatablity. (1) motor'zed varable speed motion olclure 'ice advance from 1.5 as

stao- v moresoution are 001' (2) Motorzed free seton or frame number between .-10 trames -rn o.n

Outputs: RS 232-C lEEE 4188, IBM 029 9 nary~ SCO registration
Image VoSitiw, controls: Knobs tar oos.:.onnrg mage on screen ,t ca,: and Fran,. counter Eaecica output

Pow zontal Illumnation: 300W H'abogen amco bldwer-ccdled *
Sr e25 4W 31'0. 4 514 (640:85 x Stti40mm I Srze:22 BW14 t2-0 21 25"t'4l580 x360 5410mmt

Weight 225 Obs adoros ff02 kg) Weriht, 101 Ibs sciore: (45 kg)
Protection acertur: 2 283- 2 267' (58 x57 6mmlI Acerrure cove's the e-rnq

Control panel (Projection case) -t l tm edge hr
Powell ZN Fswitchl for cower sucow Rewind: -gt1-sceeo rewind mode provided
Film adance direction swrrctre Forwvard ano te-ese Alagnlicarion: Nominally 3 4X1
"Aute'steo swrfcn Criange-over switch r('Sm C na n'ooe '0 Auosred (mu'i a0

frame advancer made Digitizing camera - ..

Conalsooeed convic'da C nesceed-s conynuousyvarSaole rom stoo-mnoton Opfic3: Niuror focal length cabanos on Nrm size

-Auoo-ore '1ra"Selctin dgoo: Atcm~tcI i aoanc atar~ nuberof Lens mounr Ftuggedzea bayonet mount for Nexon F standard ens
framseo r-esa frommt I to advnc at nynur O Photo rude: image dissector 2 25 nch diameter wotr f mro Ocertute standard

Ligtamew crsare dialVronab0le framesino u Spectral resconse: S-20 Standard. S-fI S-fl and S-25 availale

Doolayh nrear couf~ l: arand Y rm0mt u Phrotocathode Sensitive area: 1 5 inch olamreter

Frna rir an cae anual ac-o~e _ee Image dissector output unilormirv: = 1 5% over @"aective area of r richr a amrere
Frwre oun Ca ce'trnuay o co~ve 0'sC'Image disectOr output ufllormav vs X-Y .zaraorates calrr ce emor.ca,y

Drtinr mode Contra: determined and Oe supplired as information for computer crrecton
E~terna- Allows x-Y ent'v ti'om enre'r'5 sou.ce tectnue5
Pc-n,- Allows soV e"''v "Sm :;clu:u amrc cu-so' Image reicoution: 1000 x 1000 point matrix torIt x *ncnetfec:ve cSaoste
Rate I - Continuous xC-Y en:", si'eam 'n a ouslnou'Sn sensit .e area win a I moo aperture

s contnuous~v ne-a Ocsstn
Rame 2- Co::-nuorus X-" en-, s:'eam rn e ousflou"3n X-Yaxis orthsogonaliry: Less than /

5s mcmenrar,i cec'essa Zaa& s-.o .nert Dimora ns.,g 13 val. 541irvi 641- 4-4
ousnrouttom a oao-,ssed sec.-rz I-ne 10001ight. 18 bS, scoe (7 26 fkg),

Rare mrn-ma-Soea or X-Yr daa points ror Aa-. t anda Aae 2
Electronic control console-

Projection head (16mm) (Model P14-1611 - CONTROL UNIT
Film caoacflr~ *15eS x 00 it ASA S-_ 0 -22 5 22 '2 22 '09 22 '0 toe'tora:ed

:.a dge at ne agei299'o~c, o 5C0-::n oellection resolution: t2-ot ogrtai to analog conversion (0 025%: Is bit
Fi"tirowo mc oel get2994c ar oeve,$* : standard 14906 x4096 stepping increments)

ft11 vo0o0rzedvariao: sreed tt, an a v -. e a, oe 3c. ance '-:m 3c'o-,.ma:e-v Colcinhist: =a5% over effectivecathdearea sarcrOcd
*a' 32 'as "o: 1'01i .ca'l'ecec! cn a -e sceecs GrAY 5Ca10 resolution: 8-bit analog to digital (2E6 eveisi

(2f M'otorzed tree seecton at "-am. nunsc, ce .--een I- - -3esn1 Rester scanning rate. I ',ama- sec
eg s:ation by join Dorglrzo,79 refs.. iccrnuter or manually conltro:!eof

Framse counter: E ectrcart cutout Seauentai - 1000 000 points sec
illumination: 300W tHalogen -amo ove'-co eo Random - 50 000 ceints sec

Sze. 201N 13-0. 10 6'm' 1510 x330 x 273r'vr Integratng rate-4 'ates stanaaro

*Weigltr-35 Os scores (16 ugI Oceratitq modest: Focus, manual or computer made
Phaoctlon apeorture: 0 582- 03J22'-' 8 v 8 2mm' Ace': 'e cz-es 'eVideo amplifier Lnear or egsrtrmic

,.Owig ofnlornedgeVideo tirresntd selectotr'Compuler Mode -- bit aq~ti 0o anacq COnver'e,

*Roeid: -. gn speed rewind mode o'ov~acd Manual Mode -2 ' 0 vOC vaeo Se~ector - Nhe or cisc:

Magrnhlcton: Nominally 20X1 ( nc'uces v ew ng -uv a of ,' l Image dissector protsctIon- A~ corec! on c-rcut 5 Drov-ced '0 -urn cit 'e r -n
voltage automatically when an encess-ve onocatmIoe :urlent s Oelecteo

Projection head (35mm) (Model Plii51 - SCAN CONVERTER
*Film capaciy: 35mm x 400 It ASA S70 P,-22 I 22 36 22 93 e'ro-aeo led Gray $cases: 7 sr ioes of gray

eores tar bircht Dot .ini-rng speed 5od nanoseconds
Film advance: Ted moades forward and ee,se Zoom- Magnification Ot selected areas

(1) Mtorizred variable speed met on oc:u'e - oe ac-vance-c "er ac- :.-ma:e-y R vdo Sadr
i -o 32 Oas Comprete htier-ree c'oject ori, a: 3 c ne scevics Readpd Sadr composite vdo c or EIA Soecaicavons FfS-380 or
(2) .otor~zed tree se-ect on ot 'sine nurroe' ce:v een I '0'am-es ,,-In_
'eq strat-on by po Wod o ucut: Positive or neqal,.e

Frame counter E -c!--cat outpu~t Orscile i monitor 9--ncr aia)onatrmle 'emote a0-scav v.ih arge sc-een

Illumination: 200W Ha-ogen amo -- o.se' -c ed 1 car r osme(2 a12 s

Sze 20 54N 1310 'S 4' -20:.330 - 290mm1 Operang models. Focus manual c.-mouier suoer moosed ina q-oon c.

weighn. 45 os score: 20 kqt IIA RCSO
e-i ci -n wafledg 128 "-05 ! 2' IAeecvr r Motor router Nova 4X1 (standardf1. 12clt aglral 0o an~ a~o er ect on 'es,- :1

roxima --gn-saeed'ewi-nc Ooce c0. ::e3 at 0 5'u --neartv

istgrrricarton Nomnay 'ox fntertscr' board- POS nigs-soced board
Video grats scale: 6 bit analog t0 Oala
Drqirlzrnq; rates: up 0o 00 Kf-1 normsl nctudint near or aqawtrm c .O

.Smc rcatlon and naloudle resn'oang

Standard Model 78-1 system -
Power eaulerrrenrs -5v AC '3' O 60 -z I-rC -'-r~ s.
Operaing remperature nrot F 0 ,'C :0 7-:

CiC Ca'S i.C C_-01 '5CJIC..l -0: CC I
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Th varotonc Mdl8 film reading enstemsataly ecing geerlithreaen devekloaent necording wokCode nfrma-V

used to perform the basic data conversion from cinetheodol- essitated a new look into the ootical data conversion field
iteS tees~peSandfixd cmera. Sme avebee fited Photo-Sonics undertook this task to attempt !a automate :-e

with automatic decoding devices, but thte decision of the spe- process of data reduction from film It was Ce'errmnea :rat --
cific target is stilt left to the operator With multiple targets in the specfc types of information Such as cooed; nformat;on 1-ED
film imagery and with manually controlled wire cursors. the or alpnia-rnuneric. coooerative taroves. .3nd ois~ncl 3rce's at
outoulbig ot data to magnetic tape or card reader makes film reasonaole contrast could be detec!ed and au~omalicailv
reading a very tedious process. read. Qegraced imagery and non-cooneratie tarce~s c 2- ce

The Model 80 lends itself to automatic film reading lobs where These are often found in high-Sloeed instrumentation film
specific types of information are recorded on film, such as dot used in range tracking applications. car crasn studies. 00i-
matrices. alpha-niumerics and vernier dials plus cooperative mechanics research, the medical field plus a host of other

*shapes which might include a dlot. cross or quadratic target. categories

ciodi 30
U ssems

1 ) film reader console with digitizer
table, control canet cursor float-
ng kevcoard and oisolay. foot
switcn. x, y frame LED disolay. film
transon. light source and optics.

2) PCS Digitizing camera and relay
optics -~*-

* 3) e ectonic control console with a.,
*control unit scan converter andlo

Nova 3 12 aigital orocessor
J) Macretic tape recorder 0

5) CRT -,emote display termintal
6) COsc.
7) Software40

-.'odeI 30 W,

,,cuces tre addition fa 3 TY term-
na.. iustration aiso srow.4s nrotective -

oust cover efrvea rtom- 'm 3ns- ----.-

car! . overrerf on side of 'm reader . -

ccnsc~e orovoing dulCK ano easy -*.

access 
A
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read manually while the coded data can automatically and
simultaneously be digitized

In this semiautomatic mode. the wire cursor system has
been replaced by a solid state digitizing table The free-
moving cursor can be moved about with one hand and data
entered with the index finger.

The comoination of this new digitizer taole with an auto-
matic system has the distinct advantage that no matter wnat
the quality is of the film to be read. both the semiautomatic or
the fully automatic mode will provide data reduction personnel
with a fast and most efficient tool

control panel. cursor, floating keyooard
and display and orofectea 26" x 26'"

image area are clearly shown.

Controls for cnanaino magnification ana

A entensca are cn..,ienmr o tocanea 3t
i d operator level on ire rseectnn noussg

Local eii trarsyo. h=-oS *or aadn"
the film are oca"ea rear nme fo' -ove-

. 'merit. An ea.-,-ro-reao ',, rn treloing- ,. .' .

rhsagram nrotes on.:rcons tar me.
5 toimany ways m can cewoun.

" -7- -.' i -

lCrowa~ecl :c:icaes into cosit,on j

easily ay the ocerator F!1m alvance is ..-"""
"

This iranscort haoas aooroximawey "L
2 5 :e e to fim i . -ii,
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* System operation -
With the comter c -activated. some Controls are availacle ltr sel-uo. ch~eckout Wvhen dealng with Cooperative targets ail cooroinare cois are auiomar.

* ~ tar roreviewing a rol 01 trhim Film mothon iS manrually Contrlrcled .Il the inpeed cativ entered to tf"e cormouier wndur ocerator nrerrerer'ce 7h, ore'anom allows .-
and directionI Doig varied ov CtarreSconorrg knolls arnd switches xocated on the reacrig or any numcef al targets reference calmis or fduciais and 60. - -
thle operator s con~trol oais Some of thiese controls associated with hims toacing nrarricies rI.y automatically A001ionally tie system Can read dlirereni size
are oiacea on an auxliary parre near mhe hm iranscom marix clocrks whicn mray oe ocatea a[ any oiace within a rivn film fraime on

Under Computaer corritdt. alnref dealing with norr-COOerarrse targets. in@ri air ciecrecni' oiaeoorrr Sfi roeacro
operator mseasures desired data ocints lay manuarly positioning the nanoneid or nme crora-' is ..1a for checkiing aonormar concitidnS ano derecti-q errors
cutrs& and crpealsing in. record pOtjttd Onthen cursor or aftoot switch The Snouadan aonormai,i or errorcoeteecrei Snesystem milcalor oce'artrs j .
cuisor wrrcri is not Cortraired ov any guide pars; and whrose only attacnmenrt .nrlernricnientr lm comlt icae n oio r

to inc orgizer 'ate s a lignt fiexiote. electrical conductor. enacies the ocerator ocerator '-en can cecice whether to resume aurormatic read-no or to use r'e
to ireery slide I n airy direc:on and at any sceel up to 300 inchies oer second c..fs0t Ail comrr..ncators are via inc nOT Prograirming functions are arov-ced o
in most cases me* LEE) matrix iductais ancoldine reference targets are auto- wit ire ss'em 0o erraole ire operator to Iniialize and control all system

* malicaly ana simuitrediusiv teac By reading tioucia mares inc accuracy or ocerat-ons ,aomthe kencoard
mhe neasurernenr is not affected oy tilmts ransportmiaccuraicies ano tilts
scrocacI noe 'oiwerces

System specifications -
Rleader console- Scan converter and display -
OPTICAL SYSTEM Storage rime: 25 minutes minimum

Megntic~ons md 24x42XGray scales: 7 shades
Pag iifiesa: I0n' 25n4X 1mm Zoom 6A. mtonirlc3iion
Fr lm sizre. inc.5m 1m Monitor video.- Standard corrrosr cer EfA soecs RS-380 or AS-343

lihSo rce igstefl.Ilatogen tyeEurccearStandard CC.R625 50 a~aiiaoledn redueSti

Coo'in 25"ce airdeo outpurt Positive or negative i525 ;nest
Scireo- 26- 26- ipla: T~' diagonmal monitor

Aperture masks.,2 eacnlfor t6 35 arc 70mm ruts formats Digital processor-
*FILM TYPE 7 - Mint-caociter Nova series 16 oit general purpose computer vis

Any. ceforatea trie from t~r- to 70mm Fimm nceness from 0 0025' to .0 to j2K or word) memory
010056- Operating system, Osra General ROOS twit disk) or SOS iwiinaul disxi

*FILM TRANSPORT -Interlace coat as: t F.-m readel nreriace
Mooes:ia!n lorwtard and 'esersedi - C,, i- = m dein 5hone nrame 2 Oi~zer i3ore rterice

- Muilare frame 1rto 0o * %:_t.cie famte w-in causle 02,10o5 seconds 3 E ec',oi c carmera nighi speed nierrace
Pim spewsa: '6 S 35mrm 0 to 2's ,0 70mm 0 l 0 fo these coards are 15" r is-toards anda noused in the train frame or
FPim movements: .3 rois suOC ed win svstem canriuraton as ce' custormer Marve-7, s9cre80BP

cc! ar I -ese can oe lurnisred ior ann ce-idraiea l6mm 351nm and 70mm to:7 s9caie O p
film will' S'a1noard exiendled or scecal ape'tuies 140mm nor nc-uded in Data format Odca try lBM-concaticie
stanardal ccnrourarion Operatrng modes: Oaia cmarrei anoneirruot mnading

Prim regIstration: Mechnrical 0 001t- Not aoctcaoie tot1tdmm Mass storage. 5 mega ciote Im ea movine) nead dnak
Corrected hits regrsttationt wion electronic carear e mias

tintsminals-

0 :5 rh irgh speed telervao terminal. s00 BPS
0 CC128 'c 0m imVdeo display terminal: Upo 9600 BPS

Pram. counrer -99 99 e wae console Floating koyccard 1200 BPS asn LEO dlisoiay

V-ANGLIE MEASURING Calibration tools-
Means -:, q,; edge ard Cisor A) One eachi Myiar caicoration target tar 16 35 and 70mrm film
Range: 167 r im-ted movemrent
Accuracy ie' '-an 0 81 Two Wuar overlay temolates for data Clock iroucesnong- on

DIMENSIONS chc i1zer 'acie
Ore 'emolate w-in customer s datla Clock pattern

ItrPI 67" One clank ladditiona cairerns ocriranalt
oomr 15 or c earai'ce Software features-
me~gft i5 vaied .45 *itirdul m-m101 sucori
011,911 --C MIS mnu Targets: Quadrant

Circuar-dait Or igrit
DIGITIZER TABLE Cross -Clara or qnt
l0igiriz,n;r area -Y- i29' Scecia tiducia mara iCrow !eii

Effecrye atoel A -6- LE~s variac'e cor'riruiaion
posallol Cce'3ac O-ered 'o,,x

P
3

"ii C'eca
pecerao ill -. 'Cl.'Fist .jro or second oitteren-ce c"'cv,

*Accuracy 0 C Jitter searchi soliwaie
Pracing saeed CO- iecama Oral Cnelneoooite azmin-u and eieatiln, ra : Jot

*Cursor ;--e--os 19 hire ocod.e vin caralifiatree cossnal. Ii C07" ne vioam Edge tracing
- 'J 0:3 C iAi C" Garaci ploaning for quick data verification

-ot s~~ eo as a elnate 333e~ie.m deuce General- _

Electronic digitizing camera - Operaring temperature range rIOF 
tm
o 'COF comoulei -:e-' o - C

P-oro ruOc - IllC c ssec-o 0 .iC' o101" ice,,e stanl-aid; Maximum oermiss.ole temoemature raration -a'F

E ffectiv e cor o 6. i O S st e m'rr arif st irid in g w egn i 5 osoo "'.1 r m w an ' o o io ' in som

Efcieae **C-Power reawlements t l5: AC =0 to,,F Hz =5-, i cl:.i.e - r0.I
Ourour irlformiry :0 c "C 'S.22Z'AC :113% 'OH,', lo ec t I IC i Iii

*Stoong,, resolution se, e-ei 0 'C~ e )led c~s 5- Power Consumption 5003 . is"!imim -
-4. Powercadles ' !.O _oc Pm -,in rc' '-1) icr co:nr"

Letrs Groac io i omc crs .ZC34 1 itcx 2 l~ Plugs ana outlets j. S a'ita Ira 'Or ' i ' C
-Or -se ;5mnm E-.ocein s'Iara~m o'..0V * C

0irirqnmaier j Coo coris n eccra - umii r ' Front canels z- inria .,Psire inc ,7,urmc lel(3 l 5i %,I s-

*Protection o omt - t dageuh uini it e-cess,-e c'meni on C"clo L C wiO i, ?,cn m.ai5,SI'

* : : 15lsolaf' manstormer _4erme-i cor _e' s Ccwer co'm ern
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SINSTANT RECORDING OF-P- Wr~ l auasdces out SsteW surdeoun 'bes i itarjdo
HIGH-SPEEDt ir ure Mreferen-er
~Wgftea ...e... recoeng. Ord tWt ?1s &lraflon Which s f ore.S 1~~ques.e1he- W2 aIsZhJ& -tcred dri te ipiftt 1DUAL CAMEA

fron 0 o XI fllp MONOE- placbck rate, ppgorcilng the 1mg~ 4 o.9nr.!e
*onthe spii-tn -allowing step-by-step ccapue ape - Ia r ma be useIn I;

vi per -AW' y-eyawy
m~d6* he p aAnd. there 1s oa. .

cvlded lnto 2. 3 IUor 4 A-igepcur~-vn' -t georaedislmultonec ~ ushi ot~n cotrols g1lb d
Jiitpnegert i-~feture -Nhltaws ' 44 'th iacFfimre. ThereC are yai'h "ac'~edn 0-

i2~pouespr eon.frames for st~ meJy ~c'fticin Ind 191~m

se~ctbl>~ ~ *~ctrere te Ts'~s ' reicorde. 'and certain eror f~ vttras-,Ybz dcan
EXTENDED RECORDING TIMES w ork in rees.Uethe 'g :sig'nals such ai-NO-TAP evnMeodteC

uniue ecodinefoeatse.. trPtbl~t stand~rd~
-hanearyoctbelsirewne a hnw-6 -tvij

ltuahil dntenitt datare to g be .. . and? vigl iutnco
%- - th 1,a tap reodrCcti- -. - -ytrotosadr .

Th.iscii Qa~Z~sr&5dn lo wsae yopu te, mcf cc ,,. COn5fsean Ii it to
'-irne'o'br~s 8inn~ei dergtie study rtof ane: -mg te *- bFS'o reve on; a

- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ree tapeke iva. . . edreIor-oy n
200 rame per secondA POSTdO -RETICII0D) pi P- -- --p de.-e~ t2000~~ frgnedtr yse 1t1tM

unique .Meosuregeftrot;5t of orcmete., rerun ot rran euedt
'the SP0 vhri.t
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jwtwach he~v re.4s n b-fam chn erI oiio give prtciotguntZ ?~ dy youpolem,.

_e moiomrcmr ie cuemy esurd :.'- ds n iqis 'kZ~.o~u Ivro~
iefiner s yu afullth V elocit accleaton 'do ibAtDo CASET c.'- ollrmensc pt,

set for perfect resits first ~ simila propeties may be' " pe. o e nes od~
tim. eerytim ~-'.' diclclaed usdig tti hnd cassettesirfor adc nggIsdth P2C
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A complete system to
accurately digitize coordinate information in successive
fields of a video signal

rThe videometrics/200 Video Analysis System is the incoming video signal. The decoded messace
a complete stand alone system which allows an such as Irig time or field id. may also be inserted
operator to accurately digitize coordinate into the video display.
information in successive fields of a video signal. An RS-232C port provides for the transmission

The VM-200 includes a video disc with chroma of the digitized coordinate information together
processor and monitor which provides viewing and with field count and/or decoded data to an external
analyzing video in real time or under operator computer for further processing. All functions of
controlled field step raes. the VM-200 including disc are controlled by single

Additional functions allow for selection of two user friendly control panel. All operator prompts
calibrated overlay patterns Igrid and dot matrix) and other reference data are inserted into the video
and dlisplay of cursor coordinates andor field monitor providing a single tocal point for the
count within the video display. The VM-200 also operator
incoroorates a video decoder for the display and/'or
storage of timing information that has been i
previously encoded within the vertical interval of C'S#rrtos

INSTRUMENTNTION
anoi advarced v'deo oroduct from n MARKETING CORP.

190 -0so t . 31-001141 -Iec Bca- CA 4
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OPERATION __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

The VM-200 recerme a standard RSI 70 or NTSC video signal

frm vtirtaly any source including cameras. scan converters. v~
VC~rs or other recording system. The video is applied to the disk W

controlled tbya"step rate-slider or asingle step push button A 
m  ~~

ForwardiReverse Switch Controls the step direction. Two cursors "

are used to measure points of interest within the displayed field.
One is used to set a zero reference and the other establishies the 6i.% .

X Y coordinate referred to the reference.
Position of each cursor is controlled by a joy stick, for course L -I adjustmenit. and four singie step switches for fine positioning.
Also Inserted into the displayed video, under operator command.
are:%

1. Field count/
2X Y coordinate values for each cursor

3L Data decoded from vertical interval
4. Graphic overlays. i.e. grid, dot maths --

*20 second storage optional
CONTROL PANEL

INSERTED VIDEO DATA DISPLAY onaXldt_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

All data inserted into the Video display is on a 320 X 240 pixel

matrix with a dot equal to one Pixel. All aliphanumericinformation- -

is displayed in the lower left corner of the video frame The5 __E

cursors and graphic overlays have a ins breadth of one pixel-

* VIDEO INSERTION MODE *
The generated video may be mixed with the existing video any I 5 M I
one of three ways depending upon the position 0f a Panel
selector switch:
CONSTANT LEVEL WHITE 41

* In this method, a fixed levei is overlaid on the existing viaoC The

added video amplitude as. therefore. constant and unatfected by

original video. The technique is satisfactory whein the original 7

a LACK
The generated video is again overlaid on the existing video. but in

* this case in the opposite poiarity The level is not adlustaole as in
the white.

RELATIVE WHITE SPECIFICATIONS
This is the most commonly used method of adding the generated

*video It provides a pleasing display over a wide range of original Video Input: 525,60 1 A W EIA RS170 or NTSC I volt :eal, !o
video light levels A level set by an intenstity control is acdeo to peak black' negative interiacco 2 1
the existing level of the original video and the 'added'- generated 75-OHM ipediance
video is trierefore constant This helps prevent wash out at the Disc Bandwidth: .5 2MHz !3dbo
high light levels and assures a non-glaring dispiay at ThC 'ow Field Step Rate: Single to 60 fils per secono

*levels An additional feature of this mode is that it doesh t Obscure Cursor Position:
the existing video. Features will show through the overiayed Resolution: 320 pixel s horizoi'*i t6.10 ociomalii
video 240 pixels (eQual to rasteri vertically

inserted Characters:
CONTROLS AND INDICATORS Format: 5 X 7 dOt matrix 3 pixels between

*-POWER GRAPHICS CONTROL Icon I Characters horizontally I pixel scan inei between crrarac:er

SEND Momentary Push Button Cursor S, n lines
DISK CONTROL ON OFF Graphic Overtay Format:

Record Overlay ON OFF Grid: Crossnatch catter n 'fl -es acpe5rnmg
Play Overlay Grid Cots every 20 vyels ootm mor-tn ,,Z a'' z~erticaiv
FWD Bf(WDUSR OTO Dot: 00i matrix with Clots accearng e,,ery "0 cixels
Step Rate Remote Local monizontally and ,e",icallv

Single Step A,eB Interface: RS232C IEEE .t65 GPIB optional,
*Reset Position CPU: ZBOA

- iGRAPICS CONTROL DISPLAY Memory: 16K bytes dynamic RAM~

Cortor A %foce .K -vtes EPPO%4
open C;ose Ot Intensity Power Requirements: I I5AC i-l:

*C. ,sor 9Coorolrate Se c! c,, .
* Cp~Oemr C0se Cat DisplayS.e i.' .OCl " '' e

Ci.rser A Field ID -1te "?C u' S 6 8
ON. OFF Decoder ex'.x'e tt0' OOs

IINSTRUMENTATION

jnlmorp .5dvai'cyd iaeo QIcc C! 'bin M.- AR KETI NG CORP.
820 Sawn ".1,Oosa Street a.. :aflx CA 9-Z
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oMeasure remote or inaccessible

objects

oBiaxial displacements - inear or

/ Differential displacements

- tensometry
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Model 5600 Biaxial Displacement Follower
The Model 5600 Boaxial Follower permits simultaneoug

measurement of target motion in two orthogonal axes Target
orientation and tracking mnodeis front anel selectable. ailowing
any of the four Corners of a rectangular target to be tracked.
Single axis operation in either axis is also Possible

4~i~tIn the biaxial mode of operation, an electronic network
switches the tracking axis between vertical and horzortal at a SO0-
KHZ rate. Hold amplifiers in the servo 1000 remember the~ previous target position. and furnish the drive for the deflection

- 1 amplifiers. Separate horizontal and vertical dlatalamolifiers drive

~ ~ ~ ~ g~rlD.V separate meters and provide individual signal outputs.
~ .,.,- r-~:-iThe Model 5600 tracks either rectangular or c~rcular targets

~ ~whose dimensions can oe as small as 100% Of the Iull scale
~ measurement range. if the target leaves the field of view an

i automatic searcn of the entire field takes place W~hen a proper
target enters the field of view, the Image is captured and tracked.
and output signals are restored. Ig

Model 5100 Single Axis Displacement Follower
The Model 5100 Single Axis Follower features simple

operation for measurement aconic.,ions as diverse as "endaLg.,*
of large structures to runout. vibration, ultrasonic motion, and
baltistic motion Angular measurements Can be made by
autocollimator targeting techniques. *,- .i .

The optical head can be rotated to align the measuiring axis [-f~I

with the target movement, while the target phase or orientation ;i..s.,L, .r,

is front panel selectable. A

The 5100 is compfete with Cotron's light servo circuitry wnich ''

monitors target illumination changes and automatically .3dtust5
teelectron multiplier gain to compensate for crhanges in image-

intensity. This feature is especially useful in outdoor aoclica- --
tions wnere ambient lighting cannot be easily controlled.. -

The 5100 also contains differentiator circuitry to provide - .i- .cl.

analoo ietocity and acceleration outputs in addition to -..

d isplacement data. 'i*~i O~~

Conventional instrumentation such as analog or digital S
oscilloscoces. transient recorders, or waveform dligitizers can

be used to record ,Me outputs from the Model 5100.

Model 5100X Differential Displace-ment
Follower/ Extensometer

The Model 51 OOX is essentially two single axis disolacernent
followers combined in one convenient instrument 7his system

ts- I~- permits Sirnuitaneous displacement measurement of two
ir ~targets. providing clifferential as well as indiviOuai target~ ~ .displacement Outputs.

20KH) is especially suited to measurement Of materiais

scetuto hihsri aetesting, either at amoient or high or '.
W lolmeaue I sepoe ini many 21011ciicns tnvoi rg

the rapi movemrent betwveen two objects or tar ets
The 510OX can ne sucptikd with tIvO individual cotical leaos

( as sriowni ctrmitting virtually unlimited Secaration netween
*targetS. or :he 510OX soit imace extensometer -eaa wnicrh

- ~:-.~-permits differential measurements with a3 single optcal
* ,~,,.?assembly
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speed motion. the variable of MO 'A,71 T U
nterest may not be displacement I L....Jour

but velocity or acceleration The ~ ~ Ol_________________
Model 5600 incorporates two APi- Lcr
high performance ditferentiators 7 -
that Convert the displacement CF?.RT%
outputs to velocity and accelera- oro rust OU
tion OPTcAL ...T OUTL ~

The outputs of all three para- H EAC
meters (displacement, velocity, L 0-.and acceleration) are suitable for ri0 A ACHO '*OI

__________________________________ NR1!.Our
simultaneous recording or oscillo-A.
scope display - I

~~*MOTION

-i. 7V: 1 TARGET

* r :

&T-

Moe 10mesrn a pw fadigmcie
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Key Features and Lenses and Full Scale
Specifications Measurement Range
5600__ _ _ _ :

Full Scale 020" to infinity. depending 
-

* ~Measurement Ranges nln D 1 -q

Resolution JTo 00001". depending on ens t
Measurement Modes Biaxial fx-y) ~\~.

Single Axis (x or y) * '~o 2 ii4-

Built-in Differentiation Provides VeloCi ty.'Acceieration I k'. ~.~k

Frequency Response 8:a;xial DC-I0KHz I'~ W
Single Axis DC-50KHz

I The tracking area of the image dissector onotocatttode, over
Which :he electron image is deflected, is 150*x 150'3 7 5 x3 75
mm) square. Thus, the full scale measurement range or field of
view can be fixed by the choice of a lens and extension tuce that

*5100 __________ will form a 150" square image of the desired range Lens charts
provided with eahinstrument permits lens selection without

Full Scale 020" to infinity. depending calculation
Measurement Ranges on iens Different applications require differert working distances *~

______________________ between the lens and the olect. as weil as different full sca~e
measurement ranges The standard lens set and extension tubes

Resolution To 00001' depending on lens Isuppied orovide full scale measurement ranges 'romn 0 1* to
r ~infinity with convenient worxing distances for many aconlcations * -

Measurement Modes ISingie Axis *x or y) Cotron vvill helD you determine the lens and configuration best
_______________________________________________ ot oi.tagicaiion. ano will design and build lens assembles to

I meet specific requirements.
Ligh't Servo Function Automatically comrcer'sates

Diferntil on or target ilumination variations

Built-inDfetain P'Ov'd~es veoctv AcceteratonI

Frequency Response IC 50C<"-. Starcard 1q4
'20

_100-X - 00

Full Scale ~' f' ece'!~ Zq /
Measurement Ranges :ne"s to -

Resolution :~2CC' -ecer :.rc z' e,,s 1

[Measurement Modes '~~, iS"- e As
i e :L.res 2iual -c cat neas 0 ,

or soto-mrage e-:e-'ocrmeter /-~e3oi 40

Lght Servo Function Autom tcaiil ziOsae
'or target Ilum naticnt varl atJons 20//

Frequency Response CC l<Hz Star'aro /

ZCC,<Ht o10
MEASUREM.ENT RANGE (INCHES)

15 0 1 2 3 4 5

19 5



Non-Contactingr Displacement Followers

REMOTE MOTION MEASUREMENT CURRENT APPLICATIONS OF OPTRON
* No mechanical loading or Change in specimen dyndn'iCS DISPLACEMENT FOLLOWERS INCLUDE:
a Measure movement of soft or fragile specimens * valve displacement in internal combustion engines
* Measure inaccessible objects from a distance * High speed motions in impact character printers
* Measure from outside of hostile environments-not cold. 9 Bending and twisting at ship hilts. bridges and other

*vacuum, radioactive, high voltage, corrosive exolesive structures
*Follow very small movements from far away * Dynamric resonance and tracking of magnetic n'eads over

*METHOD OF OPERATION PROVIDES hard and soft disc drives
VERSATILITY & M4otions in weapon firing mechanisms
* Simultaneous, multiple axis measurements * Relay contact bounce
* Differential measurements * H-igh speed camera shutter motion
* Static or dynamic measurements-dc to 200KHz a Turbine blade motion throughl excitation and operation
* Fixed viewing port allows continuous observation * Solid rocket propellant burn rates
e Spectral response comparable to human eye * Displacement. vibration, andi run-out in tools, machinery.
a Real time tracking of displacement, velocity and and consumer goods

: 8iaxial movement of laser disc optics*acceleration
e No need for elaborate laser. strobe, or collimated lighting S Srain and fatigue in material testing

* High reso ution angular measurements readily e Pressure burst testing

implemented by autocollimator methods * power transmission line motion

* Can -eoiace high speed photographly oy eliminating film . High strain rate testing

processing and data reduction

Th-eory of Operation The amp~lified signal is used by ootron s Patented Servo looo
tkeep h electron image ofthe target dscontinutv/ centereii

on the dissector aperture. AS tile ociticai image mov-?s tire servo
control c-irnges tne current in oaf Ipvinq coils so tnat tire
electron image is returned toits Oriqinal cosition edlctn

tLECT-0current recuired to recentor tire image -S d measure of target

Apt The dissector acerture is a small. centrally located hole. Thus
thd otical head may be rotated so :rtat the direction Of
deflection is parallel to the target motion, or two orthogonal

OT~i~ wso~ iii.Jrdeflecticrn coils may be used to move tire electron mrage in
~~ whatever direction is neededj This and other servo loop features

*0 A imolement the different functions provided by tine various
SE411c~i. optroni models.

'00 __________________

or. ..oro c.rr.oa*

Optron displacement followers track the motion of a

emitted by armoving oplect The spectral reSconse extends from
ultraviolet to near infrared The discontinuity may oe an actual
edge of the ooiect or a hail dark, n31l lgnt target attacired to or ____________

painted on th olject______________

The image of the edge or target is oused on the o)nofo-
cathode of an mace ,issector tuce in theo cotical iread fig 1) _____________

* Eectrons are emitted from eacn otnt of the ortotocatmode in
proportion to the intensity of the lignt image The resuilting ., ,ei.o

electron image is retocusea on a piate containing a small af.Nrii
aplerture Electrons passing through the aperture constitute a

* signal currii,t orcoortional to the intensify -it the corresconding
point on the original coptcal image This small current is Typical spectral response otS20Ophotocathlode used in standard
amplifiedl first in a low noise electron inuitiolier within ire image Opfron optical heads extends from ultraviolet to near infrared
dissector tube. and furtnerby solidst ateamiicersin the control Standard photographic filters may be used to eliminate
unit 196 background illumination or enhance target Contrast.



A cc sso iesModel 738 Triaxial Positlonef. Thrce screw driven cross neAcces oriesprovide accurate X. Y. and Z positioning for any Cotron opticalhead. Vertical travel (Y axis) 1 75- 144 html. X and Z axes 5.5'

Accessories for use with Optron noncontacting displacement (137 minI In some applications it may be convenient to mount
4followers perform three important functions: the test object on the model 738 while Ime optical neac is .

1. Support and onent the optical head relative to the oblect stioay
-to be measured.7

2. illuminate the object to be measured.- I

*3. Calibrate the measurement range and Output signals. "ag - ,.S..

Model 736 Heavy Duty Tripod provides rigid support for any
*Optron optical head. Especially suitable for precise dJisolace- : i '~5 fb'

ment measurements or extensometr where perfectly steady
*support is necessary 2-section. 1. 75' diameter braced legs have - ~ .

swiveled loot Plates with nonslicl treads. Leg adjustments olus
gear driven elevator column with 18" travel provide neight range

*of 33- to 73" Furnished with gear driven pan ano tilt table for
optical head- Weight 26 lb. Optional rubber tired dolly available.

Model 560 Target Illuminator. Consists of a small, reflector...-
photo-flood lamp that can be aimed and positioned by means of
an integral adjustable Support, and a regulated CC power
supply.

Mt I.

I r. Model 860 Fiber Optic Target Illuminator. Comoicte witri voltage
regulated CC power suoply, the 860 is designed for illuminating

4H haro to reach areas. It provides a cooi. even field of illumination.
Model 855 Calibrators are micrcmne~ar driven precision sl;tes
used for precise Calibration of Optron measuring instruments.-

LIOne and two axis models avail acie (855-2 shown). Tot31 travel 1"N.
each axis. High contrast targets are designed for front illumnina-
tion. using standard Illuminator supolied with head. Optional

________-self-luminous targets are available.

~~.RI
*z '4r~ .P Il S'

__ I -

Model 736A Tripod with 2-axis micrometer table surmounted on
pan. tiit "ead Orovces 5 5" ravel n X and Y cirections,

Storage Case. Provided with each system to hOuSe tne oo cai
*Model 737 Tripod, same as Mocei 736 except eauicdedJ with head, lenses. etc. Handy 0o !anscorttng system fom one

crossarm and auai panitit reads for side by side mounting Of location to another dr simply for protecting the optical
two Optron optical heads. 2-axis micrometer taoies optional components when not in use.

SCorp. 30 Ha:ei Trrace *V'Jooctiridge. CT 36525 t203) 389 5384 *
Telex 963535
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APPENDIX B

BIBLIOGRAPHYNr

B-1. PRESSURE.

952146 AD-A121 600/1

Blast Wave Loading of a Two-Dimensional Circular Cylinder (Final
Report).

Coulter, George A.

Army Armament Research and Development Command, Aberdeen
* Proving Ground, MD, Ballistic Research Lab

Corp. Source Codes: 054817004; 393471
Sponsor: Shared Bibliographic Input

Report No.: ARBRL-MR-03207; SBI-AD-F300 118

Nov 82 92 p

Languages: English
NTIS Prices: PC A05/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRA18307

Country of Publication: United States

Contract No.: 11L162618AH80

A two-dimensional non-responding cylinder was exposed to decay-
ing shock waves induced in the BRL 57.5 cm shock tube.
Pressure-time records are shown for transducer locations spaced at
15-degree intervals around the cylinder for input side-on
overpressure levels of 42.3, 75.9, and 112.2 kPa. Pertinent
loading results are listed in tabular -orm.

Descriptions: *Blast waves; *Blast loads; *Cylindrical bodies;
Two dimensional; Shock tubes; Test methods; Pressure measure- - -
ment; Transducers; Loads (Forces); Diffraction; Stagnation; Firing
tests (Ordnance); Shock waves; Drag
Identifiers: Blast effects; Model cylinder; Overpressure;
NTISDODXA
Section Headings: 19D (Ordnance--Explosions, Ballistics, and
Armor); 79E Ordnance- -Detonations, Explosion Effects, and
Ballistics)
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880547 AD-A106 141/5

Reconstruction of a Blast Field from Pressure History Observations
(Technical Report)

Celmins, Aivars -

Army Armament Research and Development Command, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD, Ballistic Research Lab A -I

Corp. Source Codes: 054817004; 393471

Report No.: ARBRL-TR-02367

September 81 91p

Languages: English

NTIS Prices: PC A05/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRA18205

Country of Publication: United States

Contract No.: 1L161102AH43

This report describes a method for the calculation of parts of
spherical blast field from pressure history observations at stations
piaced at various distances from the blast center. The method
consists of a determination of the pressure field by model fitting
and of a subsequent numerical integration of the flow governing
equations. The results provided a complete flow description
(pressure, density, and particle velocity) as well as estimates of
the accuracy of the results within the region of observations. A
check of some basic assumptions (spherical symmetry and negligible
viscosity) is provided by an independent calculation of the particle
velocity. Application examples are shown for a theoretically com-
puted strong blast field and for data from a high energy blast
experiment. (Author)

Descriptors: *Blast; *Pressure distribution; Overpressure; Experi-
mental data; Numerical integration; Range (Distance); Nuclear
explosion simulation; Spheres; Density; Particles; Ideal gas law;
Flow fields; High energy; Pressure measurement; Variables; Mathe-
matical models; Estimates; Accuracy

Identifiers: *Blast fields; Spherical blast; Model fitting; MISERS
BLUFF-2 shot; Pressure histories; NTISDODXA

Section Headings: 19D (Ordnance--Explosions, Ballistics, and
Armor); 180 (Nuclear Science and Technology--Nuclear
Explosions); 79E (Ordnance--Detonations, Explosion Effects, and
Ballistics); 77D (Nuclear Science and Technology--Nuclear
Explosions and Devices) -----
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883899 AD-A107 319/6

Shock Tube Tests of Muzzle Blast Transducers (Final Report)

Gion, Edmund J.; Coulter, George A.

Army Armament Research and Development Command, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MID, Ballistic Research Lab

Corp. Source Codes: 054817004; 393471

Sponsor: Shared Bibliographic Input Experiment

Report No.: ARBRL-MR-03141; AD-E430 701

September 81 62p A

Supersedes ARBRL-IMR-691

Languages: English

NTIS Prices: PC A04/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRA18206

Country of Publication: United States

Contract No.: 1L161102AH43

A fairly extensive comparison testing of blast transducers is
presented. A number of blast transducers were exposed to a
series of shock waves from the BRL 58 cm shock tube. Both the
angle of shock incidence and the incident pressure levels were
varied during the tests. The purpose of the study was to check
the transducers response and accuracy when misaligned to the
flow direction, The complete sets of pressure-time records for
representative transducer types are presented. The results show
that, in general, none of the tested blast transducers measures
the static or side-on pressures accurately independent of orien-
tation. As a consequence, continual attention must be given to
optimal transducer orientation and other considerations relevant to
the blast transducer used.

Descriptors: *Pressure transducers; *Gun muzzles; *Pressure
gages; *Blast waves; *Pressure measurement; Overpressure; Shock
waves; Misalignment; Flow; Shock tubes; Gun barrels

Identifiers: Blast transducers; NTISDODXA

Section Headings: 19D (Ordnance- -Explosions, Ballistics, and
Armor); 19F (Ordnance- -Guns); 79E (Ordnance- -Detonations,
Explosion Effects, and Ballistics); 79G (Ordnance- -Guns)
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785051 AD-A086 087/4

Airbiast Pressure Transducer for Measurements in Nuclear Blast
Simulators (Final Report)

Quintana, J. V.

Air Force Weapons Lab., Kirtland AFB, NM

Corp. Source Codes: 000905000; 013150

Sponsor: Shared Bibliographic Input Experiment

Report No.: AFWL-TR-79-59; AD-E200 497

April 80 33p

Languages: English

NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRAI8021

Country of Publication: United States

Contract No.: 1088; 21

An extremely rugged resistance-based blast pressure transducer is
developed over a number of years for use in the blast and shock
environment of high explosive-driven nuclear blast simulators. A
novel silicon display with integral (diffused) strain sensitive
regions is used as the transdluction element for measurements of
peaks to 69 MPa and requiring microsecond rise time response.
Evolution of the transducer geometry, internal configuration, and
special thermal barriers enable sensing applications in e: 'remely
violent shock environments to 50 kgs with intense flash and burn
thermal environments. A variety of transducer mounting hardware
configurations enables side-on sensing of incident overpressure
and head-on sensing of reflected and stagnation pressures in a
variety of simulator field test configurations.

Descriptors: *Pressure; *Transducers; *Pressure transducers;
*Nuclear explosion simulation; Nuclear explosions; Simulation;
Pressure measurement; Silicon; Shock resistance; Blast; Disks;
Overpressure

Identifiers: ICBM (Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles); Rise time;
Blast simulators; NTISDODXA

Section Headings: 18C (Nuclear Science and Technology- -Nuclear
Explosions); 77D (Nuclear Science and Technology- -Nuclear Explo-
sions and Devices)
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806238 AD-A090 123/1 - -

Development of Airblast and Soil Strength Instrumentation (Final
Report, 1 May 78--l January 80)

Coleman, P. L.; Groethe, M. A.

Systems, Science and Software, La Jolla, CA -,- -

Corp. Source Codes: 026555000; 388507

Sponsor: Defense Nuclear Agency, Washington, DC

Report No.: SSS-R-80-4367; DNA-5225F - C _

1 February 80 123p

Languages English

NTIS Prices: PC A06/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRAI8103

Country of Publication: United States
Contract No.: DNAOO1-78-C-0244; H11CAXS; X352

The development and testing of airblast and soil strength gages
are presented. The airblast sensors include an accelerometer
instrumented drag sphere to measure dynamic pressure and bar
gage probes to measure static, stagnation and reflected pressures
at levels to 10 to the 8th power Pa (1 kilobar). The soil strength
gauge is a shock hardened dynamic cone penetrator. An analysis
of a slug type heat flux sensor is given. (Author)

Descriptors: *Gages; Pressure gages; Accelerometers; Tempera-
ture measuring instruments; Heat flux; Blast waves; Soil tests;
Strength (Mechanics); Earth penetrating devices; Conical bodies;
Stagnation pressure; Static pressure; Supersonic flow; Dynamic r
pressure; Pressure measurement; Drag; Spheres; Soil dynamics;
Cratering; Nuclear explosion testing; Nuclear explosion simulation;
High explosives; Shock tubes
Identifiers: Airblast; Dynamic cone penetrators; Bar gages; Soil
strength gages WU81; NTISDODXA; NTISDODSD
Section Headings: 8M (Earth Sciences and Oceanography--Soil
Mechanics); 14B (Methods and Equipment--Laboratories, Test
Facilities, and Test Equipment); 79E (Ordnance--Detonations,
Explosion Effects, and Ballistics); 50D (Civil Engineering--Soil and
Rock Mechanics)
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1117359 E1810217359

Fiber-Optic Coupled Pressure Transducer

Tallman, C. R.; Wingate, F. P.; Ballard, E. 0.

W Los Alamos Science Lab, NM

ISA Trans, v 19, n 2, 1980, p 49-53 CODEN: ISATAZ
ISSN: 0019-0578

A fiber-optic coupled pressure transducer has been developed for
measurement of pressure transients produced by fast electrical
discharge in laser cavities. The design is described in detail, and -

the performance of the transducer in shock tube and direct
electrical discharge environments is discussed. 2 references.

Descriptors: *PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS *Design; FIBER OPTICS-
Applications; LASERS, GAS-Resonators; ELECTRIC DISCHARGES-
Pressure Measurement; SHOCK TUBES-Pressure Measurement

Classification Codes: 944; 741; 744; 701; 651

- A
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725559 N79-27462/7

A Study of Response Time of Pitot Pressure Probes Designed for
Rapid Response and Protection of Transducer

Moore, J. A.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Langley Research
Center, Hampton, VA

Report No.: NASA-TM-80091M ay 79 32p ' -' -"-." "-.------

Languages: English

NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRA17922;
STAR1718

An eight-orifice probe, designed to protect the transducer without
the 6se of a baffle, was compared to a standard orifice-baffle . -
probe in the small shock tube and in the expansion tube under
normal run conditions. In both facilities, the response time of
eight-orifice probe was considerable better than the standard
probe design.

Descriptors: *Circuit protection; *Pitot tubes; *Pressure
measurements; *Shock tubes; *Transducers; Baffles; Dynamic
response; Orifice flow
Identifiers: NTISNASA

Section Headings: 14B (Methods and Equipment--Laboratories,
Test Facilities, and Test Equipment); 1A (Aeronautics-- .- - -
Aerodynamics); 51F (Aeronautics and Aerodynamics--Test Facilities
and Equipment)
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539225 A80062678, B80031789

Determination of the Transient Characteristics of Pulse-Pressure
Transducers

Plotnikov, 1. V.; Dunaieva, V. A.; Efimov, V. A.; Evdokimov,
0. B.; Medvedev, V. M..

lzmer, Tekh. (USSR) Vol. 22, No. 4 394-6 April 1979
Coden: IZTEAW

Trans in: Meas. Tech. (USA) Vol. 22, No. 4 April 1979
Coden: MSTCAL

Treatment: New Developments
Document Type: Journal Paper

Languages: English

(5 References)

Describes a pulse-pressure generator system used in testing and
calibrating pressure transducers. The measured pressures are in
the range 10/SUP 4/ to 10/SUP /PA with durations of 10/SUP -6/-. .-

to 10/SUP /S. The system is based upon a shock tube with
piezoelectric shock-wave velocity transducer and contact-indicator
for shock-wave arrival time. The operating principle is based
upon the quasistatic method for measuring stepped pressure

Descriptors: Pressure measurement; Pressure transducers; Shock
tubes

Identifiers: Transient Characteristics; Pressure Transducers;
Shock Tube; Piezoelectric; Quasistatic Method; Stepped Pressure;
Shock Wavevo

Class Codes: A0735; A0670M; B7320V; 87230
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742960 AD-DO06 394/1 I

Differential Pressure Gauge (Patent Application)

Ethridge, Noel H.

Department of the Army, Washington, DC

Corp. Source Codes: 000137000

Report No.: PAT-APPL-6-020 890

Filed 15 March 79 13p

This Government-owned invention available for U.S. licensing and;
possibly, for foreign licensing. Copy of application available
NTIS.

Languages: English Document Type: Patent

NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRAIS004

Country of Publication: United States

A gage for measuring differential pressure in an explosive blast
wave, wind tunnel, or shock tube, utilizes a tubular housing
having a conical axially aligned inlet port, a cylindrical cavity
which is divided into fore and aft sections by a transversely
disposed pressure responsive diaphragm. A plurality of syme-
trically disposed off-set stagnation inlet tubes and a plurality of
circumferentially positioned flow compensated side-on overpressure
input slots are used to communicate with each of the respective
fore and aft sections of the cavity. Variation in stagnation and
side-on overpressures cause diaphragm movement which is detected
by a friction-free sensing member. (Author)

Descriptors: *Patent applications; *Pressure gages; *Dynamic
pressure; *Blast waves; Shock tubes; Overpressure; Diaphragms
(Mechanics); Stagnation pressure; Air flow; Wind tunnels

Identifiers: Differential pressure; NTISGPA

Section Headings: 19D (Ordnance--Explosions, Ballistics, and
Armor); 20D (Physics--Fluid Mechanics); 14B (Methods and
Equipment--Laboratories, Test Facilities, and Test Equipment);
79E (Ordnance--Detonations, Explosion Effects, and Ballistics);
90G (Government Inventions for Licensing-- Instruments); " •'
901 (Government Inventions for Licensing--Ordnance)
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651616 AD-A054 372/8 "

Proposed Design for a Differential Pressure Gage to Measure
Dynamic Pressure in Blast Waves (Final Report)

Ethridge, Noel H.

Army Armament Research and Development Command, Aberdeen
Proving Ground Md, Ballistics Research Lab

Corp. Source Codes: 393471

Report No.: ARBRL-MR-02814; AD-E430 012

March 78 27 p

NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF AO1 Journal Announcement: GRAI7817

Contract No.: J11AAXS; X352

The current technique for determining dynamic pressure in blast
waves is subject to large errors below incident shock over-
pressures of 69 KPa (10 psi). It is shown that if a single
pressure-sensing element can be used to measure the differential
pressure between stagnation and side-on overpressures, then
dynamic pressure can be determined with much less error. A
design for a differential pressure gage is presented. A particular
diaphragm size and material are proposed, and several diaphragm
deflection-sensing techniques are indicated. The frequency
response of the gage seems adequate for measurements of blast
waves from large HE charges. (Author)

Descriptors: *Pressure gages; *Blast waves; Dynamic pressure;
Diaphragms (Mechanics); Pressure measurement; Comparison;
Stagnation pressure; Overpressure; Frequency response; Drag;
Air flow; Shock tubes; Instrumentation; Time

Identifiers: NTISDODXA

Section Headings: 14B (Methods and Equipment--Laboratories,
Test Facilities, and Test Equipment); 19D (Ordnance--Explosions,
Ballistics, and Armor); 79E (Ordnance--Detonations, Explosion
Effects, and Ballistics)
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365308 N73-33221/5 W7

On the Calibration of Pressure Transducers for Use in
Shock-Tunnels

Goodchild, R. 0.; Bernstein, L.

Queen Mary College, London (England)

Report No.: ARC-CP-1240; ARC-33832

1973 46p

Misc-Supersedes ARC-33832 1 '...-.

NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRA17402;
STAR1124

The calibration of high sensitivity, fast response pressure trans-
ducers is discussed, particular attention being given to those
factors which can lead to significant calibration errors. It is ...-

shown that static and dynamic calibrations of piezoelectric trans-
ducers are consistent, contrary to the experience of some earlier
investigators, so that where static calibration is possible, that is
sufficient. In cases where static calibration is not possible, the
semi-dynamic technique using a quick-acting valve is both more
convenient and potentially more accurate than the shock tube
technique, especially when digital recording can be employed.
(Author)

Descriptors: *Electrostatics; *Piezoelectric transducers; *Pressure
sensors; *Shock tubes; Calibrating; Pressure measurements

Identifiers: NTISNASA

Section Headings: 14B (Methods and Equipment--Laboratories, ,
Test Facilities, and Test Equipment)
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187778 E171X167778

Fast miniature pitot pressure transducer

McIntosh MK

Australian National University, Canberra

J. Phys E, Sci Instrum, v 4 number 1, Jan 1971, p 145-6 .

A small (2mm diam) fast (time constant equal 1. 5Us), shielded
pitot pressure transducer is described, and examples are given of
its use in a high enthalpy shock tunnel.

Descriptors: *Pressure measuring instruments; Transducer; Flow
of LUIDS-nozzle; Shock tubes; Shock waves-measurement - -

Classification Codes: 422; 631; 651; 704; 944
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144698 E171X044698

Primary calibration of pressure transducers to 10,000 Hz

Favour J. D.; Stewart, R.

Boeing Co., Seattle, Washington

Proc 15th Int ISA Aerosp Instrum Symp, May 5-7 1969, Las Vegas,
Nev, p. 39-96

A shock tube is used to provide excitation to the transducer in
the form of a definable pressure step function. The transducer
output, time domain, data, is analyzed by digital computer using
the "%' Colley - Tukey "a' Fast Fourier Transform to provide the
frequency domain calibration data. Calibration traceability is
accomplished by measurement of basic standards of time, distance,
force and temperature, and the mathematics of shock tube
behavior. A trial calibration has been performed with excellent
results. 9 References.

Descriptors: *Transducers - *Calibration; Pressure measuring
instruments; Shock tubes .... " .'-

Classification Codes: 631; 704; 752; 944
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110806 A70019230 yr
An Evaluation of Glass as a Passive Shock Pressure Gage Material

Eggert, G. L.

Issued by: Sandia Labs., Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA; April
1969

14 pp.

Availability: CFSTI, Springfield, VA 22151, USA

Report No.: SC-TM-69-88 Ik

Document Type: Report

Languages: English

USGRDR No.: PB-184349

Eight compositions of glasses were evaluated for application as the
sensors in the construction of passive shock pressure gages.
Although all of the glasses displayed irreversible densification
under static loading, none densified sufficiently under shock
loading to be considered for a passive pressure measurement
sensor.

Descriptors: Glass; Pressure measurement; Shock tubes

Class Codes: 1A0350; 14,0120
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j 567166 AD-804 917/3

p. Miniature Instrumentation for Use in Shock-Driven Facilities (Final
Report, July 65-September 66)

Weisblatt, H.; Clemente, A. R.; Wood, A. D.; Pallone, A. J.

Avco Corporation; Wilmington, Mass., Avco Space Systems Division

Corp. Source Codes: 400877
Report No.: AVSSD-280-66-RR; AFAPL-TR-66-129

30 December 66 1p O-

Distribution limitation now removed. AD&,

NTIS Prices: PC A06/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRAI7711

Contract No.: AF 33(615) -3037

The development of miniature probes for the measurement of
stagnation and static pressure, stagnation temperature, and high
heat-transfer rate in shock-driven facilities is described. A basic
piezoelectric sensing unit is used in conjunction with different
probes to measure the stagnation of static pressure over a
pressure range of 0.02 to 100 psia. For temperature measurements
a fast response thermocouple, which can be used to 3,500 K at
pressures above 400 psia, is described. Heat-transfer rate is
obtained by means of a modified calorimeter heat-transfer gage.
Basic concepts are presented, together with details of fabrication,
calibration, the associated electronic circuitry, and test results
obtained in shock-driven facilities. (Author)

Descriptors: *Shock tubes; Instrumentation; Pressure; Tempera- .

ture; Detectors; Piezoelectric gages; Thermocouples; Strain gages;
Heat transfer

Section Headings: 14B (Methods and Equipment--Laboratories,
Test Facilities, and Test Equipment)
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B-2. TEMPERATURE.

1002713 DE83006300

T ran sient-Tempe ratu re-Mea s u rement Errors

Keltner, N. R.; Bainbridge, B. L.; Beck, J. V. ,A .

Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, New Mexico

Corp. Source Codes: 068123000; 9511100

Sponsor: Michigan State University, East Lansing; Department of
Energy, Washington, DC

Report No.: SAND-83-0161C; CONF-830702-4

1983 19p

21, ASME/'AIChE National Heat Transfer Conference, Seattle, WA,
USA, 24 July 1983

Languages: English Docvment Type: Conference proceeding

NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRAI8323;
NSA0800

Country of Publication: United States
Contract No.: AC04-76DP00789

The estimation of transient-temperature-measurement errors is
often required to help urderstand thermal experiments and improve
the accuracy of estimated thermal parameters. Thermal-response
models used in conjunction with experimental techniques are very
effective. A hybrid of finite differences and the Unsteady Surface
Element method is developed and used for modeling temperature
measurements made with intrinsic thermocouples and resistance
temperature detectors. In the latter case, experimental data
obtained with the Loop Current Step Response method is used to
estimate model parameters. (ERA citation 08:037063)

Descriptors: *Temperature measurement; Transients; Errors;

Finite difference method; Thermocouples; Mathematical models

Identifiers: ERDA/440300; NTISDE

Section Headings: 14B (Methods and Equipment--Laboratories,
Test Facilities, and Test Equipment); 94GE (Industrial and . -
Mechanical Engineering--General)
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Development of a Fuel-Rod Simulator and Small-Diameter
Thermocouples for High -Temperature, High-Heat-Flux Tests in the
Gasx-Cooled Fast Reactor Core Flow Test Loop

McCulloch, R. W.; MacPherson, R. E.

Oak Ridge National Lab., TN

Corp. Source Codes: 021310000; 4832000

Sponsor: Department of Energy, Washington, DC

Report No.: ORNL-5864

March 83 121p

Portions are illegible in microfiche products. Original copy
available until stock is exhausted.
Languages: English

NTIS Prices: PC A06/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRA18318- _

NSA0800
Country of Publication: United States

Contract No.: W-7405-ENG-26

The Core Flow Test Loop was constructed to perform many of the
safety, core design, and mechanical interaction tests in support of-
the Gas-Cooled Fast Reactor (GCFR) using electrically heated fuel
rod simulators (FRSs). Operation includes many off-normal or
postulated accident sequences including transient, high-power, and
high-temperature operation. The FRS was developed to survive:
(1) hundreds of hours of operation at 200 W/cm exp 2, 1000
exp 0 C cladding temperature, and (2) 40h at 40 W/cm exp 2,
1200 exp 0 C cladding temperature. Six 0.5-mm type K sheathed
thermocouples were placed inside the FRS cladding to measure
steady-state and transient temperatures through clad melting at
1370 exp 0 C. (ERA citation 08:026094).

Descriptors: *Gcfr reactor; Fuel rods; Test facilities; Reactor
simulators; Fabrication

Identifiers: ERDA/210500; NTISDE

Section Headings: 181 (Nuclear Science and Technology- -Reactor
Engineering and Operation); 18J (Nuclear Science and Technology--
Reactor Materials); 77H (Nuclear cience and Technology-- Reactor
Engineering and Nuclear Power Plants); 771 (Nuclear Science and
Tech nology- -Reactor Fuels and Fuel Processing)
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907137 NUREG/CR-0169-V13

LOFT Experimental Measurements Uncertainty Analyses. - -

Volume XIII: Temperature Measurements

Lassahn, Gordon D.

EG and G Idaho, Inc., Idaho Falls

Corp. Source Codes: 046580000

Sponsor: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC
Report No.: EGG-2037-VOL-13

March 82 45p

See also NUREG/CR-0169-V12

Languages: English

NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRA18215

Country of Publication: United States

Estimates of measurement uncertainties for thermocouples and the
resistance thermometer used to measure temperatures in the Loss-
of-Fluid Test (LOFT) system during experiments are provided.
The estimated uncertainties were obtained by evaluating the
temperature measurements to determine possible errors and then
combining the errors for each measurement. The evaluation
showed that different uncertainty components are important for 1
different temperature measurements and that no one error source
is a major source of uncertainty for all the LOFT temperature
measurements.

Descriptors: *Nuclear reactor safety; Temperature measurement;
Thermocouples
Identifiers: LOFT reactor; Reactor safety experiments; Loss of
coolant; PWR type reactors; Probability; NTISNUREG; NTISDE

Section Headings: 181 (Nuclear Science and Technology- -Reactor
Engineering and Operation); 77H (Nuclear Science and Technology--
Reactor Engineering and Nuclear Power Plants)
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923448 PB82-240029 :.Y
Combustion Diagnostic Instrumentation. Part I: Probe
Measurements (Final Report, September 81 -March 82) -

Pederson, Robert J.

Science Applications, Inc. , Chatsworth, CA, Combustion Science
and Advanced Technology Department

Corp. Source Codes: 075876001

Sponsor: Gas Research Inst., Chicago, IL

Report No.: SAI-82-033-CHATS; GRI-81/0053.1Si

March 82 86p

Language: English

NTIS Prices: PC A05/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRA18221

Country of Publication: United States

Contract No.: GRI-5011-345-0100

Probe measurement techniques and capabilities have been reviewed
with respect to measurements of temperature, pressure, velocity
and species concentrations in a combustion environment.
Individual probe design, sources of measurement errors and
methods for reducing these errors are discussed as well as
measurement errors common to all probe measurements. Bare wire
thermocouple measurement techniques are examined together with
several types of water-cooled aspirating thermocouple probes - .~.

having a maximum design dependent temperature range of 3000'F
to 40000 F. Velocity measurements using unidirectional and
multidirectional pneumatic probes are discussed, along with hot
wire/hot film anemometers for measurement of turbulent intensity
and stress components as well as mean velocity. Gas sampling
techniques using isokinetic and aerodynamic quenching probes are
surveyed for gas species concentrations. Instrumentation to
determine convective and radiative heat transfer to the wall within
a combustion environment is reviewed.

Descriptors: *Probes; *Combustion; *Measuring instrumentation;
*Gas burners; Design criteria; Sampling; Concentration (Composi-
tion); Thermocouples; Performance evaluation; Industrial wastes;
Residential buildings
Identifiers: *Air pollution detecti':-; \'TISGRI

Section Headings: 14B (Methods and Equipment--Laboratories, . .

Test Facilities and Test Equipment); 68A (Environmental Pollution
and Control--Air Pollution and Control)
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952501 DE82008683

Testing of Thermocouples for Inhomogeneities

Mos-sman, C. A.; Horton, J. L.; Anderson, R. L.

Oak Ridge National Lab., TN

Corp. Source Codes: 021310000; 4832000

Sponsor: Department of Energy, Washington, DC

Report No.: CONF-820306-3
March 82 22p

Symposium on Temperature, Washington, DC, USA, 14 March 1982,
Portions of document are illegible.

Languages: English Document Type: Conference proceeding

NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRA18307;
NSA0700

Country of Publication: United States

Contract No.: W-7405-ENG-26

The effect of inhomogeneities on the behavior of thermocoup is
examined in detail. Methods of testing for inhomogeneities are
outlined, and the methods employed at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory are described. Examples are given of the uses of an
Inhomogeneity Test Facility as a diagnostic tool to determine the
cause of temperature measurement errors. (ERA citation
07:047921)

Descriptors: *Thermocouples; Testing; Test facilities; Tempera- %
ture measurement; Electromotive force; Seebeck effect; Thermo-

- electricity; Accuracy; Reliability; Chromel; Alumel; Inconel 600;
"- Platinum; Rhodium

Identifiers: ERDA/440300; NTISDE

Section Headings: 14B (Methods and Equipment--Laboratories,
Test Facilities, and Test Equipment); 94GE (Industrial and Mech- *

anical Engineering- -General)
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917145 DE82008844

Lifetime Improvement of Sheathed Thermocouples for Use in
High-Temperature and Thermal Transient Operations

McCulloch, R. W.; Clift, J. H.

Oak Ridge National Lab., TN

Corp. Source Codes: 021310000; 4832000

Sponsor: Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant, TN; Department of Energy,
Washington, DC

Report No.: CONF-820306-4

1982 34p
Symposium on Temperature, Washington, DC, USA, 14 March 1982

Language: English Document Type: Conference proceeding
NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF AO Journal Announcement: GRA18222;
NSAOOOO

Country of Publication: United States

Contract No.: W-7405-ENG-26

Premature failure of small-diameter, magnesium-oxide-insulated
sheathed thermocouples occurred when they were placed within
nuclear fuel rod simulators (FRSs) to measure high temperatures
and to follow severe thermal transients encountered during simu-
lation of nuclear reactor accidents in Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL) thermal-hydraulic test facilities. Investigation
of thermally cycled thermocouples yielded three criteria for
improvement of thermocouple lifetime: (1) reduction of oxygen
impurities prior to and during their fabrication, (2) refinement of
thermoelement grain size during their fabrication, and (3) elimi-
nation of prestrain prior to use above their recrystallization
temperature. The first and third criteria were satisfied by
improved techniques of thermocouple assembly and by a recovery
anneal prior to thermocouple use.

Descriptors: *Gcfr type reactors; *Fuel pins; *Thermocouples;
Mockup; Failures; Thermal stresses; Annealing; Fabrication;
Magnesium oxides; Inconel 600; Chromel; Alumel; Grain
boundaries; Performance

Identifiers: ERDA/210500; ERDA'.?300; ERDA'440300; NTISDE

Section Headings: 181 (Nuclear Science and Technology-- Reactor - -
Engineering and Operation); 77H (Nuclear Science and Technology--
Reactor Engineering and Nuclear Power Plants)
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932068 DE82012778

- Validation Diagnostics for Defective Thermocouple Circuits

Reed, R. P. ,

Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, New Mexico

S Corp. Source Codes: 068123000; 9511100

Sponsor: Department of Energy, Washington, DC

Report No.: SAND-82-1518C; CONF-820306-9

1982 9p

Symposium on Temperature, Washington, DC, USA, 14 March 1982,I Portions of document are illegible.
Best available copy from document source. Available in microfiche
only

Languages: English Document Type: Conference proceeding

NTiS Prices: MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRA18224;
NSA0700 --

Country of Publication: United States

Contract No.: AC04-76DPO0789

Thermocouples, properly used under favorable conditions, can
measure temperature with an accepted tolerance. However, when
improperly applied or exposed to hostile mechanical, chemical,
thermal, or radiation environments, they often fail without the
error being evident in the temperature record. Conversely,

:- features that appear to be unreasonable in temperature records can
be authentic. When hidden failure occurs during measurement,
deliberate recording of supplementary information is necessary to
distinguish valid from faulty data. Loop resistance change, circuit
isolation, isolated noise potential, and other measures can reveal
symptoms of developing defects. Monitored continually along with
temperature, they can reveal the occurrence, location, and natures
of damage incurred during measurement. Special multiterminal
branched thermocouple circuits and combinatorial multiplex
switching allow detection of dc measurement noise and decalibra-
tion. Symptoms of insidious failure, often consequential, are
illustrated by examples from field experience in measuring temper-
ature of a propagating retorting front in underground coal gasifi-
cation. (ERA citation 07:047940)

Descriptors: *Thermocouples; Failures; Validation; Electronic
circuits; Temperature measurement; Noise; Errors; Thermometers; _-

Defects

Identifiers: ERDA/440300; ERDA/420800; NTISDE

Section Headings: 14B (Methods and Equipment--Laboratories, - .. "-
Test Facilities, and Test Equipment); 94GE (Industrial and Mech-
anical Engineering- -General)
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0991761 DE83008888

Instrument Response During Overpower Transients at TREAT

Meek, C. C.; Bauer; T. H.; Hill, D. J.; Froehle, P. H.;
Klickman, A. E.

Argonne National Lab., IL

Corp. Source Codes: 001960000; 0448000

Sponsor: Department of Energy, Washington, DC

Report No.: CONF-820406-37 -'--.'-

1982 11p

ANS Topical Meeting on Fast, Thermal and Fusion Reactor Experi-
ments, Salt Lake City, UT, USA, 12 April 1982

Languages: English Document Type: Conference proceeding

NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRA18319;
NSA0800

Country of Publication: United Sttes

Contract No.: W-31-109-ENG-38

A program to empirically analyze data residuals or noise to deter-
mine instrument response that occurs during in-pile transient tests
is outlined. As an example, thermocouple response in the Mark III
loop during a severe overpower trdnsient in TREAT is studied
both in frequency space and in real-time. Time intervals studied
included both constant power and burst portions of the power
transient. Thermocouples time constants were computed. Benefits
and limitations of the method are discussed. (ERA citation
08:026082)

Descriptors: *LMFBR type reactors; *Fuel pins; *TREAT reactor;
Performance testing; Transients; Reactor instrumentation

Identifiers: ERDA/210500; ERDA/220600; NTISDE

Section Headings: 181 (Nuclear Science and Technology--Reactor
Engineering and Operation); 14B (Methods and Equipment--
Laboratories, Test cacilities, and Test Equipment); 77H (Nuclear
Science and Technology-- Reactor Engineering and Nuclear Power
Plants)
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849068 SAND-80-2655

Error Analysis of Thermocouple Measurements in the Radiant Heat
Facility

Nakos, J. T.; Strait, B. G.

Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, New Mexico

Corp. Source Codes: 063127000; 9511100 -

Sponsor: Department of Energy, Washington, DC

December 80 56p

Languages: English
NTIS Prices: PC A04/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRAI8118;
N SA0600

Country of Publication: United States

Contract No.: AC04-76DP00789

The measurement most frequently made in the Radiant Heat Facility
is temperature, and the transducer which is used almost
exclusively is the thermocouple. Other methods, such as
resistance thermometers and thermistors, are used but very
rarely. Since a majority of the information gathered at Radiant
Heat is from thermocouples, a reasonable measure of the quality of
the measurements made at the facility is the accuracy of the
thermocouple temperature data. (ERA citation 06:014626)
Descriptors: *Thermocouples; Data acquisition systems; Errors;

Radiations; Temperature measurement; Test facilities; Transducers
Identifiers: ERDA/440300; NTISDE -.

Section Headings: 14R (Methods and Equipment--Laboratories,
Test Facilities, and Test Equipment)
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805060 NUREG/CR-0961
,. ,-....

Qualification Test Results on 1550 degrees C and 2200 degrees C
1/16-Inch O.D. Fuel Centerline Thermocouples for the LOFT
Program (Topical Report 1977-79) -'

Cannon, C. P.; Chan, A. I. Y.

Hanford Engineering Development Lab., Richland, WA

Corp. Source Codes: 056188000

Sponsor: Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC, Office
of Nuclear Regulatory Research .f

Report No.: HEDL-TME-79-50

September 80 65p

Languages: English
NTIS Prices: PC A04/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRAI8102

Country of Publication: United States

The technology and commercial vendors have been developed for
fabrication of thermocouples to measure fuel centerline tempera-
tures to 220000C in the LOFT reactor. Two model A and one
model B qualification thermocouples satisfied all test requirements
during life tests at 22000C and 1550'C. The emf output drifted ..
less than 21 during 400 hour tests at the maximum test tempera-
tures of 22000C and 15500C. Measurement performance remained
unimpaired after 145C/s transient survival tests. The thermo-
couples did not meet the time response requirement of one second.
Time responses of 4j seconds at 1550'C and 21 seconds at 22000C
were measured. However, this result was not considered too
negative to preclude useful temperature measurement of fuel center-
line temperatures in the LOFT reactor. The first qualification
thermocouples satisfied all other test requirements.

Descriptors: *Thermocouples; Tests; Thermal measurement; Pressur-
ized water reactors; Requirements; Nuclear reactor safety; Reactor
cores; Nuclear reactor accidents

Identifiers: *LOFT reactor; Loss of coolant; NTISNLJREG: NTISDE
Section Headings: 14B (Methods and Equipment--Laboratories,
Test Facilities, and Test Equipment); 181 (Nuclear Science and
Technology--Reactor Engineering and Operation); 7711 (Nuclear
Science and Technology--Reactor Engineering and Nuclear Power
Plants)
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0997751 EGG/LTR-141-118

Feasibility Transient Test of a Correlation Type Transit Time

Flowmeter in the LTSF Blowdown Facility

Baker, A. G.

Idaho National Engineering Lab., Idaho Falls

Corp. Source Codes: 056198000; 9502158

Sponsor: Department of Energy, Washington, DC

February 80 102p

Languages: English

NTIS Prices: PC A06/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRAI8321;
N SA0500
Country of Publication: United States

Contract No.: AC07-761DO1570

A feasibility test was made in September 1977 to determine the
suitability of various transducer types as sensors for a cross-
correlation type transit time flowmeter. The sensor types tested
were single beam gamma densitometers, conductivity probes and
passive thermocouples. Three forms of signal conditioning were
applied to the thermocouple signals: bandpass amplification,
frequency compensation and signal compression. The gamma
densitometer was the most successful, the conductivity probe less
successful, and the thermocouple least successful. Further work
is recommended. (ERA citation 05:030678)
Descriptors: *Loft reactors; Flowmeters; Performance testing;

Reactor instrumentation; Transducers c

Identifiers: ERDA/220600; NTISDE
Section Headings: 181 (Nuclear Science and Technology- Reactor .1

Engineering and Operation); 77H (Nuclear Science and Technology-
Reactor Engineering and Nuclear Power Plants)
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786329 N80-26649/7

Development and Calibration of a Total Temperature Probe for the
Imperial College Aeronautics Department Gun Tunnel

Bartlett, R. P.; Edwards, A. J.; Hillier, R.

Imperial College of Science and Technology, London (England), WE
Department of Aeronautics

Corp. Source Codes: IC623688

Sponsor: National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Washington, DC

Report No.: IC-AERO-79-02

June 79 32p

Languages: English

NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRAI8021;
STAR1817

Country of Publication: United Kingdom

Contract No.: AT/2037/084

Development of a vented-shield thermocouple probe for total
temperature measurements in a hypersonic turbulent boundary
layer concentrated on maximizing both the transient response rates
and the steady state recovery factor (which eventually reached
about 98% at the highest test Reynolds numbers) is described.
This performance was achieved by maximizing the unit Reynolds
number within the shield and hence the convective heating of the
sensor; and by improving the sensor aspect ratio parameters which
control the conduction losses. The probe was operated with an
unheated shield. It is argued that shielding a probe affords
aerodynamic and response advantages compared with its unshielded
counterpart. Performance deteriorates with reduction in Reynolds
number and hence with immersion in the boundary layer. The
critical limit in a short duration facility must always be failure to
reach a steady state. Probes were calibrated against Reynolds
number for the required range but at fixed total temperature. It
is expected that the worst error in steady state temperature for a
given probe would be of order 40 K with a considerable improve-
ment in overall accuracy for profile data averaged from several
probes.

Descriptors: *Calibrating; *Hypersonic wind tunnels; *Tempera-
ture probes; *Thermocouples; Heat transfer; Instrument compensa-
tion; Nusselt number; Shielding

Identifiers: *Foreign technology; NTISNASAE

Section Headings: 14B (Methods and Equipment--Laboratories, - -'
Test Facilities, and Test Equipment); 51F (Aeronautics and Aero-
dynamics--Test Facilities and Equipment)
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Transducer Workshop (10th), Colorado Springs, Colorado,S, .'. .%
12-14 June 1979

Anderson, William D.; Thomas, Charles E.

Range Commanders Council, White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico, - -

Telemetry Group

Corp. Source Codes: 013429034; 401435

1979 501ip

Languages: English

NTIS Prices: PC A22/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRAI8018

Country of Publication: United States

High Speed Data Systems for Energy Sensitive Facilities; A
1000-MPa Ballistic Pressure Transducer; Calibration of Laboratory
Condenser Microphones; Reducing Effects of Pneumatic Lag; A New A
Microprocessor Based Pressure Standard; Use of an Inertial
Navigation System as Airborne Instrumentation for Performance
Flight Testing; Aerial Camera Vibration Instrumentation; Absolute '"
Calibration of Accelerometers at the National Bureau of Standards;
Response of Transducers to Fast Transient Motion Inputs; A
Measurement System for Large Motions; Pressure and Acceleration -

Measurements in Large Caliber Cannons; Deriving the Transfer
Function of Spatial Averaging Transducers; Steam/BTU Metering
System; Transducer Field Test Set; Internal Transducer Electronic
Amplifiers; Thermocouple Error Analysis in the Design of Large "" "
Engineering Experiments; Triaxial Measurement of Stress Waves in
the Free-Field; A Low Impedance Manganin Stress Gauge System
for Severe Shock Wave Environments; Improved Stress Transducer
Design and Stability Evaluation; Fast Recovery Strain Measure-
ments in a Nuclear Test Environment; Measurement of Pipeline
Strains from Buried Explosive Detonations.

Descriptors: *Pressure transducers; *Navigational aids; Strain
gages; Stress analysis; Shock waves; Deformation; Inertial
navigation; Flight testing; Response; Transients; Accelerometers; .
Calibration; Thermocouples; Mechanical impedance; Transfer
functions; Vibration; Aerial cameras; Workshops

Identifiers: NTISDODXA

Section Headings: 14B (Methods and Equipment--Laboratories,
Test Facilities, and Test Equipment)
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Limitations of Thermocouples in Temperature Measurements

Anderson, R. L.; Adams, R. K.; Duggins, B. C.

Oak Ridge National Lab., TN

Corp. Source Codes: 021310000; 4832000

Sponsor: Department of Energy

1979 33p

25, ISA International Instrumentation Symposium, Anaheim, CA,
USA, 7 May 1979

Languages: English Document Type: Conference proceeding

NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRAI8001;
NSA0400

Cou ntry of Publication: United States

Contract No.: W-7405-ENG-26

Factors limiting the accuracy of temperature measurements with
Type K and Type S sheathed thermocouple assemblies are dis-
cussed. The effect of short-range ordering in Chromel is shown
to limit the accuracy of temperature measurements made with
Type K thermocouple to about 1%. Errors of as much as 1509 have
been observed in Type K thermocouples in magnetic fields at
temperatures below the Curie temperature of Alumel. Both positive
and negative errors were observed when the orientations of the
applied magnetic field, the temperature gradient and the axis of
the Alumel wire were such as to produce an emf along the thermo-
couple wire due to the Nernst--Ettingshausen effect. (ERA
citation 04:049083)

Descriptors: *Thermocouples; Accuracy; Performance

Identifiers: ERDA/440300; NTISDE

Section Headings: 14B (Methods and Equipment--Laboratories,
Test Facilities, and Test Equipment)
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542376 SAND-75-6154

Intrinsic Thermocouple Measurement Errors

Ke-tner, N. R.; Bickle, L. W.

% Sandia Labs., Albuquerque, New Mexico

Corp. Source Codes: 5659000; 9502551
Sponsor: New Mexico University, Albuquerque, Department of
Mechanical Engineering, Energy Research and Development
Administration

Report No.: CONF-760816-4

1975 24p

National Heat Transfer Conference, St. Louis, Missouri, United
States of America (USA), 8 August 1976

Document Type: Conference proceeding

NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRA17703;
NSA0100

An approximate analytical model is given for the transient response
of an intrinsic thermocouple. Thermocouple response charts are
developed. The model is used with numerical convolution and
dleconvolution to estimate and correct for transient temperature
measurement errors. The methods are illustrated by example
applications. (ERA citation 01:026383)

Descriptors: *Thermocouples; Errors; Mathematical models;
Sensitivity; Transients

Identifiers: ERDA/440300; NTISERDA ___

Section Headings: 14B (Methods and Equipment~-Laboratories,
Test Facilities, and Test Equipment)
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B-3. HEAT FLUX.

867956 AD-A103 539/3

Measurement of Heat Flux and Pressure in a Turbine Stage (Final
Rep'ort, July 79-October 80) . -

Dunn, Michael G.

Calspan Advanced Technology Center, Buffalo, NY

Corp. Source Codes: 058685000; 410803

Sponsor: Air Force Wright Aeronautical Labs., Wright-Patterson
AFB, OH

Report No.: CALSPAN-6549-A-2; AFWAL-TR-81-2055 Oi

July 81 48p

Languages: English

NTIS Prices: PC A03/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRA18126

Country of Publication: United States

Contract No.: F33615-79-C-2075; 3066; 06

Selected portions of the first-stage stationary inlet nozzle, shroud,
and rotor of the AiResearch TFE 731-2 turbine were instrumented
with thin-film heat-transfer gages and heat-flux measurements were
performed using a shock tunnel as a source of high-temperature,
high-pressure gas. Experiments were performed over a range of
Reynolds numbers, based on mid-annular stator chord, from
16C,000 to 310,000 and corrected speeds from approximately 70% to
106%. The full-stage heat-flux results are cast in the form of a
Stanton number and are compared to previous measurements
obtained with a stator only, in the absence of a rotor. The
previous results are shown to be in good agreement with the
full-stage data for the tip end-wall region, but the stator-only
Stanton numbers for the stator airfoil are shown to be approxi-
mately 20' less than the corresponding full-stage results. Pres-
sure measurements were obtained throughout the model and these
results are shown to be in excellent agreement with the steady- .7
state rig data for this turbine, Stanton-number results are also
presented for the stationary shroud as a function of rotor mid-
annular chord. The shroud Stanton-number data are shown to be
in excess of the rotor blade results. Rotor-tip Stanton-number
data are likewise shown to be slightly greater than the shroud
results. (Author)

Descriptors: *Temperature measuring instruments; *Heat flux;
*Turbine stators; Gages, Thin films; Platinum; Shock tubes; Heat
transfer; Turbofan engines; Hot gages; High temperature; High
pressure; Pressure measurement; Reynolds number; Static pres-
sure; Test methods; Transients

Identifiers: Stanton number; Heat transfer gages; TFE-731-2 . . -
turbines; NTISDODXA; NTISDODAF . -. ,..

Section Headings: 21E (Propulsion and Fuels--Jet and Gas Tur-
bine Engines); 81D (Combustion, Engines, and Propellants--Jet
and Gas Turbine Engines)
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568654 380041483

How to Measure Heat Transfer Through Walls of Unknown Thermal
Conductivity - .

Can. Controls and Instrumentation (Canada) Vol. 19, No. 3, --

p. 36, March 1980

Coden: CCISAU

Treatment: Practical

Document Type: Journal Paper

Languages: English

Discusses the use of disc gauges to measure heat transfer-in
materials with eroding surfaces or unknown thermal conductivity.
The disc calorimeter described is developed by Nanmac
Corporation.

Descriptors: Transducers; Heat transfer; Thermal variables
measurement

Identifiers: Nanmac Corp.; Heat transfer measurement; Trans-
ducers; Disc gauges

Class Codes: B7230; B7320R
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806238 AD-A090 123/1 -'

Development of Airblast and Soil Strength Instrumentation (Final
Report, 1 May 78-1 January 80)

Coleman, P. L.; Groethe, M. A. " -

Systems, Science and Software, La Jolla, CA

Corp. Source Codes: 026555000; 388507

Sponsor: Defense Nuclear Agency, Washington, DC

Report No.: SSS-R-80-4367; DNA-5225F

1 February 80 123 p -01

Languages: English

NTIS Prices: PC A06/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRAI8103

Country of Publication: United States

Contract No.: DNA001-78-C-0244; HllCAXS; X352 - -

The development and testing of airblast and soil strength gauges
are presented. The airblast sensors include an accelerometer
instrumented drag sphere to measure dynamic pressure and bar
gauge probes to measure static, stagnation and reflected pressures
at levels to 10 to the 8th power Pa (1 kilobar). The soil strength
gauge is a shock hardened dynamic cone penetrator. An analysis . .
of a slug type heat flux sensor is given. (Author)

Descriptors: *Gages; Pressure gages; Accelerometers; Tempera-
ture measuring instruments; Heat flux; Blast waves; Soil tests;
Strength (mechanics); Earth penetrating devices; Conical bodies;
Stagnation pressure; Static pressure; Supersonic flow; Dynamic
pressure; Pressure measurement; Drag; Spheres; Soil dynamics;
Cratering; Nuclear explosion testing; Nuclear explosion simulation;
High explosives; Shock tubes
Identifiers: Airblast; Dynamic cone penetrators; Bar gages; Soil
strength gages WU81; NTISDODXA; NTISDODSD
Section Headings: 8M (Earth Sciences and Oceanography--Soil
Mechanics); 14B (Methods and Equipment--Laboratories, Test
Facilities, and Test Equipment); 79E (Ordnance--Detonations,
Explosion Effects, and Ballistics); 50D (Civil Engineering--Soil and
Rock Mechanics)
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186626 A78034210 y

I-,.._ ~...r C WI T•

Laminar Flat Plate Heat Transfer Measurements From a Dissociated
High Enthalpy Hypersonic Air Flow

East, R. A.; Stalker, R. J.; Baird, J. P.

Issued by: University Southampton, England

October 1977
43 pp

Report No.: AASU-338

Treatment: Experimental Ai
Document Type: Report

Languages: English

Heat transfer rates from a non-equilibrium hypersonic air flow to
flat plates at zero and 12 degrees incidence have been measured in . .-

a free piston shock tunnel at stagnation enthalpy levels up to
51 MJ/KG. Nozzle flow conditions resulted in test section
velocities up to 8.1 KM/S and in an experimental regime in which
the free stream was chemically frozen and the flat plate boundary
layer was laminar. Estimates of the gas phase and surface
reaction Damkohler numbers have been made and the heat transfer
results are discussed in this context.....

Descriptors: Laminar flow; boundary layers, heat transfer;
hypersonic flow

Descriptors: Heat transfer measurements; Dissociated high
enthalpy hypersonic air flow; Stagnation enthalpy; Surface reac- - .
tion; Damkohler numbers; Nonequilibrium flow; Nozzle flow condi-

tions; Chemically frozen free stream; Laminar flat plate
boundary layer; 51 MJ/KG; 8.1 KM S/SUP-i

Class Codes: A4770; A4725Q; A4740K; A4715C
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156502 C78004304-yw

An On-Line Interactive Mini-Computer System for Heat Transfer
Measurements in a Transient Turbine Cascade

Oldfield, M. L. G.; Jones, T. V.; Schultz, D. L.

Issued by: University Oxford, England -AW

September 1977

l2pp

Report No.: QUEL-1217/77
Treatment: Practical

Document Type: Report

Languages: English

A 32 channel computer based data acquisition and processing
system has been developed for use with the new type of transient
cascade facility at Oxford. This is used for testing turbine blades
and nozzle guide vanes at full scale engine Reynolds and Mach
numbers with correct wall to flow temperature ratios. A novel
technique for processing transient heat transfer data from thin film
surface resistance thermometers has been developed.
Measurements of Surface pressure around blades, and of the
upstream turbulence level have been made. The cascade and
instrumentation are shown to have advantages both in cost and
effectiveness over continuous running cascades.

Descriptors: Gas turbines; Heat transfer; Automatic test equip-
ment; Data acquisition

Identifiers: Heat transfer measurements; transient turbine
cascade; Computer based data acquisition; Nozzle guide vanes;
On-line interactive minicomputer system

Class Codes: C7440
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128644 A77080258, B77044311

Developments in Heat Transfer Measurements Using Transient 71.
Techniques

Richards, B. E.

Sponsor: IEEE

International Congress on Instrumentation in Aerospace SimulationFacilities 81-8 1977

6-8 September 1977 Shrivenham, England

Publ: IEEE, New York, USA
V I I 208pp.

Treatment: Applic.; Practical

Document Type: Conference paper (9 References)

Languages: English

Presents three developments in the measurement of heat transfer
using transient techniques for application to research in hyper-
sonic aerodynamics and cooling of heated turbine components.
These are composed of: (a) accurate data reduction of transient
temperature data from calorimeters used in unsteady or time
dependent flows; (b) the semi-infinite conductor technique (using
thin film gauges to measure surface temperature) for use in con-
ventional intermittent blow down tunnels; and (c) the use of an
isentropic light piston tube for the direct calibration of transient
heat transfer measurements devices.

Descriptors: Aerospace test facilities.; Heat transfer; Cooling

Identifiers: Heat transfer measurements; Transient techniques;
Hypersonic aerodynamics; Data reduction; Isentropic light piston
tube; Turbine cooling; Semi infinite conductor technique; Aero-
space test facility

Class Codes: A4780; A4724Q; B7620; B7320R
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863902 A76015805

Trnsient Response of Circular-Foil Heat-Flux Gauges to Radiative
Fluxes

Kettner, N. R.; Wildin, M. W. S

Sandia Labs., Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA

Rev. Sci. Instrum. (USA), Vol. 46, No. 9, p. 1161-6
September 1975

Coden: RSINAK
Treatment: Applic., Theoretical , -

Document Type: Journal paper (12 References)

Languages: English

Reports the development of a new model for describing the tran-
sient response to a step change in incident radiative flux of aCFHFG (Gardon-type gauge) particularly as it is affected by heat

flow from the foil to the central lead wire. The authors give the
step response solution, compare analytical and experimental
results, identify sensitivity and response parameters, estimate the
effect of heat loss from the foil surface and discuss applications.

Descriptors: Thermal variables measurement; Transient response;
Sensitivity

Identifiers: Sensitivity; Response parameters; Circular foil heat
flux gauges; Gardon type gauge; Incident radiative flux step
change; Foil surface heat loss; Foil lead wire heat flow

Class Codes: 2A0620
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844836 B76002371, C75026831

Problems in Estimating Front Surface Heat Fluxes From Rear
Surface Temperature Measurements

Wally, K.; Bickle, L. W.; Keltner, N. R.

University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA

Washburn, B. (Editors)

Sponsor: ISA
Proceedings of the 21st International Instrumentation Symposium
121-6 1975

19-21 May 1975 Philadelphia, PA., USA

Publ.: ISA, Pittsburgh, PA, USA

Xl*580pp. ISBN 0 87664 261 X

Treatment: Theoretical

Document Type: Conference paper (17 References)

Languages: English
(17 References)

Estimating front surface heat fluxes on a plate from rear surface
temperature measurments requires accurate knowledge of the
temperature sensor's response characteristics. The classical
assumptioM' of an exponential step response for a beaded thermo-
couple is inaccurate and can lead to large errors in the estimated
heat flux. A model is postulated for the characteristic response of
a beaded thermocouple attached to a plate; data are presented to
support the model. Direct heat flux measurements are compared
with values estimated by using both the postulated response model
and an exponential response model.

Descriptors: Modelling; Temperature measurement; Thermocouples

Identifiers: Front surface heat fluxes; Rear surface temperature
measurements; Exponential step response; Beaded thermocouple;
Exponential response model

Class Cldes: 2B4447; 2C7447; 2B4250; 2C7630; 2C6420
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508593 A73022286, B73017875, C73010254

Sensitive Platinum Film Resistance Thermometers for Heat Transfer
Measurement

Evans, N. A. - -

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, USA

Sponsor: Instrument Soc. America

Proceedings of the 27th Annual ISA Conference 632/8pp. 1972

9-12 October 1972 New York, USA

Publ.: Instrument Soc. America, Pittsburgh, PA, USA . k

VII+232PP pp. ISBN 87664 191 5

Treatment: Practical, Experimental

Document Type: Conference paper (2 References)

Languages: English

A detailed description is given of the manufacture, calibration and
operation of sensitive platinum film resistance thermometers for use
as heat transfer gauges. For a ceramic substrate thickness of
0.1 inch, the associated circuitry allows measurement of: steady
heat transfer rates with temperature differences as low as
0.5 degrees F; changes in the level of steady heat transfer with
temperature difference changes of 0.05 degrees F; and unsteady
heat transfer rates at frequencies up to 1 MHZ with temperature
amplitudes of less than 0.005 degrees F. Such films have shown
good stability, the calibration factor having changed by approxi-
mately 2 percent over a three-month period.

I Descriptors: Resistance thermometers; Heat transfer; Thin film

devices; Platinum

Identifiers: Temperature measurement; Platinum film; Resistance
thermometers; Heat transfer measurement; Ceramic substrate;
Stability; Calibration

6 Class Codes: 2B4447; 2C7447; 284240; 2C7622; 2A0620
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B-4. TARGET RESPONSE.

398699 AD-780 557/5 <-'

Development and Evaluation of Measurement Systems for
Blast-Induced Motions i n Buried Structures (Final Report,
January- December 1972)

Pickett, Stephen F.

New Mexico University Albuquerque, Eric H. Wang Civil
Engineering Research Facility

Corp. Source Codes: 400976

Report No.: AFWL-TR-73-230

April 74 124p

NTIS Prices: PC A06/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRA17417

Contract No.: F29601 -72-0-0024; DNA- NWED-Jll1AAXS; X352

Four types of transducers for measuring blast-induced motions in
buried structures were developed and/or evaluated. Potentiometric
linear displacement transducers were evaluated based on
vendor-supplied data. Application techniques, load error analysis
and vendor- suggested improvements were also studied. A gage for
measuring relative structure/media interface (shear) displacement
was designed, developed, and tested in teh CERF 2- x 40-ft shock
tube. This gage performed well over the low displacement range
for which it was designed. A seismometer for simultaneously ..

measuring absolute structural displacement and velocity was also. --

designed, built, and tested. This transducer also performed well.
The suitability of WES Air Force Modified (WAM) stress gages and .

Simmons concrete stress gages for measuring dynamic structural
media interface normal stress was tested in the CERE 2- x 4-ft
shock tube. During this test program unexpected results were
obtained because of reverberations in the test configuration.
Although the results were useful, the data were not adequate for
complete evaluation of these gages. (Author)

Descriptors: *Underground structures; *Blast loads; *Measuring
instruments; Potentiometers; Transducers; Stresses; Seismometers;
Shock tubes; Dynamic tests; Nuclear explosions

Identifiers: NTISAF

Section Headings: 148 (Methods and Equipment--Laboratories,
Test Facilities, and Test Equipment); 13M (Mechanical, Industrial,
Civil, and Marine Engineering--Structural Engineering); 18C
(Nuclear Science and Technology--Nuclear Explosions); 19D
(Ordnance--Explosions, Ballistics, and Armor); 73D (Methods,
Instrumentation, and Equipment--Test Facilities, Equipment,
Methods, and Laboratories); 77D (Nuclear Science and i -
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028117 AD-605 407

A Program to Induce High Blast-Induced Airloads and Structural
Response of Lifting Surfaces

Jarvis, R. L.; Kaspar, J. J.; Mills, R. R.; Wolf, I. 0.

Aircraft Armaments Inc., Cockeysville, M

Corp. Source Codes: 000000

Report No.: ASD-TDR63 764;--V2

July 64 2p

See also AD-436 114

NTIS Prices: PC A02 Journal Announcement: USGRDR

Contract No.: AF33 616 7099; 1350; 135002

Six experiments were conducted to measure the transient character
of the airloads induced by the interaction of blast generated shock
waves on a moving airfoil. The tests were conducted on a rigid
(airloads) model of swept planform, similar in type to a B47/B52
aircraft. Airfoil motion was simulated by the shock tube which
produced a jet flow of Mach 0.7. Shock waves were generated by
explosive charges which were varied in size and proximity to
obtain airloads on the wing that changed both the angle of attack
and blast duration through a range from small to large. The wind
specimens were heavily instrumented with pressure transducers to
measure the time history of the variation in the airloads.
Response of the wing to the airloads was measured by strain gages
and accelerometers. Pressure instrumentation was also used to -"-

measure the character of the blast environment. Blast parameters
were varied to obtain induced airloads with nominal values for the
angle of attack of 8, 20, and 30 degrees. At each of these angles
of attack, an experiment was run with a short and long duration
shock wave to study the effect of decay rate on the airloads.
(Author)

Descriptors: *Airfoils; Shock waves; *Wings; Aerodynamic load-
ing; Swept wings; Airplane models; Shock tubes; Lift; Blast; -.

Angle of attack
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522889 AD-A029 437/1

Blast Tests of a Mobile Satellite Tracking Antenna and of Two
Model Antennas (Final Report)

Abrahams, Rodney; Bertrand, Brian P.; Pearson, Richard J.

Ballistic Research Labs, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD

Corp. Source Codes: 050750

Report No.: BRL-MR-2661

August 76 63p

NTIS Prices: PC A04/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRA17623 Vit

Contract No.: DA-1-W-162118-AH-75

A mobile satellite tracking antenna was subjected to blast waves
emerging from the open end of an eight foot diameter shock tube.
Response data were obtained by the use of strain gages and an
accelerometer. Two, similarly instrumented simple model antennas
were also tested within the shock tube. (Author)

Descriptors: *Parabolic antennas; *Satellite tracking systems;
*Shock resistance; *Satellite communications; Shock tubes; Scale
models; Response; Strain gages; Blast loads; Accelerometers;
Antenna masts; Shock waves

Identifiers: AN/GSC-86; Communication antennas; NTISDODXA

Section Headings: 9E (Electronics and Electrical Engineering--
Subsystems); 49A (Electrotechnology--Antennas)
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806238 AD-A090 123/1

Development of Airblast and Soil Strength Instrumentation (Final
Report, 1 May 78-1 January 80) ,.

Coleman, P. L.; Groether, M. A.

Systems, Science and Software, La Jolla, CA

Corp. Source Codes: 026555000; 388507

Sponsor: Defense Nuclear Agency, Washington, DC

Report No.: SSS-R-80-4367; DNA-5225F

1 February 80 123p

Langauges: English

NTIS Prices: PC A06/MF A01 Journal Announcement: GRAI8103

Country of Publication: United States

Contract No.: DNA001-78-C-0244; Hi1CAXS; X352

The development and testing of airblast and soil strength gauges
are presented. The airblast sensors include an accelerometer
instrumented drag sphere to measure dynamic pressure and bar
gauge probes to measure static, stagnation and reflected pressures
at levels to 10 to the 8th power Pa (1 kilobar). The soil strength
gauge is a shock hardened dynamic cone penetrator. An analysis
of a slug type heat flux sensor is given. (Author)

Descriptors: *Gages; Pressure gages; Accelerometers;
Temperature measuring instruments; Heat flux; Blast waves; Soil
tests; Strength (mechanics); Earth penetrating devices; Conical
bodies; Stagnation pressure; Static pressure; Supersonic flow;
Dynamic pressure; Pressure measurement; Drag; Spheres; Soil
dynamics; Cratering; Nuclear explosion testing; Nuclear explosion
simulation; High explosives; Shock tubes
Identifiers: Airblast; Dynamic cone penetrators; Bar gages; Soil

strength gages WU81; NTISDODXA; NTISDODSD

Section Headings: 8M (Earth Sciences and Oceanography--Soil
Mechanics); 14B (Methods and Equipment--Laboratories, Test
Facilities, and Test Equipment); 79E (Ordnance--Detonations,
Explosion Effects, and Ballistics); 50D (Civil Engineering--Soil and
Rock Mechanics)
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